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ABSTRACT 

The structure and histochemistry of the gland cells of the dorsal 

and ventral surfaces of Arion hortensis were described, together with that 

~f the pedal and caudal glands. This investigation was conducted using a 

light microscope and standard staining techniques. 

The ultrastructure of. the pedal gland was investigated and the 

nature of an unusual tubule - filled endoplasmic reticulum considered and 

describedo The effect of the enzyme pepsin, and of deamination on the 

ultrastructure of the tubules, was examined. 

Lastly, a brief regeneration experiment was conducted, using 

mantle tissue, to study the origin of the gland cells. The process was 

first investigated using a light microscope, and then tissue from a 

limited time sequence was studied using the electron microscope. These 

last results were compared with the ultrastructure of the normal mantle. 
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G1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this research was to study, in some detail, the 

nature and possible developmental sequence of the glands associated with 

the skin of a mollusc. 

The mollusc chosen as the subject of the investigation was the 

• slug Arion hortensis. This is a 'naked' mollusc in that it lacks a shell, 

and this feature was .felt to be desirable bearing in mind that it was the 

epidermis and its associated glands which were to be examined. The 

remOVal of a shell could seriously damage that tissue in certain regions 

of the body, and would be a tedious operation to carry out before fixation 

when speed is essential for good preservation. A second advantage of this 

slUg, since many individuals would be required in the course of the research, 

was its abundance and wide distribution throughout the British Isles 

(Boycott 1934), particularly in cultivated land. 

However, a problem arising from the selection of Arion hortensis 

was its pigmentation (black over the mantle, back and sides, and orange 

along the length of the sole and sole margins), which could have obscured 

vital structures. 

The research project fell into three sections. Firstly, a 

general histological and histochemical survey of the slug was necessary in 

order to determine the structure and content of the glands involved o 

Clearly, this would have been an enormous task in electron microscopic terms 

and therefore the survey was conducted using the light microscope. Also, 

the number of histochemical methods available to the electron microscopist 

is limited and so for a more complete study it was necessary to use tissue 

prepared for light microscopy either by paraffin embedding or by freezing. 

Secondly, one area was selected for a detailed electron 

microscope examination, the pedal gland. This was chosen because of its 

~ 

• Ferussac (1819). 
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considerable importance in the production of mucus for locomotion, and 

because it represented a well-defined and limited area for study. 

Furthermore, an examination of the literature showed that its ultrastructure 

had never been described. 

Lastly, an experiment was conducted to study the regeneration of 

mantle tissue with the hope that this might throw aome light on the origin 

of the yland cells, even though this would represent development in damaged 

rather than normal tissue. 
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Id. IDENTIFICATION 

The molluscs were identified using Quick's (1949) key and Taylor's 

(1894-1900 and 1900-1907) Monograph. Quick described the slime as orange but 

the results of the current investigation agreed with Taylor's statement that 

it was the dermal mucus which was orange, the caudal and locomotory mucus 

being colourless. In fact, the slime produced by the dorsal surface only 

became obviously orange after 'severe' attack, such as when submersing the 

live animal in fixative solution, or dissecting it without anaesthetic to 

obtain the pedal gland tissue. The colouring was due to the discharge of 

the pigment cells (LM4 iv ppS~-60) of the mantle and back. 

Fig. 1 illustrates the external features of Arion hortensis. 
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CM. COLLECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF SLUGS 

The slugs were collected in the vicinity of the Departmental 

greenhouses and gardens and were transferred to an indoor vivarium, a 

procedure which was not essential since the slugs were available all the 

year round, but convenient because in very cold weather (when humidity was 

low), the slugs burrowed beneath the soil and an indoor vivarium removed 

the necessity for digging. The depth of burrowing was not ascertained 

accurately, but it was greater than 6cm • 

The vivarium was a polythene box, 1104cm deep, 26.7cm long 

and 19cm wide, and without a lid. The bottom of the box was filled with 

1.2Scm of gravel (for drainage), and covered with Scm of crudely sieved 

soil. Shelter for the slugs was provided by some large stones, a piece of 

wood and an inverted Petri dish embedded in the moistened soil. No more 

than a dozen slugs were placed in this vivarium and they were supplied with 

a small variety of food which was placed on the buried Petri dish (for ease 

of cleaning). A 1:1 mixture of oats and chalk bound together with water 

was a constant feature of the diet, but the other items of food, pieces of 

cabbage, lettuce, potato or carrot, were fed to the slugs successively and 

it was not until the carrot was supplied that they ate. stephenson 

(1962-1963) had a similar experience and suggested that carrot was preferred 

because it did not dry out as quickly as the other vegetables, a process 

which would render the food unpalatable. Cardot (1924) also found that 

potato and carrot were eaten by Arion hortensis in captivity. Fresh food 

was supplied three times a week and the soil re-watered whenever necessary. 

At the same time old food was removed and the surface of the soil lightly 

raked over to ensure that no hard crust formed. The soil was replaced 

completely once a month so that excessive contamination by faeces and slime 

could be avoided. The vivarium was covered by a fine metal grid which 

allowed air to circulate over the soil but which prevented any slugs 
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escaping, and was placed in the indoor departmental aquarium, where the 

animals were protected from frost, snow, direct sun and drying winds whilst 

still being subject to a day/night cycle and some temperature variations 

o 0 
(between 8 C and 15 cl. Exposure to a day/night cycle was felt to be 

desirable, along with high humidity, for the provision of a satisfactory 

environment for the slug, since Lewis (1969) found in Arion ater that 

activity was initiated by falling light intensity rather than by any 

temperature change as thought by Dainton (1954) •••• and as far as possible 

ordinary outdoor conditions were imitated. The aquarium itself was 

unheated and therefore usually quite cool, although external weather 

conditions could affect the air temperature due to the presence of windows 

along the length of the north-facing wall. In these conditions the slugs 

survived very well, but were generally inactive and stayed beneath the 

shelter provided, the inactivity probably being due to insufficient humidity 

in the low temperatureso 

For the regeneration experiment the .lugs were collected by 

trapping, since large numbers were required at one timeo Flowerpots were 

inverted over rolled oats or bran and small potatoes on a recently dug 

potato patch in the Botanic gardens. Numerous slugs of several varieties 

could be collected in this way. 

As wound healing was to be studied, the best possible environmental 

conditions were required so that the process could take place efficiently, for 

any environmental deficiency could have a detrimental influence. Pairs of 

slugs were placed in lidless crystallising dishes, Be.' in diameter by Scm 

deep, half-filled with a 'soil' composed of five parts loam to three parts 

peat to one part sharp sand, plus a little chalk. The soil, after watering, 

retained its moisture and did not for. lumps. The whole dish was covered 

by terylene netting secured by a rubber band and twelve of these dishes, 

two deep, were placed in a glass aquarium, 20cm high by 30cm long by 
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20cm wide, in the bottom of which was 1cm of water. The dishes were 

raised above the water by standing on inverted Petri dishes and rotated so 

that no one dish was permanently at the bottom. The top of the aquarium was 

covered by a double layer of foil to raise a humid atmosphere, but light 

could still enter laterally, and placed in the departmental aquarium in the 

conditions described previously. The soil moisture was maintained by 

watering when necessary and the slugs were fed fresh carrot three or four 

times a week. These were assumed to be good conditions for the slugs to 

live in since breeding occurred and the level of activity seemed quite high. 

Some notes on the appearance of the eggs, clutch size, hatching times and 

conditions can be found in Appendix I. This culture method was a variation 

of that used by Stephenson in 1962-1963, but he stacked similar dishes, 

three deep in wooden racks, in screw top jars which were kept in an outside 

insectary or an unheated greenhouseo 
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LM. LIGHT MICROSCOPY 

LM.l. INTRODUCTION 

In order to examine the epidermis and its associated structures, 

it was necessary to fix, embed and section the slug. Sections were then 

treated with various stains and the results tabulated. 

The survey was planned from an histological and histochemical 

point of view and here the choice of fixative can be critical. It must be 

able to diffuse rapidly, before autolysis begins in the depths of the tissue 

and must have the ability to coagulate and harden tissue causing diffusible 

substances to become insoluble. At the same time, the fixative must 

strengthen the tissue so that it can survive the dehydration and embedding 

procedures necessary before sectioning and staining can take place. The 

fixative must also leave the tissues in a state whereby they can be stained 

easily, and the results be viewed clearly. 

The majority of fixatives react with the proteins of the tissue 

concerned, either in an additive manner so that atoms of the fiXative 

combine with the protein (usually a side chain being involved), thus 

stabilising itj or, they are non-additive but act in such a way as to 

change the solubility of the proteins without affecting other propertieso 

According to Hlthmann(1970) the best available fixatives are 

those which lead to the denaturation of cellular proteins without 

recognisable precipitation and thus provide an 'equivalent image' of cell 

structure at any given level of microscopic resolution. However, there is 

no ideal fixative, only the one best suiting the substance to be studied 

should be selected (for instance, Baker's Formol-Calcium for lipids) and 

even then some changes will have occurred. When such specific fixatives 

are required for a stain or substance, it will be stated in the texto 
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LM.2. METHODS 

In the initial survey a number of fixatives were chosen from the 

literature, in particular from the works of Gurr (1962), Humason (1962), 

Drury and Wallingford (1967), and Pearse (195'* and 1968)0 A general sel

ection of fixatives was necessary because the structure and chemical 

content of the gland cells in Arion hortensis were unknown; they included 

Susa, Helly, Alcoholic Bouin (DubosarBrasil) and 7~nker which were 

recommended for animal tissues in general. A fifth fixative, Sodium 

Acetate-Formol (Conklin 1963), was selected because it was stated by 

Conklin to be very good for the histochemical demonstration of acid 

mucopolysaccharides. It was prepared by neutral ising 10% formalin with 

sodium bicarbonate and then adding 2 g of sodium acetate; Conklin 

used calcium carbonate for neutralisation, but since calcium was one of 

the substances to be tested for- in the mollusc, it was felt that another 

compound should be used o 

In the case of all the solutions except the Sodium Acetate

Formol, which was used at 4°C, fixation was carried out at room 

temperature (approximately 20
0

C)o 

Since most of the fixing, washing, dehydrating and embedding 

programmes were for mammalian tissues, a timetable for Arion hortensis 

was worked out on these mammalian techniques, but with the realisation 

that considerable alterations in timings might be necessary in the light 

of this pilot runo 

Depending on the fixative employed the slugs were washed, 

dehydrated, cleared in toluene (a clearing agent acting as an intermediate 

between the slug in alcohol and the slug in the embedding medium), and 

embedded in paraffin wax (plus Ceresin, congealing at about 5So
C). Any 

soil particles adhering to the slug were removed after fixation since their 

presence in the wax block could blunt the Knife used for sectioning. It 
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was necessary to clean the fixed animal since brushing of the live rulimal 

caused large amounts of slime to be expelled. 

The followin~ table shows the routine instituted for each 

fixatiVe. 

Table I Timetable for fixing, washing, dehydrating and 

embedding of tissue 

Length of vashing Alcohols Toluene Wax 
Fixative fixation n Dist. I 

water 50% 70% 90% Abso 

Susa 16 
standing - - 2 t! 11 2! 

A A A A 1t 
x2 x2 xl xl 

Alcoholi 16 
Bouin standing - - " " " " " 

Helly " 6 2 16 
A A " " " " 
xl 

Zenker " " " " " " " " 

Sodium " 
Acetate- It°C " " " " " " " 
Formol 

Camoy 161 2 2 1 
standing - - - - A A 

x2 x3 

Lillie's 161 2 - 11 ti 1! -a 1t 
1 ()I)(, standing A A A A A 

xl xl x3 x3 

Formol- 17 1 - 1 1 11 1t 1 
Calcium standing Rl' A A A A 

x2 x2 x3 x3 

Wax 
II 

60°C 

1t 

" 

" 

" 

" 

2 

11 

11 
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Figures show time in hourso RT Wash in Running Tap Water 

A Agitated 

x2 Number of changes of solution 

Standing = Without agitation 

The slugs were embedded finally in small rectangular 

polythene pots, and the resulting block of wax could be trimmed to a 

size suitable for attaching onto the microtome mounting blocks o 

Serial sections of 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10~ere cut depending on 

the histochemical test to be appliedo A ribbon of such sections was 

floated onto warm distilled water (which had previously been boiled to 

remove air) contained in a crystallising disho The sections extended 

and flattened, and then a cleaned slide, smeared lightly with glycerin/ 

albumen was slid under themo The slide was lifted out of the water at 

an angle and drained, with the sections adhering to ito When dry, the 

o 
slides were transferred to an open slide box and placed in a 37 Coven; 

they were then ready for stainingo 

Using Mallory's Triple stain the quality of fixation and 

penetration of the wax was assessedo 

The tissues in Susa sectioned well and penetration of the wax 

through the slug was completeo At the microscopic level, the cilia 

around the sole were very regularly arranged and well preserved, as were 

the cells in the depths of the body; nor did there appear to be any 

excessive shrinkage or swelling in the tissueo Furthermore, when 

placed in Susa the slug seemed not to contract excessively, whereas in 

Alcoholic Bouin the animal contracted into a lUI-shape, which rendered 

sectioning rather difficulto Moreover, in Bouin the central part of 

the animal was not properly impregnated with wax, possibly due to 

insufficient clearing in toluene or to an insufficient embedding time, 

and to correct this there would have to be a modification of the schedule 

listed in Table 10 
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Fixation in Helly's fixative was not good either, the cells 

appearing to be rather empty as if material had been lost from them and 

the epidermal layer was torn. This latter could be due to brittleness 

of the tissue induced perhaps by too long a fixation time. 

The tissue fixed in Zenker sectioned very well and fixation 

seemed good, but in the central part of the body where the animal was 

thickest due to contraction, the sections were brittle. This could 

indicate that the clearing and embedding times were not long enough, and 

a modification in the schedule would again be necessary. Lastly, the 

Sodium Acetate-Formol fixed tissue, whilst sectioning well, did not give 

a satisfactory cellular appearance, the tissue appearing very contracted 

and damaged. 

Thus although several of the above fixatives might have been 

useful with altered schedules, the Susa fixative was adopted for the 

general survey since adequate results were obtained with the existing 

times. Before Susa (also Zenker and Helly) fixed sections could be stained 

it was necessary to remove the aercuric precipitate foraed and this was 

done by immersing the slide in alcoholic solutions of iodine and sodium 

thiosulphate (Humason 1962)0 

The last of the fixatives characterised in table I were special 

solutions employed for specific stains, and the stains and the other 

procedures used in the survey, (with the references for the schedules) 

are as follows:-

For connective tissue:-

Mallory's Triple stain (Huaaaon 1962):

I Methyl Blue 

II Acid Fuchsin 

III Orange G 
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For Elastic Tissue:-

\I'c>igert's Elastin Stain (Puchtler and Sweat 1960) 

Cnrnoy fixationo 

For Polysaccharides and Mucopolysaccharides:-

Ao Staining methods for above substances, excluding 

Fluorescent technirlues. 

(I) 0.5°~ Alcian Blue, in 3% acetic acid (pH 205) 

with Ehrlich's Haematoxylin. (Humason 1962) 

(ii) a. 1% Alcian Blue 8 GX •• 0 pH 0.5 

b. 1% Alcian Blue 8 GX •• 0 pH 1.0 

Secti0ns from 0 0 and bo blotted dryo 

Co 1% Alciun Blue 8 GX • 0 0 pH 205 

(Lev and Spicer 1964) 

(iii) Alcian Blue 8 GX (AB 8 GX), Critical Electrolyte 

Concentration (CEe) technique. (SCott and 

Dorling 1965, and Quintarelli and Dellovo 1965). 

(iv) flo ABBGX (~ Magnesium Chloride)-PAS 

bo AB8GX (0.5M Magnesium Chloride)-PAS 

CO AG8GX (l%)-PAS 

(Andersen, ~lg~rd and von BUlow 1970) 

(v) a. Methylation .00 20
0

C for 24 hours 

bo Saponification ••• 1 hour 

both followed by 0.5% AB pH 2.5. (Humason 1962) 

(vi) Drastic ~1ethylation •• 0 4 hours at 6o°C and 12 

o 
hours at 60 C, both followed 

by Aldehyde fuchsin. (Pearse 1968) 
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(vii) ao Methylation using Thionyl Chlorideo 

(Stoward 1967). 

bo Saponification a low temperatures for 2 hours. 

(Stoward 1967) 0 

ao and bo followed by Alcian Blue BGX pH 100 and 2.50 

(viii) ao Mowry's Colloidal Iron Method, plus Controlo 

(Humason 1962) 

bo Mowry's Colloidal Iron -PAS. (Mowry 1963) 

(ix) Best's Carmineo (Humason 1962) 

(x) PAS + Diastase Control. (Humason 1962) 

(xi) Southgate's Mucicarmine + Ehrlich's Haematoxylin. 

(Humason 1962) 

(xii ) a. 1% aqueous Toluidine Blue. (Humason 1962) 0 

bo 0011)6 TB . . . ••• pH 005 for 10 minuteso 

0.1% TB •• 0 .00 pH 100 for 10 minuteso 

0011)6 TB o •• .00 pH 300 for 10 minutes. 

001% TB .00 •• 0 pH !toO for 10 minuteso 

(Andersen, M;11g~rd and von BUlow 1970) 

Co 001% TB in 30% Ethanol for 10 minutes. 

(Andersen et alo 1970) 

(xiii ) 
o Deamination, 16 hours at 20 C, followed by 0.1% TB 

ph 100 or 300 as for (xii) bo, plus Control. 

(Sams, Smith and Davidson 1962) 

(xiv) RNase (Horn and Spicer 196!t) for 2 hours, 1% TB 

2 minuteso 10% Neutral Formalin fixationo 

(xv) Sulphationo (Scott and Dorling 1965). 10 minutes 

at room temperature followed by 0.1% TB, pH 3 00 

(as for (xii)b.)o 
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(xvi) Azure A, pH extinction. (Pearse 1968) 

(xvii) Aldehyde Fuchsin. (Pearse 1968). 

(xviii) Aldehyde Fuchsin -AB8GXo (Pearse 1968) 0 

(xix) HID and LID techniques with and without Peracetic Acido 

(Pearse 1968)0 

(xx) Controls for Sialic Acid: 

ao Digestion with Neuraminidase 

(Spicer, Horn and Leppi 1967). 

bo Hydrolysis with OolN HCl, 

Co Hydrolysis with O.lN H2SO4 

all followed by l~ ABBGX, pH 2.5. 

.00 

... 
o •• 

17 hours. 

o 1 hour at 80 C. 

Fixed in 10" 

Neutral Formalin. (Andersen et al.1970) 

(xxi) Geyer's Tetrazonium method. (Pearse 1968) 

10% Neutral Formalin fixation. 

(xxii) Hyaluronidase (4 hours), followed by 1" aqueous 

TB for 2 minutes and buffer Control. (Leppi and 

Stoward 1965). Carnoy fixationo 

(xxiii) P - Glucuronidase with and without Peracetic Acid and 

Control 0 (Fullmer 1960). Followed by 1" ABBGX, pH 2050 

Bo Fluorescent techniques: 

(i) Ferric Alum - Coriphosphine. (Pearse 1968). 

(ii) Acridine Orange - CTAC method o RNase as before. 

Carnoy fixationo (Pearse 1968). 

For Proteins: 

(1) Millon's Reagent. (HumasOll 1962). 

(ii) Ninhydrin-Schiff. (Humason 1962). 

(iii) Heidenhain'_ Haematoxylino (Humason) 

(iv) ao Performic Acid - A1cian Blue, plus Controlo 

(Pearse 1968, and Andersen et a1.1970)0 
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Performic Acid -AB-PASo (Andersen ~.1970) 

a. and b. fixed in 10% Neutral Formalin o 

(v) Mercuric Bromophenol Blue, 5 ~sections. 

and Bromophenol Blue without Mercury. 

(Humason 1962) 

(vi) DMAB-nitrite, 10% Neutral Formalin fixation. 

(Pearse 1968)0 

(vii) Biebrich Scarlpto (Spicer and Lillie 1961). 

0 004% pH 5 0 0 (Mcll vainc buffer) 0 

0004% pH 6 0 0 (McIlvaine buffer) • 

0004% pH 8 0 0 (Mcll vaine buffer) 0 

0004% pH 9066 (Glycine/NaOH S,rensen buffer) 

0004% pH 10042 (Glycine/NaOH s,/rensen buffer) 

Nucleic Acids: 

(i) Methyl Green - Pyronin Y, plus RNase Control 

(Humason 1962) 0 

(ii) Methyl Green - Pyronin-CEC, plus RNase Control 

• 

10% Neutral Formalin fixation for (ii), using Revector 

Methyl Green and Revector Pyronin Go 

For Lipids: 

(i) Sudan Black B for Lipids in paraffin sections (10 ~. 

(Pearse 1968). 

(ii) Luxol Fast Blue MBSo 10 rmsections. 

(i) and (ii) fixed in Calcium - Formo1 o 

For Calcium: 

(i) Alizarin Red S. (Humason 1962) 

(Pearse 1968). 

(ii) Modified von Kossa Methodo (HumasOll 1962). 
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For Melanin: 

(i) The Masson-Fontana method with the Hexamine Silver 

modification. 

The names of dyes, solutions and enzymes vill be given in 

Appendix II, together vith Colour Index and Batch Numbers, vhere 

appropriate'p.223). 

To build up a picture of the structure, contents and distribution 

of gland cells throughout the slug, sections were treated in a pre

arranged order so that all stains vere applied to anyone animal. 

Frozen Sections: 

A number of slugs vere exaained in the fora ot frozen sections. 

These were necessary, firstly as a check to see it any undue distortion 

had occurred in tissues that had been chemically tixed, and secoadly to 

allov the staining ot lipids vhich are normally lost atter chemical 

tixation. 

The cryostat used was the 'Pearse' Cold Microtome, Type H. 

A small piece ot slug, not exceeding 3 mm in any direction 

vas mounted on a drop ot vater oa a cork disc vhich in turn vas mounted 

on a drop of vater on a .etal carriage. This vas placed in a vire basket 

and held in liquid nitrogen vapour tor a short tt.e to ensure the .. i.al 

bec .. e attached to the disc betore being lovered into liquid nitrogen 

tor 15 seconds. The Knite blade vas kept cool vith solid carbon dioxide 

and the te.perature of the cabinet was maintained at _14°C to -15°C. 

The sectio .. vere cut at 1~, collected oa a coverslip and then alloved 

to drJ tor tvo to three ... 

(wee o~r) . 
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minutes, when they were stained with the following stains for the same 

period of time as for paraffin sections: 

1% Alcian Blue pH 2050 

Toluidine Dlue, 1% aqueouso 

Alizarin Red So 

Methyl Green - Pyronin Y, and 

Sudan Black B for 10 minute so 

This last was made up with 1 g 

Isopropyl Alcohol, and filtered before useo 

of Sudan Black B in 100 ml 

Isopropyl Alcohol was chosen 

as a solvent instead of 70% Alcohol or equal parts of 70% Alcohol and 

Acetone since they tend to dissolve small droplets of lipid. Isopropyl 

Alcohol, Propylene Glycol and Methyl Phosphate do this to a reduced extent 

(Drury and Wallingford 1967). 

Once the sections were stained they were rinsed in distilled 

water, dried as much as possible, and temporary mounts using 50% glycerol 

were made, sealing the coverslip with rubber solution and nail varnish o 

Some sections were made into permanent mounts by dehydrating (in Alcohols 

or Acetone depending on the stain), clearing and mounting in Neutral 

Mounting Medium, and others were post-fixed, on the slide before staining, 

with 5% Acetic Acid in absolute Alcohol for 2 minutes. 

LM030 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The molluscan epidermis and associated glands have been the 

subjects of numerous investigationso The mucus produced by some of 

these glands is generally accepted as serving a number of purposes: 

as a lubricant - keeping the epidermis moist, pliable and free from 

dirt, as an 'adhesive', as an aid to locomotion - the mollusc actually 

moving over a trail of mucus and thus protecting the foot against sharp 

soil particles, as a protection against enemies inasmuch as it makes thE 
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animal hard to grip and may even be repugnant to the predator although 

this is more frequently thought to be a function of the protein secretion, 

and also as a check to evaporation. Hunter (1964) has disputed this 

last function citing as evidence the work of Hogben and Kirk (1944) 

who found that mucus from Arion ater did not retain water at normal 

temperatures unless the air humidity was near saturation. However, 

continued evaporation from the moist skin does reduce the danger of 

overheating in all conditions except those of fully saturated air. 

Terrestrial molluscs are terrestrial only in the sense that they do 

not live in water; they exist an land by adopting shady, humid, 

environmental niches and nocturnal behavioural patterns. In a sense, 

the terrestrial molluscs with shells have an advantage over naked 

varieties in that they can reduce water loss by retreating into their 

shells. Another disputed function of the mucus is that it may have 

antiseptic properties since the molluscan body is free of bacterial 

and fungal growths, but Campion (1957) found thi s not to be the case 

Dr Helix aspersa. She found that the slime of this animal possessed 

proteinase thought to be involved in the breakdown of the 

proteinaceous epiphragm. Clearly, such a property would only be 

found in the shelled molluscs which produce epiphragms. 

Some papers on the skin of shelled molluscs will be examined 

in the literature review that follows together with those on 'naked' 

varieties but most will be concerned with terrestrial genera since 

these will be exposed to approximately similar conditions as 

Arion hortensis and one would expect comparable structures to be 

evolved. 

In this and previous works the glands were found to be 

embedded in the dermis, (composed of connective tissue and muscle 

fibres), below the epidermis and were usually independent gland cell 

wits. The only multicellular glands examined were the caudal and 
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pedal glands. Hence the term 'gland' will only be applied to these 

last two cases and their individual mucous gland cells will be termed 

mucocytes, whilst in all other instances the term 'gland cell' will 

be used. 

At this juncture only brief mention will be made of the 

other works to be considered, since they can most usefully be examined 

in comparison with the current research and will therefore be discussed 

in section LM.4 (xiv) pp99-IIS. 

Three papers will be described in relation to Helix pomatia. 

The first is by Prenant (1924) who principally studied the nature and 

distribution of calcium in the pallial tissue, but also described small 

and large mucous glruld cells, which were found in the connective tissue. 

Prenant believed that they had a connective tissue origin, developing 

from leucocytes, which were free connective tissue cells. 

The second work on Helix pomatia was by Roth (1929)0 

He too found the gland cells to be subepidermal and described mucous 

and calcium gland cells like Prenant, as well as protein and golden 

yellow pigment cellso Moreover, since Roth's investigation was more 

extensive, covering the whole animal, he described two types of mucous 

gland cell, one in the mantle and the other in the sole. 

Concerning the origin of the gland cells, Roth and Prenant 

had opposing views, for Roth envisaged the gland cells arising from the 

epidermis and then 'sinking' into the connective tissue where they 

differentiated to produce their various secretions, whilst Prenant 

believed they developed from connective tissue leucocyteso There is 

still debate about the origin of these gland cells and this will be 

mentioned later in the text. 

A more recent work on Helix pomatia was published, by 

Bolognani-Fantin and 8ologn8Oi in 1964. Theirs was a biochemical 

and histochemical investigation into the nature of the secretion produced 
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by the cell s of the foot in active and hibernating slugso Besides mucous 

cells they described calcareous, eosinophil (possibly proteinaceous _ 

personal interpretation - but likened by them to Schneider's (1902) 

albumen cells), and phenolic cellso The last yland cell type was the 

subject of a further paper in 1965 (by Bolognani-Fantin only). 

The granules of these cells were found to contain di- or poly-phenol 

(ortho- or para-) or a di-indol, and to display a clear intense yellow 

coloration in fixed but unstained material. 

Their work was interesting in that it gave a more detailed 

account of the histochemical nature of the various secretions produced 

by Helix pomatia, but it should be remembered that Bolognani-Fantin 

and 8ol09nani only \wrked on the tissues of the foot. It is clear 

from the text of the 1964 paper that all the cells described have, 

in their view, an epidermal origin agreeing with Roth, but they gave 

no evidence to support their statement. 

Campion (1957, 1961) described eight types of gland cells 

in Helix aspersa: mucocytes A, B, C, & D; protein; calcium; 

lipid and pigment. This was a study of the whole animal and once 

again the gland cells were found to be present in the subepidermal 

connective tissue. A, B, calcium, protein and some lipid and 

pigment cells were found in the mantle collar and similar.cells were 

found in the median surface of the mantle although they were smaller 

and differed in relative abundance. Likewise a similar situation 

obtained in the dorsal and lateral surfaces of the foot but in the sole 

gland cells C and D occurred, although it was thought that these two 

cell types had a common origin. Campion favoured a connective tissue 

origin for the gland cells and described stages in development for all 
I 

cell types. She also believed the mode of discharge to be a merocrine 

one and that discharge could be effected by direct or indirect pressure 

on the gland cells induced by the contraction of the surrounding muscle 
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tissue, presumably under nervous controlo However, in the dorsal 

surface some of the gland cells were seen to possess a network of 

fibres over the cell surface ~lich could be contractile and might 

possibly be innervated. 

The next work to be considered was by Elves (1961) who 

described the structure of the foot of Discus rotundatus and found 

one type of mucous gland cell to be scattered throughout the sole, 

although aggregated in the foot fringes, together with amoebocytes 

(equivalent to Barr's (1927-1928) calcic cells) both types being 

embedded in the connective tissue. 

He also described a pedal gland, which was composed of two 

cell types, one being a discharged stage and the other a developing 

or discharging stage. Furthermore, a caudal gland was present and 

was composed of equal numbers of mucous gland cells and amoebocytes 

in the floor of the gland whereas amoeboid cells were predominant 

in the sides. In the roof of the gland, composed of a flap of tissue 

from the dorsal surface, mucus-secreting cells were predominant. 

However, he made no comment about the origin of the gland cells or 

their mode of secretiono 

In examining Australorbis glabratus, Pan (1958) described 

four types of cellular component in the connective tissue: 

fibniiasts (which will be considered in the regeneration section 

(R.LM.lmpp~-~O) pigment cells, vesicular cells and mucous gland 

cellso A pedal gland was also presento He stated, moreover, that 

the fibniiasta were capable of transforming into a variety of cell 

types which could be taken as evidence for a connective tissue origin 

of cellso 

The remainder of this historical survey will consider 

previous works published concerning other slugso 
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Barr (1926) described the pedal gland of Milax sowerbii, 

and found it to be composed of a mass of secretory cells traversed by 

a duct, whose lower epidermis was elaborately ciliatedo This duct 

could be secondarily branchedo The gland produced much of the mucus 

on which the animal moved, but also the posterior part of the roof of 

the canal appeared to have an excretory function since crystalline 

concretions were found in ito The gland was freely suspended in the 

body cavity so that muscular contractions within the foot could not 

effect discharge, and instead Barr believed that the tenacity of the 

slime caused it to be drawn out of the duct as the slug moved across 

the substrate. 

Barr (1927-1928) also described the glandular system of 

Arion ater varo castagneao Similar mucous gland cells were described 

in the tissue of the mantle margin, foot sole and foot fringe, the 

aggregation of such mucous cells in the foot fringe being described as 

the peripodial gland. These last were found to resemble closely those 

of the pedal gland o In Arion this gland was attached to the tissues 

of the foot and discharge into intercellular spaces or directly into 

the gland duct could be effected by the contraction of muscles found 

between the individual mucous gland cellso In many other respects the 

gland resembled that of Milax sowerbii with its complex ciliature an 

the lower epidermis of the duct, but the duct in the case of Arion was 

never secondarily branched, did not project beyond the secretory cells 

at the posterior end as occurred in Milax, and did not show any evidence 

of an excretory function. However, unlike Milax an irregular projection 

arose from the posterior end of the roof of the canal in Arion and this 

showed mucous gland cellao 'Calcic' gland cells were found in similar 

positions to mucous gland cells but were also scattered throughout the 

deeper tissueso 
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1wo forms of pigment cell were found in Arion ater var. 

c.astagnea, in the skin and subepidermal tissues. One was the black 

pigment, melanin, and the other a red pigment which produced the coloured 

foot fringe characteristic of var. CAstagnea, and which Barr believed to 

be an excretion product deposited in mature mucous gland cells and in 

the intercellular spaceso 

The other intercellular gland described by Barr was the caudal 

gland. Its structure was much like that already described by Elves 

in Discus rotundatus and which is only found in the Arionidae and 

Zonitidae. However, Barr described the gland cells present as mucous 

and 'calcic' gland cells and found their distribution within the gland 

to be slightly different. The dorsal flap of tis8ue was supplied with 

numerous mucous and some 'calcic' gland cells whilst the floor was lined 

with mucous gland cells only. She found the bulk of the secretion to 

arise from the floor, which tended to be highly ridged in a sexually 

inactive slug and convex in an active one due to the presence of swollen 

mucous gland cells. The mucus produced by this gland was thick and 

sticky and used by young animals to form slime strings by which the 

animal could descend from one level to another. However, in mature 

animals it appeared to serve as a recognition mark prior to copulationo 

This gland was also described in Arion rufus by Saint-Simon 

(1852) and his description of its general appearance was much as for 

Arion atero He noted that in the sexually active period a thick 

globular mass of mucus accumulated in the middle of the gland and, 

before coupling, the two slugs moved round each other and seized the 

globule with their mouths and devoured it, confirming Barr's belief 

that it was a recognition marko 

Campion (1957) described briefly the glandular structures 

of two slugs, Testacella haliotidea (Drapanaud), and Milax gracilis . -

In Testacella the sole gland cells were in a sub-epidermal 



position, one type producing metachroma.tic mucus and prot~in and a 

similar type whose contents were non-metachromatic. Some larger gland 

cells were also found producing either a 'bubbly' metachromatic mucus 

or non-granular protein, ~lich contained a yellow pigment. These 

various gland cells were found to occur up the sides of the foot. 

The mantle had a structure similar to the sides of the foot but the 

gland cells tended to be more numerous with some increase in the non-

metachromatic type of mucUs '. No calcium was found. 

In Milax there were sole gland cells producing granular non

metachromatic mucus and protein together with some more superficial 

elongated metachromatic mucous gland cells. Melanophores were found in 

the sole togther with long, slender sub-epidermal calcium cells opening 

on to the sole. The sides of the foot showed large metachromatic 

mucous and yellow proteinaceous gland cells, but no calcium. The dorsal 

surface had a structure like the sides of the foot except that the gland 

cells on the mantle were more numerous. Furthermore, that part of the 

mantle lying adjacent to the foot showed smaller protein and mucous 

gland cells plus the occasional calcium cello 

Arcadi (1963) described the gland cells of Lahmania poirieri, 

a garden slug found in the United states of America. He found two 

and possibly three cell types, or complexes as he called them, which 

might be responsible for mU04US production in the slugo The first 

type he designated the basket cell complex which was reticulate and 

found on the dorsal and lateral surfaces of the skin but not in the 

soleD Adjacent to this complex was the smaller granular cell complex 

which,although found in the dorsal and lateral surfaces, was most numerous 

in the soleo They could also be distinguished by their appearance and 

their histochemistry, this last being the subject of a further 

investigation in a 1967 paper D He believed that both types of cell 

contained acid mucopolysaccharides but that the granular cell complex 
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produced a more complex substanceo 

In 1965 Arcadi considered the regeneration of a portion of 

the skin and stated that the mucous gland cells seemed to arise from 

interstitial cells or fibroblasts lying deep in the connective tissue. 

Thus from this it would seem the mucous gland cells had a connective 

tissue origin, but it must be remembered that regenerated tissue may 

not be 'normal' and nor may the processes by which it arises. The 

details of this paper will be discussed in the regeneration section 

(R.LM. 2ivpp 2.~. 
, 

Chetail and Binot produced a series of papers on the glandular 

structures of Arion rufus. The description of the pedal gland (1967) 

was much like that given by IJarr in Arion ater (1927-1928) but they 

divided the gland into three regions, anterior lateral, anterior median 

and posteriol'o They also described three histochemically distinct cell 

Some a
l 

cells produced a small quantity of 

complex acid mucopolysaccharide, whilst others contained a neutral 

mucopolysaccharideo a
l 

cells were taken to be the less mature form of 

a
2

, since the secretions were alike but stained more intensely in the 

a2cellso The former cell type was found in the anterior lateral regions 

and the latter in the anterior median region. The b gland cells 

occurred in the posterior region of the gland, and resembled a
l 

and 

a
2 

but produced a different, simple acid mucopolysaccharide, lacking 

the lipid which was present in some aland a 2 cellso Cells a
2 

only 

were found in a short region at the entrance of the glando The 

epidermis of the gland duct showed three forms: cuboidal and non-

ciliated at the edges (Epidermis 1); then two clearly defined 'lips' 

whose ciliated prismatic epidermis possessed nuclei arranged along the 

long axis of the cell (Epidermis 2); and between these two 'lips' was 

a median zone where the nuclei clustered towards the base ot the ciliated 

cells (Epidermis 3)0 Secretion from the mature cells occurred across 
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Epidermis 30 

They also found four gland cell types in the sole of the foot: 

I, II, II I and IV. Type I contained a complex mucopolysaccharide and 

neutral mucopolysaccharide associated with complex lipids and were most 

numerous in the sides and middle of the soleo Type II were like Type I 

but showed less intense staining and lacked heterophasic lipids, and 

were the most numerous cell types in the sole being found throughout 

the footo Type III had granular contents of a mucoid nature associated 

with protein and heterophasic lipids. They were less numerous than I 

and II and were mainly found in the anterior region. The type IV gland 

cells were the largest cell type and the secretion appeared to be a 

mucoprotein whose mucous part was slightly acido The protein reactions 

for SH, in~, pyrol and phenol groups were positive rather like the 

'phenolic' cells of Bolognani-Fantin (1965), but descriptively different 

and they were the least numerous, being found only in the middle of the 

sole o 

" As to the development of these gland cells, Chetail and 

Binot found that whatever the cell type, development always occurred 

from the depth of the tissue to the periphery, so they would appear to 

favour a connective tissue origin for these cellso The pedal gland 

cells evolved in the same way. They also noted the presence of a zone 

of clear cells resembling young mucous gland cells lying in the tissues 

between the sole and pedal gland and they suggested these were a co .. on 

stock of young cells able to differentiate into gland cells of the sole 

or of the pedal gland. 

To study the origin of the pedal gland cells and the 801e 

gland cells Binot and OhetRi~968) studied the embryonic development 

of Arion rufus and they found that the pedal gland had a double origin, 

with the duct arising from a single, median ectodermal invagination while 

the two types of gland cells arose from the differentiation of the 
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mesenchymatous cells, once more confirming their connective tissue origino 

The gland cells a of the anterior part of the gland appeared first, 28 
1 

to 31 days after laying, whilst type b, located in the posterior part, 

appeared later (31 to 33 days). 

In the sole the epidermis originated from the ectoderm and 

the gland cells of the sole had a mesodermal origin, the most anterior 

of which differentiated first. This anterior-posterior gradient of 

differentiation was therefore found in both the pedal gland and the sole 

and applied to the ciliature also. Type I mucous gland cells originated 

first (28 to 31 days after laying), followed by type II (31 to 33 days). 

Both types III and IV originated in the 33 to 35 day stage but type III 

appeared first. 

It should be mentioned here that the pedal glands of other 

molluscs do not necessarily have a similar embryonic origin. For 

instance, Carrick (1938) found, in Agriolimax agrestis, an ectodermal 

origin for both the pedal gland duct and its gland cells and Ghose (1963) 

showed that the canal and the gland cells of the pedal gland of 

Achatina fulica derived from a pair of ectodermal invaginations which 

only secondarily unite. Both of these are terrestrial molluscs. 

Chatail and Binot cite other examples, for instance, Smith (1935) on the 

aquatic mollusc Patella, where the whole pedal gland had a mesenchymatous 

origin. These different origins for the same type of gland cell illustrate· 

another feature of the epidermal/connective tissue (ectodermal/mesodermal) 

controversy: that is that similar gland cell types in different molluscs 

may, in fact, have different origins and comparisons between such 

different types may simply increase the confusiono However, there does 

seem to be a genuine difference of opinion concerning Helix pomatia as 

described earlier. 

In a further paper (1968b) Ch~tail and Binot studied the gland 

cells of the mantle of Arion rufus. They found two types: HI producing 
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a finely granular blend of neutral mucopolysaccharide and complex 

lipids; and M
2

, being more numerous, larger and producing mucoproteins 

The mucous part was formed of complex acid and neutral mucopolysaccharides 

and complex lipids were also found o 

A third type of gland cell was found in the groove between 

the mantle and foot tissues, producing complex acid and neutral 

mucopolysaccharides together with complex lipids; these corresponded to 

gland cells I of the footo 

Again they found a mesenchymal rather than ectodermal origin 

of these cells in an embryonic study, the M2 gland cells appearing first 

(20 to 23 days after laying), a few days before the Ml cells (day 23 to 28)0 

Binot (1965) found a connective tissue origin for the gland 

cells of Oncidiella celtica (Cuv.), although the results were obtained 

from a study of regeneration. This paper will be dealt with in more 

detail in the regeneration study (R. EM.2Npp~Jf) latero 

Further studies on the skin gland cells of Arion rufus were 

carried out by Wondrak using light and electron microscopic methods 

and he conducted a similar examination on the skin of Arion empiricorum 

Since these papers were principally concerned with the 

ultrastructure of the gland cells, they will be described in detail in 

the ultrastructure sections of this thesis in relation to the pedal gland 

and mantle gland cells. 

The paper produced in 1967 described the mucous gland cells of 

Arion empiricorum where he found two distinct types in the sole, 

distinguishable from each other by their ultrastructure and the chemical 

nature of their secretion. He named the first of these the ventral sole 

gland cell ('Ventral Sohlendruse') as it was distributed allover the 

sole; and the second type he designated the lateral sole gland cell 

('Lateral Sohlendruse'), which was found in the lateral areas of the 

sole below the peripodial grooveo A third type ot gland cell found in 
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Arion empiricorum was the mantle gland cell ('Manteldr~se') which was 

present in the mantle and presumably in the backo 

In 1968 'vondrak studied the epidermis of Arion rufus (LJ and 

described the structure of the epidermal cells, the cilia and the cell 

jJnctions. The structure of the gland cells was described in 1969 where 

the sole, mantle and peripodial (equivalent to lateral) gland cells were 

found to possess a very similar structure to those of Arion empiricorum. 

He also described long tube-shaped protein cells and large and small 

granular pigment cells. However, the princiP:al details of this paper 

concern the ultrastructure of the gland cell s and are more relevant to 

the electron microscopy sections (EM.I and EM.2, ). 

The most recent work was also a light and electron microscopic 

survey of the gland cells of Agriolimax reticulatus by Laine (1971). 

The princip al area studied was the post mantle region, and two types 

of mucous gland cells were found, both containing an acid ~ucopoly-

saccharideo They were distinguishable mainly in terms of their size, 

being called large and small mucous gland cells. 
. , 

La1ne suggested that 

the large mucous gland cells might develop from the smaller ones, which 

in turn might originate in a superficial position from a precursor in 

the connective tissue. After discharge these large gland cells would 

appear again as small gland cells. The rate of cell division within the 

epidermis was not deemed high enough to support their origin from that 

tissue. Lain: suggested that all the gland cells had a connective 

tissue origin similar to that described in related types, for example 

Lehmania (Arcadi 1963)0 However, as mentioned earlier (pp 27 ), 

this may not necessarily be the case. 

Besides the mucous gland cells three types of granular gland 

cells were found in this same region, distinguishable by their various 

staining reactions in the Alcian Blue ~ple stain. Type (a) stained 

in Heidenhain's haematoxylin whilst type (b) stained in eosino Type 
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(c) was the smallest and did not stain at all, appearing pale yellow. 

An intermediate type containing haematoxylin and eosin positive granules 

was also describedo 
. , 

La1ne suugested that the granules might be 

proteinaceous but specific protein tests were all negative. Nor were 

the contents calcareous. 

Type (b) was found to discharge and there was no evidence that 

(a) and (c) ever did so, so it was possible that they were developmental 

stages of (b)o If this were the case it might be expected that the 

intermediates would be smaller and more numerous than the mature cell, 

and, indeed, the (c) cells were smaller than (b) but less numerouso 

However, (a) and (b) were the same size and it was felt that they could 

not be intermediates on the above grounds, but the presence of a few 

cells staining with both eosin and haematoxylin suggested some 

relationshipo 

Protein gland cells were found allover the surface of the body, 

except the foot, but they were uncommon. 

Lain: also described two types of granular gland cells lying 

in the connective tissue of the foot just below the peripodial groove. 

One type was likened to the peripodial gland cells described by Barr 

(1927-1928) although no acid mucopolysaccharides could be identified, 

and the second type was found around the pneumostome and scattered among 

the connective tissue in most areas of the body. They stained with 

eosin and haematoxylin but their function was unknown. 

A pedal gland was present in Agriolimax but was not describedo 

Calcium was only found in granular clusters lying deep in the connective 

tissue, yet much was present in the extruded slime. 

These gland cells were found embedded in the meshwork of 

muscle fibres but none of these fibres was actually attached to themo 

It was suggested that discharge of the gland cells would be effected if 

this meshwork were to contract, but for a local contraction of muscles, 
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innervation of these fibres would be necessary. However, the methods 

for staining nerve fibres used did not clarify the situation. The mode 

of discharge was believed to be merocrine o 

As to pigmentation, Agriolimax was only sliyhtly piymented, 

some melanin being present in the grooves of the skin, and the granular 

cells (c) were pale yellow. 

The ultrastructural study of the post-mantle region of 

Agriolimax will be examined in the electron microscope section (EM.2). 

The last work to be considered was by Dyson (1965), actually 

on Arion hortensis, in which she considered the structure of the normal 

and regenerating front mantle edge. The dorsal and ventral epidermal 

cells tended to be cuboidal, althouyh those nearest the free margin of 

the mantle were tallero They rested on a basal lamina, which also 

passed round the bases of the gland cellso three separate types of 

cells were described, lying between the epidermal cells and extending 

into the sub-epidermal connective tissue: mucous (four variations 

I, II, III, IV), protein and calcium. Type I contained phenolic 

compounds and an acid mucopolysaccharide and was believed to be the 

mature form of type 110 Similarly, type III was believed to be an 

early stage in the development of type I. Type IV were associated 

with the ventral epidermis, and appeared granular whilst the others 

were reticulate. 

Dyson believed that the mucous gland cells were epidermal 

in origin since the type III cells were superficially placed. Further 

evidence was that the basal lamina was continuous round the mucous gland 

cells, whilst it did not surround the calcium cells which were believed 

to have a connective tissue origin. The origin of the protein gland 

cells was unknown. 

with 

She also noted cells containing calcium granules, cells 

d two Other unknown cell types in the connective tissue glycogen an 
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of the mantle. Lastly, she likened the type I cells of Arion to the 

A cells of Helix described by Campion (1961) and type IV to the B cells. 

The next section will consider the results obtained in the 

~ 
light microscope survey of the skin glands of Arion hortensis (Fer.). 

LM.4. RESULTS 

From the survey six gland cell types were found lying below 

the epidermis embedded in the connective tissue, together with a pedal 

gland and a caudal gland. Whether these are actually six different 

types of gland cell or whether some are developmental stages of others 

is subject to some d~bateo 

LM.4(i). The Epidermis. 

The epidermis, or epithelium, bounds the body and is compo~ed 

of only one cell layer throughouto The individual epirtermal cells are 

columnar in nature over the exposed mantle, back, sides, foot sole and 

foot marginso The word 'exposed' is used advisedly since at the base 

of the grooves and indentations of the mantle, back and sides the 

epidermis is not columnar but flattened. This is particularly 

noticeable in the case of the large peripodial groove, Fig. 2, which 

extends along the length of the animal and is situated between the 

tissues of the foot and the sides of the body. As can be seen the 

'floor' of this groove is lined by the columnar epidermal cells of the 

foot margins, whereas the upper surface of the groove is lined by 

cuboidal epidermal cells which tend to be confined to this areao 

However, between these two types is a thin band of tissue, presumably 

a pavement epithelium, but the layer is so thin that individual cells 

cannot be distinguished. 
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The sph~rical or ovoid nuclei of the columnar epidermal cells 

tehd to adopt a central or almost basal position and are large. They 

contain granulps of chromatin, and occasionally a sliUhtly larger granule 

which is taken to be the nucleolu~. The nuclei of the cuboidal cells 

are also large, tending to be more ovoid than spherical, but displaying 

granules of chromatin and a nucleolus. In the pavement epithelium 

nuclei could not be distinguished easily but when detectable they tend 

to be very flattened and extend along the axis parallel to the body 

surface. Chromatin granules could not be seeno 

The epidermis is ciliated around the pneumostome, the foot 

margins, the median region of the foot sole and the lower epidermis of 

the pedal gland duct. This last will be discussed in the section 

dealing with the light microscopy of the pedal gland (LM.4(ix) ppt9-93 ). 

The cilia of the foot margins are long, on average 6 pm,fine 

and closely packed whereas those of the median region of the sole are 

more scattered and shorter, circa 3 to 4 p~possibly due to the effects 

of abrasiono The width of the median band of ciliation varies somewhat 

from slug to slug but is often quite wide covering about 50 to 60% of 

the sole in contact with the substrate. There is thus a non-ciliated 

area between the median band and the foot marginso 

from the front of the animal to the rear. 

The band extends 

This distribution of cilia and their respective lengths agrees 

well with that found by Laine (1971). 

Although no obvious basal granules are seen associated with 

the cilia a thin band could be detected just below the outer edge of 

the epidermal cells (Figo 2), and this is believed to represent the 

region where numerous basal granules lie adjacent to each othero 

The function of the cilia is to distribute the mucus discharged 

from the gland cells over the body surface, and the flow of mucus 

induced serves to remove dirt and waste from the body surface. 
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No goblet cells are seen in the epidermis, only the necks of 

gland cells passing between the epidermal cells. The bodies of these 

gland cells actually lie in the connective tissue below the epidermiso 

Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of the gland cell types 

around the body. As can be seen they are broadly in two categories: 

those found in the dermis of the mantle, back and sides of the animal 

and those found in the dermis of the footo 

LM.4(ii). The Mucous Gland Cells of the Dorsal Surface. 

There are two types in this region, designated the large, 

(M), and the small, (m), mucous gland cells. 

(a) The large mucous gland cell has an ovoid cell body and a basal 

nucleus (Fig. 4), which is small, flattened against the cell wall, 

and usually surrounded by a limited area of cytoplasmo It shows 

ane or two granules of cilromatin but these are not very distinct. 

However, the nucleus is often not visible at all in these cellso 

The large cell body is embedded in the connective tissue and mUSCUlature 

of the back and sides, and the secretion of the mature cell is dis-

charged to the exterior through a single, short, straight ducto This 

is illustrated in the second large mucous cell, in Figo 4, although 

it does not show that the duct insinuates itself between the 

epidermal cells. 

As mentioned previously, this gland cell is the largest 

type in the slug although the variation in size is considerable, 

ranging from 11 pmto 10506 ~ong, and 6.6 pmto 66 ~wideo 

The mean size is 42.7 ~ong by 2309 pmwide, with two modal groups, 

one at 22 ~long by 19.8 pmwide and one 33 pmlong by 1504 }ftwideo 

Some of the size variation can be related to the difficulties involved 

in measuring the gland cells for it is unlikely that they will always 
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be sectioned through their longest axis, (that is, directly through 

the middle in the case of these ovoid cells), and any section taken 

off centre will give a reading smaller than the actual measurement o 

This could be counteracted by measuring the gland cell from its base to 

the epidermis, where presumably many of these cells will endo However, 

the results obtained in this manner are likely to err in the opposite 

direction, in that the derived measurements will probably be larger 

than normal since, naturally, not all cells will have developed as 

far as the epidermis. In all instances the 'length' of the cell is 

taken as being the axis perpendicular to the epidermiso 

Histogram I (Volume II, p.30) shows an illustration of the 

type of distribution pattern seen along the length of the back of the 

animal. Large mucous cells are not present at the very anterior end 

of the body, their place being taken by smaller gland cells showing 

the same histochemical characteristics. The distribution along the 

mantle and back is constant except towards the tail where there is a 

rise in numbers. This occurs in the region of the caudal gland which 

will be described in IJ.t.4(x) pp 9!1-9+. 

As can be seen in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 the cell contents, which 

occupy the bulk of the cell body and duct, have a reticulate appearance 

after chemical fixation. This reticulum may either reflect the 

appearance of the secretion within the cell or it may result trom the 

staining of remnants of secretion attached to the collapsed cell wall. 

Occasionally it seems to be in parallel bands (Figo 4), but this could be 

a fixation artefact caused by the flow of fixative through the cell bodyo 

In frozen sections the gland cell appears very similar 

(Fig. 5), with a small basal nucleus and reticulate contents, but it 

always appears to contain more secretion in the frozen sections, 

presumably because less is discharged. Since the reticulum is present 

in both chemically fixed and frozen material it would seem that it is 
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a fairly normal feature of the cello However, whilst the chemically 

fixed material shows only large mucous cells with reticular contents, 

in frozen sections another type of large cell is seen, containing 

numerous fine granules in a matrix (Fig. 5). One cell, as illustrated 

in Fig. 5, shows both granular and reticulate contents. It seems 

likely that the granular stage is a more immature one since the 

secretion is threadlike externally and not granular. Why these 

granular stages are absent in chemical fixation is not known, but it 

is possible that the chemicals cause aggregation of the granuleso 

Fig. 6 shows what is described as a large mucous cell 

showing 'exploded' contents, since there is a 'halo' around it of 

secretory material, staining just like that within the cello This 

structure can also be seen discharged, still retaining its ovoid 

shape 0 What causes this "explosion" is not clear although it is 

probably an artefact, associated only with the larger mucous gland 

cells. It is seen in both chemically fixed and frozen material and 

it is possible that the violent contractions caused by dipping the 

living animal into the fixative or liquid nitrogen are responsible 

for the contents literally 'exploding'. 

The staining reactions for the large mucous cells, M, are 

listed in Table II. 

Table II staining Reactions of the Large Mucous Cells (M) 

stain Resul t Conclusion 

Mallory's Triple Blue Mucus 

Weigert's Elastin -ve Not elastin-like 

Purple Sulphated MPS or 
elastin o Non-S04 

MPS 
also weakly +ve 

Aldehyde fuchsin 



stain 

AB (pH 2.5) - Ehrlich's 
haematoxylin 

AB pHO.5 
AB pHloO 

AB pH205 

AB-CEC O.2M MgCl~ 
0.3M MgCl~ 
O.4M MgCl; 

AB (pH205)-PAS 
AB (0.2M MgC1

2
)-PAS 

AB (Oo5M M9C1
2

)-PAS 

Methylation (Mild) 

Methylation (Mild). 
Saponification 

Methylation (Drastic): 
4: hours 

12 hours 

Methylation (ThCl) 4: hrs. 
Methylation (Thel) 4: hrs. 
+ Saponification (cold 
KOH) 2 hrso followed in 
all cases by AB pH205 and 
pH 1 0 0. 

Colloidal Iron 
Control 

Colloidal Iron-PAS 

PAS 
PAS-Diastase 
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Result 

Purple and blue 
Smaller ones AB only. 
Purple often at apexo 

Blue 

Blue 
Blue 

Vivid Blue 

AB+ 
Very pale to -ve 
-ve 

AB+ 
AB+ 
-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

-ve 
-ve 

+ve 

Dark blue 
-ve 
Dark blue 

-ve 
-ve 

Conclusion 

(i) strong SO MPS and 
elastica purpieo 
(ii) Non-S0

4 
At-IPS blueo 

(iii) Less strong S04 

,\MPS or mixed SO 4 and 
OOOH MPS blue/purple. 

Have mixture of (i) 
and (i i) 

(i) t{eakly acidic SJ
4 

MPS, hyaluronic acid 
and sialomucins blue 
(ii) Strongly A}lPS 
weak or -vee 

Have (i) 

) CDly S04MPS 
) stain. 

Results suggest 
S04MPS 

Indicates COOH 
or S04: MPS 
(Stoward 1967) 

) Periodate Un
) reactive MPS 
) containing COOH 
) or f!l\ groups 

Simple acid or 
complex S04:MPS -vee 

Indicates S04:MPS, 
for stain restored 
in COOH. 

) Blocks staining of 
) COOH Be SO 4: MPS. 

) Indicates S04 MPS 
) but may not 6e 
) methylated enough 

) Weakly AMPS stain 
) Strongly AMPS -ve 
Non-periodate reactive, 
weakly AMPS 

No vic-glycols 



stain 

Best's Carmine 

Southgate's Mucicarmine 

r 

Toluiding blue (TB): 
chemically fixed 
frozen fised 

TB pH 0.5 
pH 1.09 
pH 3.0 
pH 400 

TB in 30% alcohol 
Deamination + TB pHloO 

Control 

RNase +TB aqo 
Control 

Sulphation + TB pH 3.0 

Azure A pH 0.5 
pH 105 
pH 204 

HID-AB 

Peracetic acid (PA)
HID-AB 

LID-AB 
PA-LID-AB 

Neuraminidase + AB 
Control 

Hydrolysis N/lO 
Hel + AB 
Hydrolysis N/lO 
H

2
,S(\ + AB 

Tetrazonium method 
for 504 

Hyaluronidase + 1% aq.TB 
Control 
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Resul t 

-ve 

-ve 

blue/purple 
13 metachromasia 
Rose-purple and 
metachromasia. 

-ve to pale mauve 
Rose purple 
Rose purple 
Rose purple 

Bright purple 
-ve 
+ve 

Rose purple 
Rose purple 

Rose purple 

-ve 
-ve 
Pale blue purple 

AB +ve 

Pale AB + 

Vivid AB+ 
-ve to pale AB 

AB + 
AB +ve 

AB+ 

AB + 

"ve, though 
some pink at base 

Purple 
Purple 

Conclusion 

No glycogen 

Epithelial mucins red but 
hard to get avid staino 

Metachromatic MPS 

) Indicates weakly 
) 50

4 
or COOH MPS 

) 
) 

Metachromatic MPS. 
Indicates that 
metachromatic group was 
attached to NH group 
which has been2eliminated. 

Indicates cell baso
philia and metachromasia 
not due to RNAo 

Unaffected 

) (i) Not 50 MPS, but 
) (ii) some ~4 MPS with 
) masked azurophilia 
) stain only at pH 305 
) to 4.5 
) (iii) Many sialomucins 
) stain at pH 3 0 0 & aboveo 

Sialomucins or hyaluronic 
acid not 504 MFS. 

Not neutral MPS or perio
date reactive sialomucins. 

) Not neutral MPS but a 
) LID -ve, non-504 MPS 

Indicates no sialic acid 
present, but some sialo
mucins enzyme resistanto 

) Not sialomucins 
) 
) Not sialomucins 

Unlikely that 504 
pre sent 0 

No hyaluronic acid present 



stain 

PA-p-g1ucuronidase 
+ 1% AB pH 205 
~ylucuronidase + 1% 
AB pH 2.5 

Control 

Ferric Alum
Coriphosphine 

Acridine Orange-CTAC 

Acridine orange alone 

Millon's reagent 

Ninhydrin-Schiff 

Heidenhain's haematoxylin 

Performic acid (PFA)
AB pH 205 

PFA-AB-PAS 

OMAB-nitrite 

Bromophenol blue (BPS) 
Mercuric BPB 

Biebrich Scarlet pH 5.0 
pH 6~0 - 10.42 

Methyl Green-Pyronin Y 

Methyl Green-Pyronin Y 
+ RNase 

Methyl green-Pyronin 
(Scott 1967) 

MG-Py 2M MgC1
2 

MG-Py +RNase 

Sudan Black B 
Luxol Fast Blue MaS 

AI i zarin Red 5 
von Kossa 
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Resul t 

-ve to vopale 
threads 
-ve 

AB + 

Orange, especially 
at apex. 

Conclusion 

) Attacks glucuronic 
) acid groups or non-
) oxidised AF +ve material 

Sulphomucins dull red 

(i) Red but 
(ii) -ve 
(iii) -ve 

few threads Indicates presence of 
hyaluronic acid, not 
chondroitin S04s or 
heparin. 

Brick red at apex 

-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

AB +ve 

AD +ve 

-ve 

-ve 
-ve 

A few strands vopale 
-ve 

Suggests SO 4 s 

No tyrosine-containing 
proteins. 

Proteins pink if contain 
enough NH

2
groups,but not 

all reactlve amines 
oxidised this wayo 

Indicates no COOH con
taining protein. 

A+ve result shows S-S 
groups,~ut control also +ve 

No tryptophan present 

No protein 
No protein 

) No basic protein 

Bright red at neck, remainder 
rose, also in frozen 
sectionso 

RNA? 

Lose red colour Would seem to indicate -RNA at neck 

V.pale pink ) Apparently no RNA 
) 

-ve ) Apparently no RNA 
-ve ) 

-ve ) No lipids present 
-ve ) 

-ve ) No calcium 
-ve 
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These results are very complicated and somewhat confusing. 

A mucopolysaccharide (MPS), or glycosaminoglycan or glycosaminoglucuronoglycan 

in the new terminology (Spicer, Horn and Leppi 1967), is clearly present 

because of the staining reactions with Alcian Blue, Colloidal Iron, 

Azure A and so ono However, it is the nature of the acid 

mucopolysaccharide which is in doubt. The strong staining in Alcian 

Blue pH 2.5 and Colloidal Iron suggests the presence of weakly sulphated 

acidic mucopolysaccharide, hyaluronic acid or sialomucins since strongly 

sulphated mucopolysaccharides paradoxically stain only weaklyo 

Mucopolysaccharides containing sialic acid do not seem to be present 

because neuraminidase has no effect on the alcianophilia, but it should 

be remembered that some sialic acids are resistant to enzyme digestion 

(Quintarelli and Dellovo 1965), presumably because they are bound 

differently and more securely to the rest of the moleculeo However, 

acid hydrolysis does not reduce staining as it would if sialic acid 

units were normally present. Nor would it seem that hyaluronic acid, 

chondroitin 4-sulphate (old terminology - chondroitin sulphate A, 

Spicer, Horn and Leppi 1967; Muir 1969), or chondroitin 6-sulphate 

(chondroitin sulphate C) are present, for testicular hyaluronidase does 

not reduce staining. This enzyme splits the endo-~-N-acetyl-D

glucosaminidic residues (Leppi and Stoward 1965) present in these 

substances and removes their ability to stain in the Toluidine Blue. 

The Acridine Orange - CTAC - shows some slight red fluorescence~r 

hyaluronic acid but this colouring could also be given by the glucuronic 

groups in some other substance such as the chondroitin suggested belowo 

Hyaluronidase does not affect dermatan sulphate (chondroitin sulphate B) 

or any other acid mucopolysaccharides. ~Glucuronidase (fra. a 

molluscan source) however, does destroy the staining reactions in the 

large muCOUs gland cells. This enzyme acts on the terminal non-reducing 

glucuronic acid residue (Curran 1964), and so glucuronic acid residues 
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are present in the secretion, which indicates that dermatan sUlphate 

is absent for it contains iduronic not glucuronic acid units (Spicer, 

Horn and Leppi 1967). From Table 43, page 253, (Spicer, Horn and 

Leppi, 1967), there is another mucopolysaccharide mentioned simply as 

"low sulphate chondroitin"o This contains galactosamine as the amino 

sugar, glucuronic acid residues and some sulphate groups. It would 

presumably show weak reactions for sulphates as well as those for 

carboxylates, and as can be seen from Table II this is the case. 

For instance, a fairly weak alcianophilia is shown at pH 0.5 and 1.0, 

below the pK of carboxyls, indicating the presence of sulphates, but 

a strong reaction is obtained at pH 205 when presumably both groups 

are staining. However, this substance must lack ~N-acetyl-D-

glucosaminidic residues or else staining would be lost after 

hyaluronidase, and the notion that a totally different mucosubstance 

is found in the M cells cannot be dismissedo 

The results of the Alcian Blue-critical electrolyte 

concentration (AB-CEC) teChnique indicates, according to Stoward (1967), 

the presence of carboxylated or sulphated mucosubstances, since staining 

is obtained in the presence of 0.2 Magnesium Chloride but it is almost 

completely lost in the presence of 0.3 Magnesium Chloride. Hyaluronic 

acid, sialomucins and some weakly acidic sulphomucins do not stain in 

the presence of 0.1 Magnesium Chloride, 80 once again the presence of 

hyaluronic acid and sialomucins can be discounted. 

The Azure A extinction experiment indicates that the 

mucosubstance involved is not strongly sulphated since no staining is 

obtained in very low pHs, below pH 2.0. However, it has been .stated 

(spicer, Horn and Lappi 1967) that some sulphated mucosubstances with 

masked azurophilia only stain at pH 3.5 to 405. The Toluidine Blue 

extinction results show a similar situation, that is that weakly 

sulphated or carboxylated mucosubstances are present ~d those for 
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the HID and LID techniques indicate that non-sulphated mucosubstances 

are present. The large mucous gland cells stain dually with Aldehyde 

Fuchsin - Alcian Blue such that the purple coloration is often around the 

the apex and duct of the cell, the base being blue-green while the 

smaller large mucous cells show alcianophilia onlyo Aldehyde Fuchsin 

is generally accepted as staining sulphates or elastica-like substances 

but this last can be dismissed since Weigert's elatin stain was negativeo 

If there were to be a greater concentration of secretion and hence 

sulphate ions at the neck then the dual reaction could be explained. 

This different reaction was also noted in other stains (Fig. 4), 

particularly acridine orange (without salt molarities) and Methyl Green

Pyronin Y (without CEC). 

In the Methyl Green-Pyronin stain the apex is scarlet and 

this staining is removed by RNaseo This would suggest the presence of 

large quantities of RNA but what purpose it would serve is not clearo 

Geuze (1971) noted a similar pyroninophilia in the mucous neck cells of 

the oesophagus of Rana esculenta, but made no comment on its natureo 

Furthermore, using 10% neutral formalin, recommended by Scott (1967), 

and Scott's CEC method this coloration is not detected. Scott found 

that in the absence of any electrolyte pyronin stained almost all the 

polyanions present in a substance and hence would stain the mucosubstanceo 

This would explain the red obtained aboveo However, the effect of 

RNase is harder to explain since this should have a fairly specific 

effect. Scott found that only a small amount of electrolyte needed to 

be present to displace the stain from all non-nucleotide polyanions, 

even the amount of electrolyte present in a buffer solution would be 

sufficient, and since the RNase used in this work was made up in a 

buffer the electrolyte in this could be sufficient to displace the 

dye from the non-nucleotide polyaniono This tends to be borne out by 

the fact that no such staining is obtained when Scott's CEC ~echnique 
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is applied. 

However, there is clearly some difference between the substance 

present at the apex of the cell and that in the rest of the cell, but this 

need not be a histochemical difference, rather one of concentration. 

If the mucopolysaccharide is more concentrated in the apex and duct, the 

extra concentration of sulphate ions may be sufficient to give the aldehyde 

fuchsin and acridine orange (without electrolytes) reactions which would 

seem to indicate sulphomucins. Why the mucosubstances should become 

concentrated at the neck is not clear, and in the case of the Methyl 

Green-Pyronin stain the external mucus is stained both red and pink 

so it is not necessarily the case that the red stained mucus is more 

mature. However, the presence of a totally different polyanion cannot 

be dismissed. 

The methylation-saponification sequences do not throw much 

light on the situation. Both carboxylated and sulphated mucosubstances 

are capable of being methylated, thus removing their alcianophilia, but 

after saponification the alcianophilia of the carboxylated compounds 

should be restored whilst that of sulphated compounds is not. Methylation 

is found to occur when using methanolic HCI at room temperature or 6o°C, 

but 4 hours in methanolic thionyl chloride at room temperature is not 

sufficient to remove staining. However, saponification does not 

restore alcianophilia. This could be taken to indicate that only 

sulphate ions are present, but unfortunately this cannot be used as 

definite confirmation of the possibility since saponification is known 

to be somewhat unreliable (Quintarelli and Dellovo 1965) and the 

efficacy of low temperature KOH (stoward 1967) could not be established 

since methanolic thionyl chloride did not affect the staining properties 

of the secretion. 
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The Sulphation technique and the use of RNase did not affect 

the staining of the large mucous cellso The former was not expected 

to work since it is normally used in the demonstration of neutral 

mucopolysaccharides and acid mucopolysaccharides are presento 

Staining after the latter indicates that metachromasia is not due 

to RNA. However, a deamination procedure destroyed metachromasiao 

It would therefore seem that the ions causing the metachromasia are 

attached to amine (NH 2 ) groups which are removed by the process. 

If a low sulphate chondroitin substance is accepted as 

being the mucopolysaccharide in the large mucous cells, then 

galactosamine is also associated in the disaccharide unit (Spicer, 

Horn and Leppi 1967), and this substance contains amine groups. 

If the sulphate or glucoronic acid units were to be linked to these 

amine groups, then deamination would effectively cause the loss of 

stainingo 

There is an alternative to this though which is perhaps 

more likely: that the low sulphate chondroitin (or whatever the 

substance) is attached to a protein core, and when the deamination 

occurs these reacting groups are once more lost. The main difference 

bet.ween the two alternatives is that in the first case the amine 

groups are an integral part of the chondroitin, whereas in the second 

case the whole low sulphate chondroitin unit is attached to a central 

protein coreo However, protein tests including Biebrich Scarlet 

for basic proteins (which would be expected in the core) were negative. 

It is possible that in normal circumstances the mucopolysaccharide 

masks the protein. 

Certainly the suggestion that chondroitin sulphate may be 

bound to protein is not unique, for instance, Dorfman (1963), quoting 

work by Shatton and Schubert (1954), described the presence ot a 

chondroitin sulphate - protein complex in cartilage and the properties 
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of the complex SU!'HJested that they were covalently bound. He also quoted 

work by Mathews and Lozai tyte (1958) in which they suggest that the 

polysaccharide side chains are attached to a protein core. However, 

Bernardi (1957) sugyested that the protein units did not form a core but 

that polysaccharide units were linked by protein bridges to form a chain o 

This suggested structure must also be considered in relation to the 

secretion within the large and small mucous gland cells, and with only 

histochemical techni(lues available it is not possible to decide which of 

the alternatives is appropriate. 

Hunt and Jevons (1965) described a polysaccharide sulphate -

peptide complex in the hypobranchial mucin of Buccinum undatum. The 

linkage between the peptide and polysaccharide sulphate was believed to 

be covalent. But Taylor (1963) on Ariolimax columbianus found the 

linkage to be ionic involving calcium. No comment can be made about 

the binding of components in Arion hortensis since biochemical methods 

were not employed_ The conclusion, therefore, is that the secretion 

in the large mucous gland cells is po .... sibly a low sulphate chondroitin 

substance linked to a protein core or in polysaccharide-protein chains, 

but it is not possible to verify this with the techniques availableo 

The presence of some hitherto uncharted mucosubstance in these gland 

cells cannot be dismissed. 

The mucus produced by these gland cells would function as a 

lubricant keeping the skin clean and moist, but when the animal is 

violently stimulated large quantities of it are expelledo This could 

be a defence reaction perhaps making the slug repu~nant to its predators 

and certainly difficult to grip_ 

The mechanism of discharge for these and the other gland cells 

will be discussed after a consideration of the morphology and hista-

chemistry of the other types of gland cellso Furthermore, the origin of 

the large gland cells will be considered after an examination of the small 
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mucous gland cells. 

(b) The small gland cells tend to be elongated and narrow, Fiy. 7 and 

Fig. 4, the neck not being obviously distinct from the cell bodyo The 

mean lenuth is 3609 ,,-and the mean width 6.7 Jl'" but the range is from 

130) runto 72 f min length and from 5 pmto 1, )JIIIin width. There are two 

modal sizes, 40 pmlong by 5,,-wide and 34.7 fflby 5 pmwideo 

The distribution of the small mucous gland cells along the 

mantle and the back of ~ is sho~n in Histogram I (Volume II, po)O). 

The largest numbers are found just behind th(~ head and gradually these 

drop, with some fluctuations, towards the tail. In general, there are 

more small mucous gland cells than large ~les, the exception occurring, 

at least in thi s animal, in the tail region when there are more large 

mucous gland cellso 

The nucleus of the small mucous cell is small occupying a basal 

position, and whilst no bounding cytoplasm can be detected round it, it 

may be presento The contents of the gland cell appear reticulate, as in 

the large mucous gland cells and can often be seen in the process of being 

discharged, (Fig. 7), through a duct passing between the epidermal cells. 

The small mucous gland cells tend to occupy a slightly more 

superficial position in the connective tissue than the large ones; 

that is, they lie nearer the epidermis (Fig. 4) and are found over the 

mantle, back and sides of the animal and al so around the pneumostomeo 

The staining reactions of the small and large mucous gland 
, 

cells are identical (Table II) except that in methyl green-pyronin Y 

(without electrolyte) the scarlet coloration is very rarely seen in 

the small cells; the typical reaction being pale to dark pinko As 

mentioned before this red staining could well reflect a difference in 

quantity not quality and clearly such a concentration of secretion is 

not often present in the small mucous gland cellso 
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It seems unlikely that the slug would po~sess two different 

types of gland cell producing an identical secretion for lubrication etc. 

and it is suggested, therefore, that the large and small mucous gland 

cells represent the same gland cell type in slightly different stages of 

development. The cycle that is proposed for the large and small mucous 

gland cells is outlined below. 

The large reticulate mucous gland cells (Fig. 4) represent 

the mature stage just prior to, or in the process of, discharging whilst 

the small reticulate mucous cells (Figo 7) represent the discharged cells, 

and it is these cells which will become recharged with secretiono The 

fine granular material described in frozen sections could be a less 

mature stage of the secretion, since it is not seen externally. However, 

in the ultrastructural investigation the secretion is seen to be thread

like (Plate 4+), and why very fine granules should be seen in some 

instances in frozen sections is not known, unless the membrane-bound sacs 

are being detected. Possibly after chemical fixation or violent contraction 

of mature cells during freezing, these membranes are broken so that only 

a reticulum of secretion is normally seeno 

That the large and small mucous gland cells represent one and 

the same type of cell is confirmed by the electron micrographs of the 

normal mantle tissue (for instance, Plate 42), where the mantle gland 

cells tend to be of a fairly uniform size showing similar types of Golgi 

apparatus and other cell organelles. It is not surprising that there 

are less discharged cells in the tissue prepared for electron microscopy 

because it is dissected rapidly and the fixation methods for electron 

microscopy are generally better, in terms of the quality of preservation, 

than those for light microscopy. Also the size ranges for the large and 

small mucous gland cells overlap considerably which might be expected if 

the two "types" are, in fact, one and the same. 
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This cycle of secretion involving the large and small mucous 

gland cells is, in a sense, a developmental sequence, and because few 

true developmental stages were seen it would appear that these cells 

function throughout the life of the animal. However, in the mantle 

and back tissue there is a type of cell, Y, which is never seen to 

discharge and occupies a very deep-seated position in the dermis, and 

it may represent a very young stage of the mucous gland cells, but it 

could also be a young stage in the development of the pigment/protein 

gland cellso Whichever type it is, it is not very numerous, not 

numerous enough to be taking part in the continuous replacement of mucous 

gland cells unless, of course, development is very rapid, or loss is 

very slow o These last points cannot be verified in the static picture 

presented by a section fixed for light microscopy. The re su 1 t s from 

the regeneration experiment carried out on the posterior part of the 

mantle (Section R) would suggest, but by no means confirm, a connective 

tissue origin for the mucous gland cell's. From the tissue fixed for 

light microscopy, there is no evidence of cell division in the epidermal 

cells examined and this might be expected if the gland cells were to 

originate from there, even if they were only replacing the exhausted cellso 

In addition, 'young' cells, with large nuclei tend to occupy a position 

deep in the dermis and not a superficial one a However, this evidence 

is not conclusive, merely indicative, of a connective tissue origin of 

the cellso In the static situation presented by a tissue section, as 

already mentioned, it is very difficult to come to any conclusion concerning 

the origin of the gland cellso 

LMo4-(iii)o Young Cells, Y, of the Dorsal Surface. 

The young cells, Y, are found only in the back, mantle and 

sides of the animal, and being deeply embedded, sometimes just below the 

main glandular layer or between the gland cells, they are never seen 
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closely applied to the epidermis. 

These cells are ovoid or somewhat elongated with a large 

spherical or ovoid centrally placed nucleus (Fig. 8), often containing a 

nucleolus together with granules of chromatin. However, these cells may 

adopt unusual shapes (Fig. 9) after chemical fixation, with cytoplasmic 

prot~uberances extending into the connective tissue, the cytoplasm itself 

appearing finely granular (Fig. 8), or occasionally slightly reticulate 

(Fig. 9). They do not possess ducts and therefore do not appear to 

dischargeo These Y cells are found along the entire length of the 

animal appearing slightly more numerous at the head end (Histogram I, 

Volume II, p. 30); but in anyone section they are not numerous. 

The mean length of the cell is 16.4 ~whilst the mean width 

is 16 pm,with a range from 2.2 pmto 50.6 :~long and 202 yato 48.4 ~ 

wide. However, the modal size is 22 r-Iong by 6.6 ~wide. 

The Y cells were exposed to the same histochemical tests as 

the large and small mucous gland cells (Table II) and the results are 

given in Table III which follows: 

Table III Stainiuy reactions for the Young Cells (y) 

stain 

Mallory's Triple 

Weigert's Elastin 

Aldehyde fuchsin 
Aldehyde fuchsin 
(pHl.45) & AB pH2.5 

AB pH (2.5) - Ehrlich's 
haematoxylin 

AB, low pH 

Result 

Orange/pink 
with pink 
nucleus 

-ve 

v. pale pink 
V. pale pink 

V. pale purple 

-ve 

Conclusion 

Stains blood 
corpuscles, yolk, 
muscle orange. Could 
show protein. 

No elastica 

Not conclusive, could 
show slight amount of 
S04 material. 

Protein? 

NO AMPS 
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stain Result 

A~C~ -~ 

AB-PAS Pink 
AB-CEC-PAS Pink 
Methylation +AB -ve 
Meth. + Saponification + AB -ve 
Colloidal Iron -ve 
Colloidal Iron + PAS Pink 

PAS + Diastase Pink 
PAS Pink 

Best's Carmine 

southgate's mucicarmine 

1% TB, chemically fixed 

l%aq. TB, frozen sections 

TB pH 0.5 
TB pH 1.09 
TB pH 3.0 
TB pH 4.0 

TB in 3<11b alcohol 
Deamination, 

Control 

RNase + TB 
Control 

pHI.O TB 

Sulphation + TBpH3.0 

Azure A pHO.5 
Azure A pHl.5 

Azure A pH2.4-5.0 

HID-AB 

PA-HID-AB 
LID-AB 
PA-LID-AB 

Neuraminidase + AB 

Control 

-ve 

-ve 

Blue cytoplasm 
and nucleus 

" 
v. pale blue 
Pale blue 
Bright blue 
Royal blue 

Medium blue 
Rose dark blue 

Fairly light blue 

Blue 
Blue 

Blue 

-ve 
Pale bluish green 

Pale blue 

v. pale purplish grey 

Nucleus pale purplish 

" 
" 

", ... ve 

Conclusion 

) 
) 
) 

) NO AMPS 
) 
) 
) 

) Periodate reactive 
) but not glycogen 

No ylycogen 

No mucin 

NO AMPS or mol ecules 
not stacked in manner 
to give metachromasia 
or protein blocking 
staining. 

" 
As above, but low pH 
seems to suppress some 
staining 

As above 
Removal of NH2 groups 
reveals some slight 
metachromasia 
NH2 groups suppressing 
staining. 

) No RNase causing 
) any staining 

No neutral MPS 

) 
) No HPS 

) 

Indicates small amount 
of HID reactive subst., 
but oxidation has no 
effect so not neutral 
MPS 

No HPS, or LID 
reactive substances 

) No sialic acid 

) 



stain 

Tetrazonium 

Hyaluronidase + TB 
Control 

PA-P glucuronidase + AB 
P-ylucuronidase + AB 
Control 

Ferric alum
Coriphosphine (Susa) 

Acridine orange 

Millon's reagent 

Ninhydrin Schiff 

Heidenhain's haemat
oxylin 

Ehrlich's haematoxylin
Eosin 

Performic acid + AB 
Control 

Performic acid - AB-PAS 

OMAB-nitrite 

Bromophenol blue 
Mercuric BPB 

Biebrich Scarlet 
pH5.0 
pH6.0 
pH8.0 
pH9. 66 
pHIO.42 

Methyl green-pyronin 
Y, chem. fix. 

MG-PY, frozen fix. 
MG-PY + RNase 
MG-PY (Scott) 
MG-PY +RNase 
MG-Py 2M MgCl

2 

Sudan Black B 
Luxol Fast blue MBS 
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Resul t 

-ve 

Pale blue 
Pale blue 

-ve 
-ve 
-ve 

Yellow/lime 
green with hint 
of orange 

Pale green 

Orange/pink 

-ve 

Black cytoplasm 
and nucleus 

Eosinophilic 
cytoplasm, purple 
nucleus 
-ve 
-ve 

Pink 

-ve 

Blue 
Blue 

Scarlet 
Scarlet 
Pale red 
Pale red 
-ve to v. pale red 

Fairly bright pink 

Bright pink 
Fairly bright pink 
Dark pink 
Quite dark pink 
-ve 

Bluish 
V. pale green 

Conclusion 

No sUlphate 

No hyaluronic acid 
No hyaluronic acid 

) 
) No glucuronic acid 
) 

Could indicate some 
sulphomucin but 
slight. 

No sulphomucins 

Protein 

Possibly indicates no 
NH2 but not all reaction 
proteins oxidised by 
this. 

Protein 

Proteinaceous 

) No S-S groups 
) 

Some periodate +ve 
substance present 

No tryptophan present 

Protein present 

) Protein present 
) but seemingly not 
) basic protein 
) 

) Sollie pyroninophilic 
) substance present 
) even in frozen 
) sections but RNase 
) and the presence of 
) electrolytes 
) .suppresses the 
) staining 

) Indicates small 
) amount of lipid 

present 



Stain 

Alizarin Red S 
von Kossa 
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Result 

-ve 
-ye 

Conclusion 

No calciua 
No calcium 

These results show that detectable amounts ot protein are 

present in the c~toplasm ot the ~oung cell. The protein does not see. to 

be basic because ot the staining reactions with Biebrich Scarlet, Dor 

does it contain disulphide groups ortryptophan. The lack ot staining 

in ninhydrin-Schiff is a rather puzzling result since it indicates 

that no amino groups are present at all. However, not all reactiYe 

proteins are oxidised by this method, which must be the case here tor 

amino groups must be present in the protein (de.onstrated by other .ethods) 

and also the deamination technique'indicates their presence. 

In fact,these last results are particularly interesting 

because slight metachromasia occurs in toluidine blue after de .. ination. 

This suggests that there is some molecule present in the cytoplaa. 

stacked in such a wa~ as to give metachromasia, but the amino groups 

normally present suppress this. The nature of the .olecule is uncertain : 

.it could be an acid mucopolysaccharide, though no other .ethods for 

mucopolysaccharides gave positive results it does not see. to be a 

neutral mucopolysaccharide for, although the reaction with PAS suggests 

this, the sulphation technique tailed to induce .etachro.asia. The 

HiD technique preceded by peracetic acid would also indicate the 

presence ot neutral .ucosubstances and the results are negatiye. Boweyer, 

the slight stainiag by aldehyde tuchsin, HID and coriphosphine could 

suggest a tew sulphate groups are present in the c1t~plasa but they 

might well be attached to the protein. If so.e sulphate sroupa are 

present but their metachro.atic etfect is no~ally BaSked by .. ino groups 

then the etfect of deamination .. ' 
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would be explaillt-!d. Nevertheless, some other type of ion could be 

causiny the staininy, and detectable amounts of rnucosuhstallce, pither 

acid or neutral, appear to be lackiliU unless the metachromasia 

revealed aftpr dellrnillation is an indication of the presPlIce of such a 

cO!llJJolind. However, the small amounts of SUlphate w)ssibly present 

cuuld lJe attached to tlw protein and be indicative of Ilothiny more. 

Thus the cytoplasm of the Y cells is proteillaceolls, possibly 

containing tyrosine, is periodate reactiVe (but not due to glycogen), 

shows some weak staininu for lipids and also displays pyroninophilia 

in all solutions except those cillltaining electrolytes. This staining 

with pyronin is not due to HNA but what it does signify is unknown. 

Ole can only reiterate Scott's (1967) statement that many polyanions 

stain with pyronin, but the presence of an electrolyte displaces the 

dye from these leaving it combined with polynucleotide polyanions only. 

These results give no clue to the type of cell that Yevent-

ually becomes. It is possible that the protein/lipid substance present 

in the cytoplasm is a precursor of the material discharged by the 

mucous gland cells and that the acid mucopolysaccharide units are 'added' 

to this core later. The possibility of there being a protein core to the 

mucous gland cell secretion has already been discussed (pp~-~) and 

these proteinaceous cells could be precursor stages to the mucous gland 

cells. It is harder to visualise a system whereby polysaccharide units 

are interspersed between protein units if the alternating chain structure 

is valid. However, the effects of deamination on the mucous gland cells 

could also be explained if the acidic groups were attached to the amine 

groups present in galactosamine. 

The finely granular or slightly reticulate appearance of the 

cytoplasm is conformable with the appearance of the secretion in some of 

the mucous gland cells seen in Crozen sections. These granular mucous 

cella were telt to be less mature mucous cells (pl') and this too would 
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agree with the idea of their development from the Y cells and furthermore, 

both cell types showed pyroninophilia. Geo~raphically they are suitably 

placed to be precursors, but no real intermediate stayes between the Y 

cells and the mucous gland cells were ever detected ruld none of the young 

cells ever gave any indication of alcianophilia etc. This is not to say 

that a connection does not exist, it could be that the conversion to an 

acid mucopolysaccharide occurs very rapidly and has not been detected in 

the material examined. 

LM.4( iv). Pigment/Protein Gland Cells 

It was previously stated that the youny cells Y could also be 

the precursors of the piyment/protein gland cells (PP). TIlese cells are 

only seen in their entirety in frozen sections (FigolQ) although a 

nucleus is not shown in this figure. The cell, in frozen sections is 

ovoid or sliyhtly elongated with finely granular cytoplasm, which 

displays a delicate orange/yellow colour (the matrix is coloured rather 

than the numerous granules, which appear only as specks), whether stained 

or not so this would appear to be the natural colour of the cell 

cytoplasm. These cells are found lying amongst the other gland cell types 

in the mantle, back and sides, being fairly equally distributed along the 

animal's length as can be seen in Histogram I (Volume II p.30). 

The contents of the cell are negative to all the stains tried 

on frozen sections, so lipids, calcium and mucopolysaccharides can 

apparently be discounted; and an attempt to identify the pigment present 

was unsuccessful. Yellow/orange pigments in animals are likely to be . 
carotenoids, flavines or flavones. Campion (1957, 1961) quotes 

carotenoids as being soluble in fat solvents, become dark blue in con-

centra ted sulphuric acid and deep violet in iodine in potassium iodide. 

Flavines are usually inconspicuous, water soluble and stable in dilute 

acids, whilst flavones are water soluble, alcohol soluble, --decolorised 
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by dilute acids, intensified in colour by alkalies, become green or 

brown in ferric chloride and form yellow or red lead salts that are 

insuluble. 

The pigment in question is found to be soluble in fat solvents 

which wuuld suggest a carotenoid, but it also becomes decolourised in 

concentrated sulphuric acid and "'as unaffected by iodine in potassium 

iodine. As for the tests for flavones, the pigment is decolourised by 

dilute acids and appears very slightly browner in the alkal ies but it 

does not conform with the other tests. However, it is negative to all 

the tests for flavines,being conspicuous, insoluble in water and soluble 

in dilute acids. Thus the pigment could be either a carotenoid or a 

flavone, but it is probably a carotenoid since this pigment is quite 

common in molluscs, p- carotene and lutejn being the most likely members 

of that group to be involved (Fox 1966). Fox stated that carotenoids are 

fat soluble polyenes which are synthesised 'de novo' only in the plant 

kingdom and thus the molluscs assimilate these pigments in their food and 

it becomes stored in the various cells of the body. It could well be 

that the pigment/protein cells of Arion hortensis represent such a 

storage cell. Interestingly, the newly hatched slug is without yellow 

pigmentation which would seem to confirm the suggestion that it is 

derived from the diet. 

In normal ci.rcumstances, when the slug is allowed to move 

freely, without interference, the slime is colourless as mentioned in 

Id.p 3 and the pigment/protein cells do not appear to discharge. They 

do discharge in extreme conditions, tor instance, when the slug is 

dropped into Susa, whence the slime rapidly beco.es orange/yellow. 

~bether this is in some way a defence reaction conferring an unpleasant 

taste to the slime, thus deterring the predator is not clear. Grab .. 

(1957) stated that the protein secretions of certain Opisthobrancha such 

as Acteon, Ringula and Scaphander are actually toxic to s .. IIer animals. 
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It may also be that the change from black to orange baa a deterrent 

effect. The slime produced in times of attack tends to appear more 

viscous and this could be due to the protein present in it, or it 

could be due to a simple qualitative effect, that is, there is more present 

than is normal and it is easier to assess the viscosity. Campion (1961) 

agreed that the protein secretion was a defensive reaction but that the 

protein might serve to lower the surface tension of the secretion since 

that produced in defence was very watery. This appears not to be the case 

in Arion hortensis , but the amounts of protei~ produced by Helix aspersa 

were vast, and may confer a different property on t~e slime. Possibly 

the contents of these cells are discharged simply because of the violent 

contractions resulting from severe stimulation. 

In the ordinary fixatives , especially Susa, followed by 

paraffin embedding, the pigment/protein cell type is not usually seen 

whole but as an elongated, fairly narrow 'shell', otten angular(Fig.11) 

and perforated (Fig. 12). Outside the body, finely granular material 

can be seen but neither the granules nor the shells show any yellow 

pigmentation, due to the action of the acids in the fixative and of 

benzene (a fat solvent),the clearing agent, both of which affect the pis-ent 

as already described (p.55). Occasionally in Susa, the pigment/protein 

cells were seen whole(Fig.13) but the contents were very auch contracted. 

The cells seemed_to survive fixation in Alcoholic Bouin best although 

the cell contents were still rather contracted'Fig. 14). Dyson (1965) 

used Bouin's tixative and this could be why her protein cells generally 

appeared ribbon shaped and leas distorted, although in other respects the 

descriptions are similar. In 11g.14 a nucleated pis-ent/protein cell 

can be seen and here and in other sectione the nucleus tende either to 

be in a basal position or towards one side. In 1ig.15 a partly granular, 

part shelled pigaent/protein cell can be seen, this is pre .... bly an 

effect of fixation and quite a nuaber of th ••• iDter..diat. types are 
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present. The mean lenyth of a 'shell' is 22.2".and the mean width 16)1m .. 

wi th a ranue of li.4Jl1to i3I.~in length and 2.,-to 48. 1jlllin width but 

the modal sL:>:e is 2~lony by ll}Jl'wide. 

The staininy reactions of the pigment/protein cell are given 

in Table IV: 

Table IV Staining Reactions of the Pigment/Protein Cells (pp) 

stain 

Mallory's Triple 

Weigert's Elastin 

Aldehyde fuchsin 
AF(pHI.45)-AB(pH2.5) 

AB+Ehrlich's 
h8ematoxylin 

AB low pH 
AB-CI~C 

AD-CEC-PAS 
Methylation+AB 
Methylation+ 
Saponification+AB 
Colloidal Iron 
Control 

PAS 

PAS+Diastase 

Best's Carmine 

southgate's Mucicarmine 

TB 1% aq., frozen sections 

TB pH 1.09 
TB pH 3.0 to 4.0 
TB in 3~) alcohol 

Deamination pH 1. 0 TB 
Control 

RNase + TB 
Control 

sulphation + TB 

Resul t 

Orange, occasionally 
purple or pink or 
all three. 

-ve 

V. pal e pink 
V. pale pink 

-ve 

-ve 
-ve 
v. pale pink 
-ve 

-ve 
-ve 
-ve 

V. pale pink 

V. pale pink 

-ve 

-ve 

Greenish 

-ve 
-ve 
-ve 

-ve 
-ve 

-ve 
-ve 

-ve 

to -ve 

to -ve 

Conclusion 

Protein? 

No elastin 

Some S04? 
No AMPS, some S04? 

No AMPS. 

) 
) 
) 

) No AMPS 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Some slight periodate 
reactive substance. 

" " " , 
not glycogen 

Not glycogen 

Protein? 

No AMPS 

No groups attached 
to amines. 

No RNA 

No neutral HPS 



Stain 

Azure ,\ pH range 

I!ID & LID 

All en7ymes 

Tetrazonium 

Ferric alum
Coriphosphine 

Acridine orange-CTAC 

Mi 11 on's reagent 

Ninhydrin Schiff 

Heidenhain's haemntoxylin 

Ellrl ich' s haematoxylin + 

Eosin 

DMAB-ni tri te 

Bromophenol blue 

Biebrich Scarlet 
pH5.0 
pH6.o 
pH8.0 
pH9.66 
p1HO.42 

f.IG-PY 
f.IG-PY + RNase 
MG-pyronin (Scott) 
MG-PY (2H MgC1

2
) 

SUdan Black B 
Luxol Fast Blue HBS 

Alizarin Red S 
von Kassa 

- :;8 -

Hesul t 

All -ve 

-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

Oranqy/green or 
lime 

All 1 ime 

Red orange 

Sl ightly pink 

131ack 

Eosinophilic 

-ve 

Blue 

Scarlet 
Paler scarlet 
V. pale red 
V. pale red 
-ve to v. pale pink 

Dark pink 
Dark pink 
Dark pink 
-ve 

Bluish 
-ve or v. pale blue 

-ve 
-ve 

Conci usion 

No metachromatic 
substancp. 

No MPS 

No sialic acid, 
hyaluronic acid or 
ulucuronic acid 
prcs~nt. 

Possibly some ~04 

No MPS 

Tyrosine present 

Some protein? 

Protein? 

Protein? 

Protein 

) 

) Protein but not 
) basic protein 
) 
) 

) Pyroninophilic, 
) except in the 
) presence of 
) electrolytes. 

) Some small amount 
) of lipid. 

No calcium 

These staining reactions are very like those of the young 

cells Y except that deamination has no effect on the staining with 

toluidine blue and, in fact, only a green coloration is obtained with 

aqueous toluidine blue, not the blue. The PAS and lipid staining 

reactions are also weaker but there is still some very weak staining with 
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aldehyrJe fuchsi n, ",pak orcmge fluorescence in coriphosphine and strong 

pyroninophil ia. However, the protein reactions appear to be stronger 

since a briyhter colo-«ation is obtained with HiUon's reayent and a 

pale colo .... ration is obtained wi th the Ninhydrin-Schiff technique. 

Because of the similarity in the staining reactions of the, Y cells and 

the piyment/protein cells it is more probable that the youny cells Y 

give rise to the protein cells and that pigment is stored in them. The 

appearance of the pigment/protein cell base in Fig.14 is very like the 

young cell illustrated in Fig.9. It would seem that more and more 

protein is laid dO\ffi in the young cells, resulting in the stronger 

protein reactions, possibly account in\) for the colouration in toluidine 

blue. The reduction in PAS positivity and lipid staining could be due 

to a relative reduction in the amounts of those substances present. 

In the course of development it is hypothesised that a duct to 

the surface is formed by the differential development of the side of the 

cell closest to the epidermis, and, that the nucleus becomes displaced 

to the side or the base of the cell where it is often bounded by some 

residual cytoplasm. The protein cells generally have no obvious cell 

neck distinct from the cell body, the cell simply tapering slightly 

towards the epidermis, although in Fig.15 there is a cell with a neck 

but this could be a fixation artefact. 

The results seem, therefore, to indicate that the young cells Y 

give rise to protein gland cells in which pigment is secondarily stored, 

this last probably being a carotenoid, derived from the diet. Fox (1953) 

recorded the association of flavines and carotenoids with protein in 

many animals but did not mention flavones. However, Campion (1957) found 

flavone. vere, , 
that A assoclated wlth protein in Helix aspersa. 

There are many more young stages for the pigment/protein cells 

latt.r 
than for the mucous gland cells, but the ~ are more numerous in the 

mature form. This would Seem to suggest that the cell life is shorter f 
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the pigment/protein cells and that they need to be replenished more 

often. An alternative explanation is that the earlier developmental 

stages of pigillent/protein cell formation take lonuer to pass throuyh and 

are therefore present in the section. 

It can only be conjectured that the pigment/protein gland cell s 

originate in the connective tissue, for the youngest stages are the most 

deeply embedded, there being no evidence of younger stages in more 

superficial positions; however, this is only circumstantial evidence. 

Unfortunately, the regeneration experiment did not cast any light on the 

origin of the protein cells, for these experiments were limited by time. 

The mucoUs gland cells were developed before the protein cells and only 

the time of initiation of the former cells could be studied. 

The mode and mechanism of discharge of these pigment/protein 

cells will be discussed later (LM.4(xii), pp9$-91 ). 

LM.4(v). Melanin 

The yellow pigment is not the only one present in the mantle, 

back and sides, since melanin is also present, and it is also in the 

grooves in the upper surface of the margins of the foot (Fig.l). 

It is clearly visible below the epidermis and outlining the 

gland cells in the dermis (Fig.5). The back of the slug is grooved and 

there appears to be more melanin present at the base of the groove than 

at the top, and this agrees with the external appearance where the base 

of the grooves appears blacker. In sections the melanin is seen as 

small black granules distributed either singly or in clusters, these last 

being of varied form but often 'string-like' or stellate. However, there 

ia no evidence of melanocytes in the light microscope material, and it 

would seem that the melanin is deposited as the melanocytes age and die. 

The melanin can be seen in greater detail in the mantle tissue fixed for 

electron microscopy (for instance, Plate 49), but melanocytes are more 
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common in the regenerating tissue, and will be considered at length in 

RE}I 2 (i i). 

LH. 4( vi). Mantle Groove Gland Cells 

One last type of gland cell is present lining the ventral 

surface of the mantle (Fig.3). The outline of the individual cells is 

not at all clear and cons(~'1uently their shape and size cannot be 

determined. This is because their contents stain very strongly and 

rather diffusely, thus obscuring the cell walls. The nuclei can 

occasionally be identified as slightly paler patches within the cells, 

and they tend to be central and quite larue. Ducts, filled with 

secretion, are visible passing between the epidermal cells. The cells 

contain qui te large granules, up to IJ-in diameter, which appear 

spherical. These granules are never seen externally so presumably the 

secretion undergoes some form of transformation during discharge. 

Because these cells have rather a limited distribution they 

were not available for all the histochemical tests that were carried 

out. However, Table V gives the staining reactions that were obtained. 

Table V Staining Reactions of the Mantle Groove Mucous 

Gland Cells 

stain 

Mallory's Triple 

Weigert's Elastin 

Ehrlich' 8 haematoxylin 
Eosin 

ABpH 2.5+Ehrlich ' s 
haematoxylin 

AB pHO.5 
AB pHI.O 

+ 

iiesul t 

-ve 

-ve 

Purple 

Bright AB+ve 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 

Conclusion 

No elastin 

Not proteinaceous 
but could show acid 
secretion since 
nuclei normally 
stain wi th this. 

AMPS.AB displaces 
i!hrlich's 

) Indicates some 
) SOIt groups. 



stain 

AB-PAS 

Methylation (mild)+AB 

Methylation (mild) + 

Saponification 
Methylation (Stoward) 
4 hrs. + AB 1.0 
~leth. (4 hrs.) + Sap. 
(Thionyl chloride) 
+AB pHl.O 
" "" +AB pH 2.5 
Meth. (6hrs.) 
+AB pHl.O 

" " +AB pH2.5 
Meth. (6hrs. )+Sap. 2hrs. 
+AB pH2.5 

Colloidal Iron 

Control 

PAS 
PAS+Diastase 

TB 1% aq. 

TB pH 0.5 
pH 1. 09 
pH 3.0 
pH 4.00 

Deamination+TB pHl.O 

Control+TB pHI.O 

RNase + TB 

SUlphation + TB 

Azure A pH 0.5 

pH 1.0 

pH 1.5 

pH 2.4 
pH ,.4 
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Result 

Darker than AB 
almost indiyo 

-ve 

V. pale AB 

AB+ve 

+ve 

+ve 

+ve 
+ve 

+ve 

Vivid blue 

-ve 

Dark pink 
Dark pink 

Purple 

Blue/purple 
Purple 
Rose purple 
Rose purple 

-ve 

Purple 

Rose purple 

Rose purple 

-ve 

Pale purple 

Slightly darker 
purple 
Very purple 
Dark rose purple 

Conclusion 

) Carbohydrates 
) containing acidic 
) groups and oxidi
) sable vicinal 
) hydroxyl groups. 

Simple or complex 
504. d MPS. 

Indicates some COOH 
present. 
This methylation not 
work. 

" " 

" " 

" " 
" " 

" " 
Weakly acidic MPS 
stain, strongly AMPS 
do not. 

Vicinal Hydroxyl 
groups present but 
not glycogen. 

Metachromatic MPS 

) 
) Indicates S04.d 
) MPS 
) 

) Metachromatic grps. 
) attached to amino 
) grps. that 
) eliminated. 

Indicatea basophilia 
not due to RNA 

Unaffected 

(i) No staining at pH 
0.5 if no 504 present 
(ii) But some SO~ MPS 
masked Wltil pH 3.5 

(iii) Many sialomucins 
stain at pH 3.0 & above. 



Stain 

HID-AB pH 2.5 

PA-IiID-AB pH 2.5 

LID-AB pH 2.5 

PA-LID AB pH2.5 

Neuraminidase 
Control 
Hydrolysis N/IO HCI+AB 
Hydrolysis N/IO H2S04+AB 

Tetrazonium method 

Hyaluronidase+TB 
Control 

p-Glucuronidase+AB 
PA-p-Glucuronidase+AB 
Control 

Heidenhain's haematoxylin 

Performic acid + AB 

DMAB-ni tri te 

MG-PY 

MG-PY + RNase 
MG-PY 2M MgCl 2 

Alizarin Red S 

Lipid stains 
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Result 

Some black, others 
AB+ve 

Purplish black with 
some AB+ve staining 
though palur 

Pale purple to 
black, slight 
greenish tinye. 

All purplish black 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 

V. pale pink 

Conclusion 

Some S04d MPS are 
black. AB could 
indicate sialomucins 
or hyalurollic acid. 

Possibly indicates 
some neutral MPS 
present due to 
reduction of AB 
staining. 

Stains most S04d and 
COOH AMPS. Some LID 
-ve, non-S04d MPS 
present too. 

Indicates some 
neutral HPS present 
since all stain 
blackish. 

) 
) No sialic acid 
) present. 
) 

Indicates acme few 
504 urps. present. 

Purple ) No hyaluronic 
acid Purple ) 

+ve but slightly paler ) Indicates some 
ulucuronic acid 
groups present 

Pale AB+ve ) 
AB +ve ) 

Blackish 

Bright AB+ve 

-ve 

Scarlet or dark red 
granules and pinkish 
cytoplasm 
Bright pink 
-ve 

-ve 

Not tested 

Protein? 

Indicates some S-S 
uroups present. 

No protein 

) 

) Some poly-
) anions stain 
) but not RNA 
) 

No calcium 
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These results would seem to indicate that a mixture of 

substances is present in these gland cells, particularly when considering 

the combined Alcian Blue -PAS stain and the HID and LID techniques. The 

AB-PAS st!'luellce shows that acidic groups and oxidisable vicinal hydroxyl 

groups are present in the mucosubstance, and the HID and LID techniques 

that the acidic groups are composed of both sUlphate and carboxyl groups 

possibly together with some neutral mucosubstances. The return of some 

slight staining after saponification again indicates that carboxyl 

groups are present and the slight reduction of colouring after p
glucuronidase indicates that these are present in glucuronic acid units 

and not in hyaluronic acid or sialic acid units (since the respective 

enzymes had no effect). The staining in the low pH Alcian blue and 

tetrazonium technique indicates that some sulphate groups are indeed 

present and because the HID, LID and tetrazonium techniques reveal 

stronger cblo~ation for these cells than for the large and small mucous 

gland cells it seems that more sulphate groups are present in the mantle 

groove mucous gland cells, assuming that stronger coloration can be 

interpretated to mean a quantitive variation. However, the lowest pH 

Azure A solution gives a negative result which is supposed to indicate 

that there are no sulphates, but whichever end groups are present they 

are stacked in such a way as to give metachromasia and it is not 

cellular RNA which confers the basophilia. 

Since some neutral mucopolysaccharide is also present it would 

be expected that sulphation should confer metachromasia, but because 

metachromatic substances already existed in the gland cells it is not 

possible to decide whether sulphation had occurred. 

It is suggested that the neutral mucosubstance granules are the 

less mature ones and that acidic groups are added later, because the 

material seen in the ducts (presumably ready for discharge) is always 

acidic in nature. On the other hand, it might represent ~e residue 
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within the cell that has undergone a change after discharge has occurred 

but one might expect the granules to be damaged if this were the case. 

It would seem that a low sulphate chondroitin substance could 

be present, as opposed to chondroitin 4- sulphate and chondroitin 6-

sulphate since these two would be susceptible to testicular hyaluronidase, 

but there would appear to be more sulphate present in the mantle groove 

mucous gland cells because of the stronger staining with HID and LID 

and with the tetrazonium technique. Again, the possibility of a 

totally new substance being present in these glands cannot be dismissed, 

for if a chondroitin substance is present it lacks the p-N-acetyl-D 

glucosaminidic residues normally attacked by hyaluronidase. Possibly 

less mature granules, in the form of a neutral mucosubstance with 

oxidisable vicinal hydroxyl groups are also present in this cell, but this 

explanation is only hypothetical and the periodate reactive groups could 

equally be present in the protein indicated by deamination. The appli

cation of this last technique results in a loss of staining which again 

suggests that the acidic groups are attached to amino uroups but whether 

these groups form part of a protein core or chain or whether they are 

integrated in the galactosamine unit is not evident. The general 

protein reactions are negative although there is a slightly brighter 

'colo ration in the performic acid - alcian blue technique and this could 

indicate protein S-S groups, but this is only a subjective judgement and 

the performic acid could well be causing some other change. The granules 

stain slightly with Heidenhain's haematoxylin and Ehrlich's haematoxylin. 

staining in the former can be taken to indicate protein containing carboxyl 

units but whether staining with Ehrlich's haematoxylin can be similarly 

interpreted is not known, for some other molecular configuration, such 

as the mucosubstance could be staining. 

The comment made earlier (pp.+l-~) about pyroninophilia and the 

effect of electrolytes on it applies here too, that is, that in any non-
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electrolyte solution almost any polyanion can combine with pyronin when 

no electrolytes are present. It is interesting to note that the scarlet 

colo ration induced after the appl ication of ordinary pyronin, is con

fined to the granules and the cell cytoplasm is pink which suggests 

that the polyanion involved in the scarlet staining is concentrated in 

the granuleo 

No calcium WIle r'ound and the I ipid tests were not appl ied to 

these cells. 

Thus thl:! mantle groove mucous cells contain granules composed 

of a sulphated and carboxylated mucosubstance, such as a low sulphate 

chondroitin substance. However, because of the staining with, for 

instance, the tetrazonium technique it would seem that more sulphate is 

present here than in the large and small mucous gland cells. In 

addition there is some periodate reactive substance present which may be 

a neutral mucosubstance and it is possible that the acidic material is 

added later to this. However, it is also possible that the periodate 

reactive groups are present in the protein, whose presence is indicated 

by the deamination results, for Kasten (1960) stated that protein might 

be stained by SChiff's reagent. It is also possible that the amine 

groups belong to a galactosamine unit and not to protein at all. Lastly, 

the periodate positive material could represent some residue within the 

cell left after discharge, but one might expect the granular structure 

to be damaged if this were the case and it was not. 

How a neutral mucosubstance would fit into the molecule can 

only be guessed. Possibly neutral mucosubstances are attached to 

protein units (which may form a core or link units), and carboxyl and 

sulphate units are added later to the neutral mucosubstance. Alternat

ively, it may be a simple protein - acid mucopolysaccharide configuration 

without a neutral mucosubstance, the protein displaying the periodate 

reactive groups. The difficulty involved in interpreting histochemical 
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results is well illustrated above, for they are not entirely specific 

and can only indicate the types of .substances and yroupinys present, 

not the actual secretion as a whole. Nor can they show the ordering 

of linkayes within the substance. 

No convnent can be made about the ori'jin of the mantle groove 

mucuus yland cells except they are embedded in the dennis, but they arc 

so closely a}J}Jlied to the epidermis that their origin could be from 

either. 

LM.4(vii). Calcium and Glycogen Deposits 

Before consideriuy the glandular structures of the foot, two 

more features must be mentioned in connection with the dorsal surface. 

One is the finding of deposits of calcium between the con

nective tissue fibres of the mantle. These deposits lie deep in the 

tissue well below the glandular layer (Fig.16) and stain crimson in 

Alizarin Red S. They are only found in unfixed frozen sections which 

suggests that the calcium deposits are soluble in the acids normally 

present in the fixatives. This in turn suggests that the calcium is 

deposited in the form of calcium carbonate. A region of diffuse red 

colouring is present round the calcium deposits indicating either that 

the acidity of the aqueous dye solution is sufficient to cause some 

dissolution, or else that some calcium phosphate is present, prior to 

deposition. The calcium is deposited in the form of spherical granules 

in fairly regular groups, almost as if they have been deposIted in 

cells which have subsequently died, for cell walls could not be 

detected, mainly because of the halo of red staining material round the 

deposits (Fig.17). These calcium deposit8 are believed to represent 

the remnants of the internal shell (Hyman 1967). 

The second finding is that of glycogen deposits, also in 

between the connective tissue fibres of the mantle, but a180 in the 
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tissues of the bac]< and sides. It is detected by PAS (with diastase 

control) and Best's carmine. The glycogen does not appear to be 

deposited in actual cells but rather to be cunfined in the spaces 

between the connective tissue fibres, because after dissolving out the 

glycogen no nuclei or other structures could be detected. The distrib

ution of this material is far greater thWl for the calcium, but an 

individual calcium deposit is laryer thah one of glycogen. These 

deposits are also seen in the electron microscope study of the mantle 

and will be discussed later (EM2.4(vi)pp '~3 ). Here they appear to 

be bounded by a band of collagen but they did not seem to be cellular. 

These glycogen deposits are thought to be stores of excess food 

material which can be used in times of dearth. For instance, when 

humidity is low,. such as in the summer and in cold weather, the slug 

cannot venture far in search of food and rather than starve it can draw 

on its reserves of glycogen, the substance which most readily yields 

energy supplies. This is by no meanS a unique finding and was 

described as long ago as 1885 by Blundstone in Helix and Anodo~. He 

found glycogen in the mantle and other regions of connective tissue in 

Anodo~and found it to be confined in what he called large vesicular 

cells. They were also seen in~. By treating the tissue with water 

the glycogen was dissolved out and a nucleus and a small amount of cell 

cytoplasm was visible. In Helix the glycogen was found to be particul

arly associated with lacunar spaces and mesen~ies and Blundstone 

believed the glycogen maintained the 'specific gravity and nutritive 

quality of the blood'. Thus glycogen has been detected before, but no 

vesicular cells could be detected in Arion hortensis. 

The next section will consider the glandular structures of the 

foot. 
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Lr-t.4(viii). The Glandular Structures of The Foot Sale 

The foot sole bears, superficially, numerous gland cells. 

(a) t-lucous Gland cell A 

The first type of cell (A) is a mucous cell which is elongated 

and narrow and the bulk of the cell lies in the dermis with the 'duct' 

passing between the epidermal cells. The mean length of these gland 

cells is 20.6pm, with a mean width of 9.4j6A1 but the range is 9.3.J11'to 

53.3p1long and 7.3pmto 2l.3pmwide. The modal size, however, is 13.3pm 

long by S.ap-wide. 

They are found throughout the lenyth and breadth of the foot 

sale, as can be seen in Histogram II, (Volume II.p3l), although they 

tend not to be present at the very front edge of the foot. The largest 

numbers are found in the first third of the body, which might be 

expected in an animal which progresses on a slime trail, and the cilia 

of the foot spread the mucus across the whole sale. The appearance of 

these mucous cells is shown in Fig.18 and it can be seen from this 

figure that there is no distinction between the neck and cell body. 

Furthermore, the small basal nucleus showing some granules of chromatin 

can be seen. The contents of the cell may appear reticulate or finely 

granular, but this last stains more deeply than the reticulate material. 

The staining reactions of this secretion is given in Table VI. 

Table VI The Staining Reactions of The Mucous Gland Cell A, 

of The Foot Sole 

stain 

Mallory's Triple 

Weigert's Elastin 

Aldehyde fuchsin (pHI.4S) 
-AB pH2.S 

AB pH 2.S + Ehrlich's 
haematoxylin 

Resul t 

Blue 

-ve 

AB+ve with 
AF+ve base 

Conclusion 

Mucus 

No elastin 

Indicates some 
weakly 504 material 
at base but mainly 
Coat 

AB+ve, appear very AMPS preaent 
full in frozen sections 



stain 

AB pHO.5 
AB pHI. 0 

AB-CEC (0. 2~1) 
AB-Cf':C (0. 3M) 
AB-CEC (On4M) 

AB-CEC (0.2M)-PA~ 
AB-CEC (0.5M)-PAS 

Methylation (mild)+AB 

Meth. (mild)+Sap.+AB 

Meth.(4hr. )ThCl+ABpl-ll.0 
" " " "2.5 

Meth.(4hr.)ThCl+Sap. 
2hrs.+AB pHl.O 
Meth.(4hr.)+Sap.(2hr.) 
+AB pH2.5 
Meth.(6hr.)ThCl+ 
AB pHI.O 
Meth.(6hr.)ThCl+ 
AB pH2 

CoIl vidal Iron 
Control 

PAS 

PAS-Diastase 

Best's Carmine 
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Result 

AB+ve 
A13+ve 

AH+ve 
v. pale to -ve 
-ve 
AB+ve 
-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

+ve 
+ve 

Conclusion 

) Should not get 
) staining at low pH 

if COOH grnups 
only present. 

) Suygest COOH 
) present or 504 
) 
) Suggests 504 or 
) CaOH pre sen t not 

vic.glycols. 

Shows simple acid or 
complex 50

4 
~IPS. 

Sugyests 504 present 
but Sap. not always 
work. 

Heth. not work 

v. pale AS, paler than ) 
for Meth. alone. ) 
v. pale AB+ve though ) 
darker than above. ) See text. 
AB+ve ) 

) 

AB+ve ) 

CI+ve base 
-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

) 

Acidic groups present. 

No oxidisable vic. 
glycols present. 
No glycogen 

" " 
southgate's mucicarmine -ve 

1% aq. TB 

TB pHO.5 
TB pHl.CI) 
TB pH3.0 
TB pH4.a 

TB in 30% alcohol 

Deamination+TBpHl.O 
Control 

Deamination+TB l~q. 
Control 

Blue/purple 

-ve 
-ve 
V. pale mauve 
Pale rose purple 

Pale purple 

-ve 
-ve 

-ve 
+ve 

Metachromatic subst. 
present. 

Metachromasia suppressed 
at low pH. Suggests that 
at low pH when COOi grps. 
not dissociated get no 
metachromasia. 

) pH too low to 
) reveal staining. 

) Metachroaatic grps 
) attached to NH2 



::;tain 

RNase +TB 

Azure A pll range 

Hlf)-ABpH205 
PA-HID -AD p1i2.5 

LID-An pH2.5 
PA-LID pH2.5 

Neuraminidase +AB 
Control 
Hydrolysis N/IO HCl+AB 
Hydrolysis N/IO 11 2 S0,,+AB 

Tetrazonium 

Hyaluronidase +TB 
Control 

PA-~-Glucur()nidase +AB 
~-Glucur()nidase+AB 

Control 

Ferric .Uum-Coriphosphine 
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Resul t 

Hose purple 

-ve 

Bright AR+ve 
:\D+ve 

Vivid AB+ve 
AD+ve 

AD+ve 
AB+ve 
AA+ve 
AB+vc 

-ve 

Purple 
Purple 

-ve 
-ve 
AB+ve 

-ve 

~cridine Crange-CTAC -ve to all treatmp.nts 

~li llon':--> renIJent 

Ninhydrin-Schiff 

Heirlenhain's haematoxylin 

Performic acid- .... B-PAS 
Control 

-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 

DMAB-nitrite -ve 

Mercuric bromophenol blue -ve 

Biebrich Scarlet, pH r~lye -ve 

MG-PY Dark 
MG-PY +RNase Dark 
MG-PY (2M MgCI

2
)(Scott) -ve 

Sudan Black B -ve 
Luxol Fast Blue -ve 

Alizarin Red S -ve 
von Kossa -ve 

pink, rarely red 
pink, rarely red 

Conclusion 

Basophil ia not due 
to HNA 

No azurophilia, so no 
SO" present. 

No SO" MPS 

) LI D-ve, non S04 d 
) AMPS 

) 
) No sialic acids 
) present 
) 

No SO 

" 
) No hyaluronic acid 
) 

) Glucuronic acid 
) groups present. 
) 

No SuI ph0l11UC ins 

t-:o hyaluronic acid 
chondroitin SO,* or 
heparin. 

No tyrosine 

No protein 

No protein 

) No S-S groups 
) 

No tryptophan 

No protein 

No basic protein 

Some polyanion 
staining but not 
RNA 

) No lipid 
) 

) No calciUJI 
) 

These results indicate that a mucoaubstance ia present but of 
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a different character to th~t found in thf' mucous gland cells of the 

dorsa I !"urf~ce. 

The> eli fference between the large and small mantle gland cell s 

ann thn ,\ sole oland cplls lif's principally in thp n~nctions to HID and 

LID, fluorescent techniques, Azure .\ ilnd toluidine blueo ,UI these are 

techniques which indicate the presence of sulphated mucopolysaccharides 

and, in all instances, negative rf'sults were obtaifl(~d for the A cells. 

In fact, in Azure A no metachromasia is shown at any of the pHs examined 

and the reason for this is not known since metachromasia is displayed in 

toluidine blue from pH3.0 upwards, although more weakly than that by the 

dorsal mucous gland cells. This staining above p1f3.0 is interesting 

because glucuronic carboxyl groups have a pK of approximately 3.1 to 

3.3 and would be completely undissocinted at pHs below 3.0 and hence no 

metachromasia \{Ould be displayed. That glucuronic carboxyl groups are 

present is confirmed by the effect of ,-glucuronidase which destroys 

staining. Hyaluronidase and neuraminidase, together with hydrolysis, 

have no effect on staining so the carboxyl groups do definitely seem to 

be associatp.d with glucuronic acid groups and not with sialic acid or 

hyaluronic acid, and this last is further confirmed by the negative 

result with the Acridine Orange -CTAC. 

The LID teChnique, shows that LID-negative, non-sulphated 

mucopolysaccharides are present and the HID technique also confirms that 

no sulphated groups are present. 

There are two unusual results, however. One is that staining 

is obtained in very low pH alcian blue which is supposed only to show 

sulphates, because of the pK of the carboxyl groups. This staining was 

obtained even when blotting the sections dry after staining, a teChnique 

described by Lev and Spicer (1964) who found that the pH of the water on 

the slide (used for washing) was sufficient to raise the pH of the dye 

solution to stain the carboxyl groups. Secondly, the results obtained 
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with the nlethylatioll -sapQllificatinn method are difficult to explain. 

Mild and drastic methylation techlliques remove the alcianophilia but if 

carLoxyl yroulJs are JJrescnt, as is suspected, then one would expect 

staining to return after saponification and this did not happen. 

However, saponification is unreliable as it technitlue (Quintarelli. 

~cott and Dellovo 1964). 

A more unexpected resul t is obtained wi th .'~toward' s (1967) 

method of methylation which does not eliminate alcianophilia (possibly 

because the time intervals were not lony enou~h), but the use of the 

technique of methylation plus saponification leads to a reduction in 

stainin~. This was also noted by Quintarell i, SCott and Dellovo (1964) 

but they gave no explanation for it. Possibly the alcoholic potassium 

hydroxide is causing some fllrther breakdown of the secretory product 

reducinu the number of end groups available for combination with the dye. 

This could be a 'normal' effect of potassium hydroxide but in typical 

experimental conditions the sections are only briefly exposed to the 

solution because it causes detachment of sections. Usiny Stoward's 

method of cold potassium hydroxide the sections can be exposed for much 

longer periods, and this may cause decay of the secretion and result in 

weaker staining. 

However, it would seem that most of the results indicate the 

presence of an acid mucosubstance containing glucuronic acid and from 

Spicer, Horn and Leppi (1967) the substance most likely to be involved 

i8 chondroitin. 

At the base of the cell, around the region of the nucleus, the 

secretion seems to show a slightly different configuration, for it 

stains differently in colloidal iron and aldehyde fuchain -alcian blue 

sequence. In colloidal iron this difference takea the form of a atronger 

staining reaction, whilst in the dual stain sequence the baae of the cell 

shows aldehyde fuchsin staining the reat of the cell showing alcianophilia. 
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The r"ason for this is not known, the nucleus itself may even be 

staininIJ thus; or there could be a residue of some sliyhtly different 

material which possibly contains some SUlphate groups. These yroups 

could also be associated with the proteitl whose presence is indicated 

by deamination. 

There is no evidence of any periodate positive materials in 

the secretion, or of lipid or calcium. None of the protein tests was 

positive although the results after deamination would suggest its 

presence, but it is possible that the protein is masked by the mucopoly

saccharide groups, particularly if it forms a core. However, the amine 

units may be part of the galactosamine unit. 

Thus the secretion appears to be chondroitin possibly 

associated with protein. 

LM.4(viii) • 

(b) Mucous Gland Cell B 

A second type of gland cell was found in the toot sole and in 

the tissue forming the lower edge of the peripodial groove ('ig.3 & 19), 

being named mucous gland cells B. This groove is found between the 

tissue of the side of the animal and that of the sole margin and it runs 

the length of the body (Fig.l). The mucus from the cells located in 

this region would lubricate the peripodial groove. 

The B cells are often deeply embedded in the dermis of the sole 

(Fig.20) but tend to adopt a more superficial position in the region of 

the peripodial groove, and they are often found in clusters particularly 

in this last region. 

Their distribution along the length of the animal is shown 

in Histogram II (Volume II, p31) which indicates that they are most 

common just behind the head, like the mucous gland cella A of the foot, 

and decrease in numbers before the tail. 
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The cells are ovoid or sliyhtly elongated along the axis perp-

endicular to the surface. In this same orientation the beginnings of a 

duct can be observed (FiO.19), but these are never seen to reach the 

surface. The duct is much narrower than the cell body and within this 

is a large, ovoid and often central nucleus, showin~ dark patches of 

chromatin, although it WitS not possible to identify a nucleolus. It 

seemed as if the nucleus was supported by cytoplasmic bridges which in 

turn were attached to the cell wall, but this could well be an illusion 

since the whole of the cell body presented a reticulate appearance and 

the reticulum could be misinterpreted as cytoplasmic bridges. The 

reticulum is believed to reflect some internal structure in the cell, 

not the actual secretion, and nodules of secretory material appeared 

attached to this reticulum. The mean length of these gland cells is 

l8.l~and the mean width IS.4p1. The range is S.SP-to 4l.8~long and 8.8,-n 

to 48.4~wide. The modal size is 17.6plUony by l3.2pdwide. 

Table VII gives the staining reactions of the mucous gland cells B. 

Table VII Staining reactions of the Mucous Gland Cells B 

stain 

Mallory's Triple 

Weigert's Elastin 

Aldehyde fuchsin (pHI. 45) 
-AB pH2.5 

AB pH2.S + Ehrlich's 
haematoxylin 

AS pHO.5 
AB pHl.O 

AB-CEC 0.2M 
AB-CEC O.3M 

AS pH 2.5-PAS 
AB-CEC( 0.2M)-PAS 

Result 

-ve 

-ve 

Shadowy AB+ve 

Stains pale AB+ve 
& slightly purple 
in haematoxylin 

-ve 
V. pale AB 

+ve 
-ve 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 

Pink tinge 

Conclusion 

No elastin 

No 504 present 

Aci dic MPS + some 
substance that 
stains wi th 
haellatoxylin 

) SUggests Coat 
) groups 

) Suggests Coat 
) groups 

) A8+ve in preference 
) to PAS in dual stain 

Some slight ..ount of 
periodate substance 
present 



stain 

Methylation (llti Id) 

Nethylatioll + Sap. 

Meth. 4hr. (ThCI) 
+AB pHI.O 
Meth. 4hr. (ThCI) 
+AB pH2.5 
t-1eth. 4hr. (ThCl) 
+ Sap. 2hr. plll.O 

Meth. 6hr. (ThCl) 
Meth. 6hr. (ThCI )+Sap. 

Colloidal Iron 
Control 

CI-PAS 

PAS 
PAS-Diastase 

Best's Carmine 

Southgate's Mucicarmine+ 
Ehrlich's haematoxylin 

l%TBaq. 

TB pHO.5 
pHI.O 
pH3.0 
pH4.0 

TB 30% alcohol 

Deaminate-TB pH3.0 
Control 

RNase+TB 
Control 

SUlphation+TB 

Azure A pH range 

HID-AB pH2.5 
PA-HID-AB 
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Resul t 

v. pale \I3+ve 

v. pale AH+ve 

AB+ve 

AB+ve 

v. pale .\B+ve. paler 
than for meth. alone 
I\s for 4 hrs 
As for It hrs 

Dark blue 
-ve 

Conclusion 

Methylated for 
shorter time than 
usual. 

" 

) 
) 
) 
) 

" 

) See text 
) 
) 
) 
) 

" 

) Acidic groups 
) present 

CI+ with pinkish tinge Acid groups and vic. 
glycols present. 

Pink 
Pinlt 

-ve 

Purplish 

V. pale purplish to 
-ve 

-ve 
-ve 
V. pale purplish 
V. pale purplish 

Pale purple 

-ve 
Purplish 

Rose purple 
Purple 

Some rose specks 

-ve 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 

) Some periodato 
) substance present 
) but not glycogen. 

No glycogen 

stain in Ehrlich's 

Some evidence of 
metachromatic sub
stance but not always. 

) Metachro.atic MPS 
) present, but 
) staining suppressed 
) at low pH. 

) Indicates NH2 
) groups present. 

) Slightly brighter 
) suggests RNA been 
) suppressing 80me 
) staining. 

Brighter staining, 
_y have S04d 80_ 

neutral MFS. 

No azurophilia 

) No 8ulphated MF5s 
) 



stain 

LID-AB pH2.5 
PA-LID-AS 

Neuraminidase +AB 
Control 
Hydrolysis NllO Hel 
Hydrolysis NIIO H2 S04 

retrazonium method 

Hyaluronidase +rB 
Control 

PA-~-glucuronidase +AB 
,-glucuronidase 
Control 
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Result 

AB+ve 
AB+ve but sliyhtly 
darker than above 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 

-ve 

Purple 
Purple 

-ve 
-ve 
+ve 

Ferric alum - Coriphosphine -ve 

Acridine orange-CT~C 

Acridine Orange 

Millon's reagent 

Ninhydrin Schi ff 

Heidenhain's haematoxylill 

Performic acid-AB 
Control 

Performic acid-AB-PAS 

DMAB-ni tri te 

Mercuric bromophenol blue 

Biebrich SCarlet pH4.3 
Biebrich Scarlet pH5.0-
10.42 

Methyl Green-Pyronin Y 
MG-PY+RNase 
MG-PY (2MMgCl 2 ) Scott 

Sudan 81 ack 8 
Luxol Fast 8lue MBS 

Alizarin Red 5 
von Kossa 

All -ve 

-ve 

-ve 

-ve 

Blackish 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 

AB+ve 

-ve 

Diffuse blue in this 
region 

Reddish tinge 

-ve 

Pale pink, some reddish 
Pale pink, 80lIl8 reddish 
-va 

-ve 
-va 

-va 
-va 

) 

Conclusion 

LID -ve non-S04 
AMPS 

) No sialic acid 
) present 
) 

No sulphate 

) ~o hyaluronic acid 
) 

) Glucuronic acid 
) present 
) 

No sulphomucins 

No 8ulphomucins or 
hyaluronic acid 

No sulphomucins 

No tyrosine 

No protein 

Possibly protein but 
also stains in 
Ehrlich's. 

) No 5-5 groups 
) 

No S-S yroups 

No protein 

) Protein? 

) Protein? 
) 
) 

) Some polyanion 
) staining but not 
) RNA 

) No lipid 
) 

) No calciUli 
) 
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These results are very like those obtained for the mucous gland 

cells A, seen in Table VI, particularly with reference to the unusual 

methylation-saponification re~ults, lack of azurophilia, suppression of 

metachromasia in toluidine blue at low pH, fluorescent stains, HID and 

LID and Alcian blue -C,.;C. Moreover, hyaluronidase and neuraminidase had 

no effect whilst P-glucuronidase removed the alcianophilia. This suYUests 

that the mucous gland cells contain chondroitin without SUlphate groups. 

Also, deamination prevents staining with toluidine blue indicatinu that 

protein could be present, as already discussed with reference to mucous 

gland cells A or else the amines are part of a galactosamine unit. 

However, there are some differences between A and B. A 

periodate posjtive substrulce is present in the B cells, possibly in the 

form of a neutral mucosubstance together with what could be some protein. 

These two substances were present in the mantle groove mucous gland 

cells (LH.4(vi) pp.bl-f:>l ), and here it was suggested that they were 

precursor substances, acidic groups being added later to the neutral 

mucosubstance. Moreover, they showed staininu reactions with Ehrlich's 

and Heidenhain's haem<ttoxylin as do the B gland cells of the foot. Thus, 

the same interpretation is suggested here, that is, that the protein and 

neutral mucosubstance are precursors to the forwation of chondroitin and 

the glucuronic acid groups are added later to the neutral mucosubstance, 

masking the protein. Alternatively the protein may be the periodate 

reactive substance and no neutral mucosubstance may be involved. The 

presence of a mixture of substances is possibly confirmed by the appli

cation of the colloidal iron ~PAS sequence where a dual staining reaction 

was obtained. After the Alcian blue -PAS sequence, however, only 

alcianophilia is observed and PAS positivity is visible only wben tbe 

staining of the carboxyl groups is suppressed by the addition of O.lM 

ma~nesium chloride. The reason for this variation is unknown. 

Alcianophilia is generally weaker in this cell type than in 
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those types described previously. 

Althouyh the presence of a neutral mucosubstwlce was suspected 

sulphation had very little effect on the mucous gl.md cells B, except 

that one or two 'spots' of rose purple metachromasia w(!re detected and 

these miyht represent areas of less mature secretion which has become 

sulphated. On thc basis of the tests employed it is not possible to 

decide whether protein or neutral mucosuhstance is the periodate sub-

stance present but large amounts of protein are present as evidenced by 

the effect of rmase. Its appl icat ion induced rose purple metachromasia 

throughout the cell, sugyest ing that there are 'lui te large amounts of RNA 

present. This !"mA, or probably its associated amino acids, seems to be 

supprcssing metachromasia (Andersen, at 1\1. 1970). 

No lipid was evident in the secretion. 

Because of the finding of considerable amounts of aNA and 

protein, and the fact that the cell is seen to possess a large nucleus 

seem to 
but only small ducts which neverAreach the surface, it is su~gested that 

the B cells are an immature stage of the mucous gland cells A, and that 

any variation ill staining between the two types can be explained in 

terms of the immaturity of the sccretion within the B cells. Moreover, 

the A and B cells show a similar distribution (Histogram II, Volume II, 

p.31). It is suggested that as more secretion is produced the cell 

elongates to produce a duct (the beginnings of which are seen in Fig.19) 

which eventually passes between the epidermal cells, the nucleus becoming 

displaced to the base of the cell. By this time the secretion has 

matured so that the protein can no longer be detected except by 

deamination, and alcianophilia and metachromasia are stronger, perhaps 

suggesting the presence of more glucuronic acid carboxyl groups. The B 

cells would then quite closely resemble the A cells and a resemblance can 

be seen in Figs 18 & 19. Contraction of the surrounding 

muscle fibres would cause compression of the cell body which ~ould .fteet 
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discharge, whilst the loss of the c~ll contents and possible elasticity 

of the cell walls would lead to the shrinkage in size which must occur 

to yive the chanye in shape between Band A. Fiy.lB shows a nucleated 

,\ cell which may represeut an exhausted cell after discharge and 

possibly before recharginy with secretion. 

However, if the D cells represent a youuger stage of the A 

gland cells, there are more youny stages of this ylalltl cell type present 

than there are for those of the dorsal surface. This might indicate 

that these gland cells have a shorter life than those of the dorsal 

surface and therefore need replacing ~)re often. This could be related 

to the fact that these cells need to produce more mucus to keep the foot 

sale lubricated and the rapid turnover may exhaust the cells more 

quickly. This is possible since the mucus trail, produced by the pedal 

gland and these mucous gland cells, is essential if locomotion is to 

occur. Alterrlatively, or possibly also, it may take longer for the 

immature stage to be passed through. 

One last pointer to the Elative immaturity of the B gland 

cells comes from their close r.·semblance to the pedal mucocytes, a 

resemblance of appearance and secretion (Fig.27 and 28). This ia not 

surprising since the gland cells muat be producing mucua for an 

identical purpose (lubrication in locomotion) and therefore a aimilar 

secretion and cell apparatus might be expected. In the pedal gland the 

mucus which is discharged into the duct is metachromatic and presumably 

this is the mature secretory substance. Thia secretion has identical 

staining reactions to the material seen in the A mucous gland cells. 

The lateral pedal mucocytes themselves resemble the B gland cells closely 

and show reduced metachromasia due to the presence ot large a.aunts of 

RNA and protein, as verified by the ultrastructure ot this gland, tor 

instance, Plate 15. This secretion collects in the cells and passes 

down the lonu ducts to be diacha~ed into the duct proper ot the pedal 

gland itself. Thus the metachroaatic aecretion aeen iA the A gland cell. 
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could well be the mature mucus produced from the cell body A (equiv

al('nt to a pedal mucocyte). Occasionally in 10nUitudinal section!> 

prepared for the liUht microscope it is possible to see gland cells 

with cell bodies and lony ducts filled with a metachromatic secretion. 

It is suggested that these cells have filled with the mature 

secretion but have not yet discharyod. 

F'ig.20 shows what is believed to be very yOWly stages in the 

development of the A/B mucous yland cells. These cells are small and 

spindle shaped being interspersed between the cell bodies of the ,\/B 

cells. They contain large, spherical nuclei with distinct chromatin 

granules but the cytoplasm shows no obvious staininy reactions. These 

could well represent expanded fibroblasts from the connective tissue which 

eventually develop to give the Byland cells. However, this can only be 

supposition since it is difficult to produce a sequence of events from 

the static picture presented in a tissue section. 

LM.4(viii) 

(c) Mucous Gland Cell C 

The last type of gland cell in the foot, C, occurs deeply 

embedded, often sliyhtly below the main ylandular layer (Fig.20). It 

is composed of a distinct cell body and an extremely long and thin duct 

leading to the epidermis. The ovoid cell body often has short processes 

leading from it rather like the pseudopodia that are seen in Amoeba 

(Fiys.21 and 22), but whether these are natural or induced by fixation 

is unlmown. 

Fiy.22 shows the nature of the duct, it is always very narrow, 

even as it leaves the cell body and may taper even more towards the 

epidermis so that at the surface it is only as wide as one of the granules 

it contains. 

As can be seen from these drawings the nucleus is very large 
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(laryer than for any other uland cell types), and usually centrally 

placed in the cell where it may occupy as much as half of the volume. 

Invariably it displays a distinct nucleolus and a few pat~hes of 

chromatin and, because of the presence of this large nucleus and 

nucleolus, it would seem that this cell is very active. 

It is never very numerous in anyone transverse section of 

the sole and its distribution from head to tail is Uiven in Histogram 

II, Volume II, p.3l. It is most common at the front of the animal and 

becomes very scarce towards the tail. 

The length of these C type gland cells varies between 4.4]1" 

and 132}"'(includiny 99Jlnof duct), and 4.4}'ftto 52.8,.wide. The mean 

length of these gland cells is 19.7JA1und the mean width 18.5)11\ but the 

modal sizes are 17. 6jJ1by 26.2J"'lllJMbY 13.2)JI'18.8~y 13.2)111and 8.8pn 

by l7.6)JO. As can be seen from these modal measurements the lonijest 

axis of the cell body is parallel to the epidermal surface. 

Figures 21, 22 and 24 show the uniformly sized, spherical 

granules which fill both cell body and duct. Normally, they are up to 

o. 75jJ1in' diameter but occasionally cells have ones up to l)6las shown 

in Fiy.23 whose scale is the same as in Fig.24. These larger granules 

stain less strongly than the smaller granules and are associated with 

ductless C gland cells. This lack of ducts suugests that these gland 

cells and their granules are less mature and not yet ready tor 

discharge. The large granuled cell types are very deeply seated and are 

seen only very rarely and hence a comprehensive list of their staining 

reactions is not available. 

The staining reactions of the caaaon .. all yranuled gland 

cell C are given below, in Table VIII. 
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Table VIII The Staining Heactions of The Gland Cell C 

stain 

Mallory's Triple 

h'eigert's Elast in 

Aldehyde fuchsin 
Aldehyde fuchsin (pIJ1.45) 
-Alcian blue (pH2.5) 

Alcian blue-Ehrlich's 
haematoxylin 

AB pHO.5 
pHI. ° 
pH2.5 

AB-CEC (0.2 M MgCI2) 
AB-C~C (1.OMMgCI 2) 

AB-CEC(O.2MMgCI 2 )-PAS 

AB-CEC (O.5M1-1gCI2)-PAS 

Methylation (mild)+AB 
Methylation (mild)+Sap. 
~~th.(4hrs.ThCI)ABpHI.O 
II II II ABpH2.5 
II II II .Sap.2hrs. 

ABpHI.O 
Meth.(4hrs.ThCI)+Sap. 

2hrs.+AB pH2.5 
Meth.(6hrs.ThCI)+ABpHI.O 
" II "+ABpH2.5 
Meth.(6hrs.ThCI)+Sap.2hrs. 

ABpHI.O 
Meth.(6hrs.ThCI)+Sap.2hrs. 

ABpH2.5 

Colloidal Iron 
Control 

PAS 

Control (Diastase) 

Southgate's mucicarmine 
+Ehrlich's haematoxylin 

Result 

Purple pink 

Dark purple/black 

Purple 

Purple 

AB+ve 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 

AB+ve 
.\B+ve 

Some C cells bright 
pink, others AB+ve. 
No dual staining 

As above. 

Pale AB+ve 
Pale AB+ve 
-ve to v. pale green 
-ve to v. pale green 

Pale green 

Turquoise 
V. pale green 
V. pale green 
Slightly greener AB+ve 

Brighter AB+ve 

Green blue 
-ve 

Bright pink in normal 
size granules. Pale 
pink in large size 
granules. 
Bright pink in small 
gr~ules 

Purplish 

Conclusion 

Elastin-like or some 
type of MPS stain. 

S0L,.d groups 
present 

AMPS present 

504 groups present 
In all cases of 
AB+ in this cell 
staining always 
yreener. 

Indicates S04 or 
some other non
com substance 
present. 

) Some cells 
) periodate reactive 
) others alciano-
) philic (but not 
) carboxylated). 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) Methylation seems 
) to reduce staining 
) a little & Sap. 
) has no effect, 
) except in last two 
) cases. 
) 
) 
) 
) 

) Acidic I:lroups 
) present 

) 
) Periodate 
) substance present 
) but not glycogen. 
) 
) 

substance staining 
in Ehrl ieh ' s 



stain 

lQ{) aq. TB 
TB pHO.5 

TB pHI. (,'9 
TB p1I3.0 
TB pH4.o 

TB in 3Cf!;, alcohol 

Deaminatiol1+TBpHl. ° 
Control 

RNase+TB 
Control 

Sulphation+TB 

Azure A pHO.S 
" A pH2.0 

" A pH3.0-S.0 

HID-Al3 
PA-lIID-AB 

LID-AB 
PA-LID-AB 

Neuraminidase -AB 
Control 
Hydrolysis N/HCl 
Hydrolysis N/H2S04 

Tetrazonium method 

Hyal uronidase+l ~£TB 
Control 

PA-p-Glucurunidase 
~-Glucurollida:,;e 

control 

Ferric I'Ilum-coriphosphine 

Acridille Cran~e only 

Acridine orange CTAC 

Hillonls reagent 

Heidenhainls haematoxylin 
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Result 

l~oyal blue 
Green blue 

Hoyal blue 
j{oyal blue 
Dark blue 

j{oyal blue 

rtoyal blue 
noyal blue 

Dlue 
Blue 

v. pale blue 
Slightly darker blue 

Darker blue 

Purplish black 
Purplish black 

Purplish 
Purplish 

AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 
AB+ve 

Pink/red granules 

Blue 
Blue 

Afhve 
\U+ve 
AB+ve 

Oranue 

OranJe 

1) Vivid oranlJe 
2) Vivid or.'Ulge 

3) Vivid oranUe 

::liyhtl y pink 

Blackish 

Conclusion 

No metachromasia 

) Blue colo~ration 

) somewhat suppressed 
) by low pH. 

Apparently no NH2 
groups available. 

) Apparently no RNA 
) or associated 
) protein suppressing 
) staining. 

No neutral I'lP:3 

No metachromasia 
nlue staining slightly 
suppressed by low pH. .. .. .. " 

S04d MPSs present 

) S04d or COOHd ~1PSs 
) present or elastin 

) 
) No sialic acid 
) 
) 

S04 groups present 

No hyaluronic acid 

No glucuronic acid 

Suggests S04 groups 

:;uggests S04 groups 

Hyaluronic acid 
Chondroitin S04 & 
heparin 
Heparin 

Some tyrosine 

Protein or some acidic 
grouping. 



~tain 

Performic acid-An 
Control 

J~rformic acid+AB+PAS 

DMAB-nitrite 

Bromophenol blue 
Nercuric BFR 

Biebd eh Searl et, pH rau!Je 

Methyl Green-pyronin 
MG-PY (Scott) 
rvlG-PY (RNase) 
MG-PY( 2~IMgCI2) 

Sudan Black B 
Luxol Fast Blue !'-IBS 

Al izarin Hed S 
Modified von Kossa 
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l1esul t 

!\B+ve 
'.B+ve but ureener 

Some cell s AR+ve 
Some pink 

-ve 

-ve 
-ve to v. pale blu~ 

-ve 

'lri ght pink 
t>lauve pink 
Purple pink 
Purple green 

v. pale blue/black 
Pale greenish bluo 

-ve 
-ve 

Conclusion 

Sugyests there may 
be some S-S grps. 

Gives dual staining 
as in AB-CEC 

No tryptoph.m 

i\o protein 
Sliyht protein reaction 

No basic protein 

Some polyanion 
stainin\;i which 
unlike that in ylnml 
cells, but not RNA. 

) Some lipid 
) present 

No calcium 

The substance producod by these cells is quite unique in the 

gland cells of this slug, in that it stained with \\'eiyert's Elastin 

stain. h'hat this means is not known, but Puchtler and Sweat (1960) 

stated that their technique stained cartilage and some mucins as well as 

elastjn, and it seems likely that the stain is visualising an unusual 

mucin. Ewer and Hanson (19'*5) described a \{eigert' s elastin positive 

mucoproteiu in Helix aspersa but found none in Arion ater, so this type 

of substrulce has been found in other molluscs although not in the more 

closely related Arion ater. Ewer and Hanson described the substance as 

a mucoprotein and the secretion in !Jlalld cell C does give some indi-

cations of protein with the positive reaction to Millon's reagent and the 

weakly positive reaction to bromophenol blue. The results with Ehrlich's 

and Heidenhain's haematoxylins may indicate the presence of protein or 

perhaps some other sort of molecular grouping as discussed before (LM.'* 

(vi) p. 65 ). The protein groups could be masked by the presence of acidic 

groups in the secretion. However, this mucoprotein, if present, is 

unlike that found in the M, m, and A and B mucous gland cells, for 
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deamination does not remove the staining and so it wouln seem that there 

are no amine groups su::;ceptible to deamination. The results of the 

staining techniques show that sulphate groups are present (HID, LID, 

aldehyde fuchsin,Ucian blue-Cl~C 1.0 M MyC1 2 , Geyer's tetrazonium 

technique and the fluorescent techniques) but these groups are either 

not 'stacked' in such a way as to crnlfer metachromasia in toluidine blue 

or Azure A, or else the protein present in the secretirnl is suppressing 

the metachromasia. However, if thiR last explanation is correct one 

might expect deaminatiml to reveal metachromasia. 

Ivhat cunstitutes the 'mucus' part of the mucoprotein is also 

not known since it is not attacked by glucuronidase, neuraminidase or 

hyaluronidase and it is more resistant to methylation than the other 

mucosubstances described in Arion hortensis. 

The results with methyl green -pyronin Y-CEC (Scott 1967) 

illustrate further the difference between this mucosubstance and the 

other since a purple-green . coloration is maintailled even after the 

addition of a 2M magnesium chloride solution. The greener co16ration 

in the alcian blue also reflects this difference. 

Thus, the substance is seen to be a sulphated mucoprotein, but 

the sulphate groups do not apparently confer metachromasia although 

-this could be an effect of the protein present. Some lipids also seem 

to be associated with the secretion. 

It is the results of the alcian blue -CEe-PAS which are 

particularly unusual. In ordinary PAS techniques the secretion is found 

to be PAS positive in all the C gland cells so that oxidisable hydroxyl 

groups appear to be present, but whether these are associated with the 

protein or the Rlucoid part of the secretion is not clear. The large 

granuled C gland cells show much weaker PAS positivity. In the dual 

technique of Alcian blue -PAS with the addition of electrolytes some 

of the C gland cells stain with PAS, Whilst others take up alcian blue 
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but they never stain with both. ,Uthough the C gland cells show these 

two staining reactions there is no obvious physical difference between 

the two types of cell, so that the large granule cells cannot be 

associated with the periodate positive cells and the alcianophilic 

granules with the smaller ones. Furthermore, ducts can be seen to the 

surface filled with both PAS positive granules or alcianophilic 

granules. Yet, althouyh these staining results clearly reflect some 

chemical difference between the two types of C gland cells they are 

never shown by any other staining teclmiques, and without the electro

lyte addition all these gland cells stain a turquoise green with alcian 

blue. It is possible that in the cells staining with PAS there are 

only a few sites available for combination with alcian blue and the 

electrolytes compete with the dye molecules for these sites, thus dis

placing the alcian blue molecules so that only periodate staining occurs. 

This competition for dye binding sites is a normal feature of the 

aician blue -CEC technique, but if there are only a few sites available 

the electrolytes may completely supplant the dye molecules. The 

periodate reactive substance does not appear to be a neutral mucosub

stance because sulphation does not induce metachromasia and so it is not 

possible to identify accurately any of the components of the secretion. 

The developmental stages of this secretion are uncertain 

though it would seem that the weakly periodate reactive large granule C 

cell material is the least mature stage for it has never been identified 

in cells with ducts. It is proposed that these granules condense in 

some manner, for instance, by loss of water, to give the small, more 

strongly periodate reactive granules. Lastly, it is suggested that the 

alcianophilic substance is added to the pcriodate reactive granules to 

give the alcianophilic granules but whether it is the sulphate groups 

that confer alcianophilia is not clear, for they certainly do not 

produce metachromasia. 
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Not only is the Ilature of the mucoprotein a mystery its 

fUllction is also. The gland cells do not seem to be numerous enough to 

produce sufficient secretion to have any appreciable effect. However, 

the large nuclei in these cells suggest that they are very active, 

possibly continuously so, Imlike the M/m and AlB mucous gland cells 

which have 'collapsed' stayes represented by the m and A gland cells 

respectively. However, these collapsed stages may not be normal, for 

they are not detected ultrastructurally, the t-f cells appearing uniform 

in size and the secretion appears to be continuous also. The function 

of the secretion may not be for lubrication as such, since the slime 

produced by the pedal gland and the AlB mucous gland cells serves this 

function, but it may alter the viscosity of the mucus. \Yhen examining 

the pedal mucus on a slide only threads of metachromatic mucus could be 

seen, there being no evidence of non-metachromatic granules or of any 

non-metachromatic material at all. This suggests that the granules 

somehow 'dissolve' or breakdown before discharge, but this would be 

expected since the presence of solid granules in the mucus would seem 

to be of very little value without some change. It is possible that 

the granules dissolve on contact with mucus and this perhaps alters the 

viscosity of the secretion. 

Young stages of these cells are never seen, except in terms 

of the large yranule C cells and it can only be suggested that they 

have a connective tissue origin because of their usual deep seated 

position in the tissues of the foot. It is even possible that these 

cells function throughout the life of the animal since their nuclei 

always appear very large and active. 

This is the last gland cell type to be found associated with 

the skin in Arion hortensis. The remainder of the description will be 

confined to the two glands fOWld in this mollusc, namely the pedal gland 

and the caudal gland. 
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LM.4 (ix) 

The Pedal Gland 

The pedal gland i~ shallowly embedded in the inner tissues of 

the foot, between the viscera and the sale (Fig~.3 and 25). In fact, 

the gland duct lies in a depression in the foot, being covered by only 

a small amount of non-glandular connective tissue. The pedal mucocytes 

are embedded in the tissues of the foot, and extends for two-thirds of 

the length of the animal, openinlJ by a pore at its anterior end (Fig.25). 

The duct tapers gradually towards the tail and could be described as a 

cuI-dc-sac. It is bounded by an epidermis which displays three cell 

types (Fiy.26). The upper epidermis of the duct is composed of flattened 

cells whose nuclei are elongated parallel to the length of the cell, 

and are never ciliated, although the electron microscopy(Plate 1) 

revealed that it bore numerous long microvilli. 

The lower epidermis is composed of two cell types: a central 

band of fairly large, vacuolated, columnar cells which occasionally 

appear to have basal nuclei and bear long, but widely spaced cilia; and 

two lateral bands of closely compact columnar cells which possess 

central or basal nuclei. It often appears that the central region of 

the lower epidermis is bowlded by two densely cil iated hUulmocks. The 

cilia borne by these lateral bands are long, but not as long as those on 

the central cells. However, these cilia are much more closely packed, 

presumably reflecting the more compact cells below. 

The pedal lDucocytes encompass the duct although no glandular 

tissue is found above the upper epidermis and very few mucocytes were 

fouud below the central part of the lower epidermis. The buIlt of the 

mucocytes form two lateral bands embracing the duct (Figs.26, 27 and 42) 

throughout its length and also extend for a short distance beyond the 

duc~s end in the posterior region. The mean length of these mucocytes 

is 26.6F-with a mean width of 43.5J1l The range is from 8.8~0 6.6pnnn 
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length and 19.8pmto 79.2~wide. The modal size is 19.Hpmlony by 66ymwicte, 

the width beiny taken from the axis parallel to the epidermis of the duct. 

The mucocytes in these lateral regions shO\ .. a medium-sized nucleus which 

is often central, spherical and displays patches of chromatin (Fig.28). 

However, it is not easy to detect a separate nucleolus, although it was 

seen with the electron micros(';ope (Plate 11). The cytoplasm appears 

reticulate but it is felt that this reticulum reflects, not the nature 

of the secretion, but some variation in the internal contents or a 

collapse of the cell walls, induced by fixation. TIle secretion within 

these cells appears homogp.neous, although occasionally 'blobs' of 

secretion were seen to be attitched to the cell walls (Fig.27). 

However, the mucocytes below the lower epidermis, particularly 

those concentrated under the lateral ciliated hummocks, as well as being 

less numerous, show slightly different staining reactions. These 

differences are particularly noticeable in toluidine blue, aleian blue, 

Heidenhain's haemotoxylin and methyl green-pyronin, where the mucocytes 

closely applied to the lower epidermis either show metachromasia or a 

darker staininiJ reaction than the non-m.~tachromatie rnueocytes of the 

lateral regions. 

The staining reactions of the pedal mucocytes are as for those 

.given in Table VII (ppl~"'lT ), for the mucous gland cells B of the foot 

sole. 

Thus, a chondroitin is present in the secretion of the pedal 

mucocytes, but its staining is usually suppressed by the large amounts 

of RNA and associated proteins present. A neutral mucosubstance mayor 

may not be present. RNA, in the form of ribosomes associated with masses 

of endoplasmic reticulum, can be seen in the electron micrographs of 

these mucocytes, for instance, Plate 16. The possible se'luence of events 

in the manufacture of the pedal gland secretion will be given in the 

ultrastructure section. ~uffice it to say that these lateral mucocytes 
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produce large amounts of secretion whicb yathers in the cell, russibly 

at the expense of tl1(; other cellular components such as the rough endo

plasmic reticulum. This accuunts for the appearance of metachromatic 

material below the lower epidermis, for this secretioll represents the 

mature mucosubstallce prior to extrusion, when the endoplasmic reticulum 

bearing Hl~A has been r<~duced relative to the amount of secretion and no 

longer interferes with the metachromatic stainiug. !ihether the mature 

cells mi~rate frol1l the lateral regions to below the lower epidermis, or 

whether the mature secretion passes down lony ducts from the lateral 

mucocytes (which represent the cell bodies containin\;j the cell orgmlelles) 

to collect below the lower epidermis prior to discharge will be discussed 

in the ul trastructural study of the pedal gland (sr.I.l, pp. \~-'b~ ). It 

is the metachromatic material which is discharged between the epidermal 

cells intu the duct, and which is carried forward by the action of the 

cilia towards the anterior pore, from where the cilia of the foot sole 

spread the mucus over the foot. The secretion is discharged between the 

epidermal cells of the lateral hummocks, but more particularly between 

the central epidermal cells, as confirmed by the ultrastructure. The 

central cilia of the duct may move the mucus laterally on to those of 

the hummocks since presumably these more densely packed cilia would pro

vide a more efficient 'conveyor belt' to the anterior end of the gland. 

There is no evidence of any very immature pedal mucocytes, 

either in the light or electron microscopy, so it is possible that the 

mucol.:ytes function throu\Jhout the life of the animal. Young cells may 

occasionally be produced to replace exhausted cells, but because of the 

relative rarity of this event, it may have been missed. Alternatively, 

the cells may be produced very rapidly and may not have been seen in 

the tissue examined. 

However, at the very anterior end of the gland there is a 

groUp of cells which miyht possibly be young cells, Fig.25 shows their 



posi tion and Fig. 28 shows the cell s themselves. They 1 ie in a band 

between the mucocytes of the pedal gland and the mucous gland cells of 

the foot sole, and have large spherical, centrally placed nuclei, which 

show patches of chromatin and a distinct nucleolus. The cell is often 

somewhat spindle-shaped with its lonu axis parallel to the foot sole 

surface, but it may also show rather distorted shapes (Fig.28), rather 

like those adopted by the very younlJ pigment/protein cells of the dorsal 

surface. No ducts are present, and the cytoplasm is filled with very 

fine granules. Since these cells were confined to a very limited area, 

about -~Imn , very few histochemical tests could be carried out on them, 

but the results are given in Table IX which follows. 

Table IX Young Cells at Anterior ~d of Pedal Gland 

stain 

t-Iallory's Triple 

Shrlich's haematoxylin 
+Eosin 

.ill+Ehrl ich' s haematoxylill 

TB 1% aq. 

Millon's reagent 
Heidenhain's haematoxylin 

-Methyl Green-Pyronil1 Y 
MG-PY+RNase 

Al izarin Red S 

Resul t 

steely grey blue 

Eosinophilic 

Purple 

v. pale blue tinge to 
cytoplasm 

Oran~ 

Blackish 

Bright piuk cytoplasm 
Pink 

-ve 

Conclusion 

? 

Protein? 

No AMPS 

No A1-1PS 

) Possibly protein 
) containing 
) tyrosine. 

) No RNA staining 
) 

No calcium 

From these results it would seem that the cytoplasm is 

proteinaceous, containing no acid mucop.----olysaccharides and no calcium. 

These findings would agree with the suggestion that these are young 

cells, further confirmed by the presence of large nuclei and the lack of 

ducts: but what these are the young cells of, is not known. Their 

position, closely applied to the pedal mucocytes and the gland cells of 

the sale indicates that they might be precursors to either type of cell 
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(since the pedal mucocytes and the 1\/13 mucous ylalld cells have the saine 

secretion), in which case it would seem that the cells have a connective 

tissue oriyin. There is no evidence of youny stuycs sinldny ill from 

the epi dermis. Ilow~~ver, if thest; are l?recursor cell s, their 1 ill,i ted 

location is hard to comprehend. It is possible that mucocytes are pro-

duced here and then rniljrate to the other sites, but this would involve 

miyration over considerable distances, so this would seem unlikely. An 

al ternati ve explanation is thaI.. the 8land cells at the front of the Inot 

need to be (;onstantly replenished. This could be the case if they have 

a faster turnover than the yland cells elsewhere and would therefore 

become exhausted sooner. There are more mucous uland cells present at 

the an terior (~nd of the anirnal (Ilistovrams I and II), and more mucus 

would be re<luired anteriorly, since the animal m,)ves over the trail of 

slime principally produced at the anterior eud. 

That these; cells have Sl)me quite different purpose cannot be 

dismissed. They cl)uld possibly produce some substance which alters the 

consistency of the mucus, althouyh such a function has already been 

ascribed to the C mucous :)land cells of the foot, and since they lack 

ducts with which to convey such a secretion, this suggestion seems 

unlikely • :)ue could postulate that temporary ducts may be produced but 

. since there is no evidence to confirm or deny this, it is not possible 

to come to a conclusion. 

LM.4(O The Caudal Gland 

The last gland to be considered in connection with Arion 

hortensis is the caudal gland, another multicellular structure. 

The position of this gland is ShOWll in Fig.l, at the end of 

the tail. The mucocytes line a depression in the tissue of the top of 

the tail, protected by an 'overhang' of tissue from the dorsal surface. 

The peripodial grooves also meet at this point. The characteristic 
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outline of the gland is given in Fig.29(a) and as can be seen the 

tissue is very ridged. 

Once again, this gland was not studied in detail because of 

its limited size, approximately 2~,and in animals which are not 

sexually active, it is not easily visible. Even when visible, the struc

ture of the gland is hard to discern. In Fig.29(b) the mucocytes in the 

right hand flap of tissue are in fact those A/B mucous gland cells of 

the foot fringe. The caudal mucocytes are those lying in the tissue of 

the inner surface. They line the inner end of the depression and the 

underside of the dorsal flap of tissue. These mucocytes are small, 

numerous and ovoid, with little evidence of nuclei, and their secretion 

is reticulate like that of the large mucous gland cells of the back. 

This secretion is metachromatic in toluidine blue, alcianophilic and 

stains red in methyl green-pyronin Y, a colour which owes its origin 

not to RNA, but to the presence of some other polyanion. It is not 

possible to say more than that the secretion is an acid mucopolysacch

aride. The mucocytes of the caudal gland are embedded in very dense 

connective tissue, in which are scattered numerous nuclei, but the sig

nificance of this denser tissue is not known. The mucocytes discharge 

through ducts which pass between the columnar epidermal cells and the 

'mucus passes into the depression at the top of the foot fringe. Here 

the cilia disperse the mucus, which, according to Saint-Simon (1852), 

functions as a stimulant prior to copulation. 

Pigmentation of The Sole 

Finally, a brief comment must be made on the pigmentation of 

the sole. In the Identification section (pp.3 ) it was mentioned that 

the sole was orange. Unlike the dorsal surface, however, where the 

pigment is contained in protein gland cells, there is no evidence ot 

pigment/protein gland cells in the sole, nor of pigment being 
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associated with any of the other uland cells. It is therefore suggested 

that the pigment is contained in the 'spaces' between the connective 

tissue fibres and musculature of the foot tissue. The appearance of 

the foot tissue after fixatiwl for the electron microscope suggests that 

this may be so, as there is evidence of some \;Iranular material between 

these fibres. This material seems very distorted and c:lahlaged after 

fixation, which would seem to agree with the loss of colo-ration after 

fixation. The pigmentation of the sole is one of the characteristic 

features of Arion hortensis but in the newly hatched animal (Appendix 

1) the sole is not piymented and appears white. The colo-ration would 

appear to be acquired with age, and it prlJbably derives frOID the diet. 

The next section will consider the mode and mechanism of 

discharge of the glruld cells and glands. 

LH.4(xii) Mode and Nechanism of Discharge of Gland Cells 

and Glands 

It is suggested that the mode of discharge is merocrine 

rather than apocrine or holocrine. 

Holocrine secretion involves the discharge of the cell con

tents to\jether with the cell organelles and sillce the whole cell is 

discharged the cell only functions once. Thus if this method of dis

charge were adopted by the gland cells and glands, nuclei and membranes 

should be detectable externally. This method of discharge necessarily 

involves the death of the cell, and there would have to be a continuous 

supply of young cells in the process of maturation to replace those lost. 

In fact, there is no evidence of the discharge of cell orgrulelles, 

particularly when examining the electron micrographs and the pedal gland 

and mantle tissue; and little evidence of young developmental stages 

except in the case of the pigment/protein cells. Therefore, it would 

seem that a holocrine mode of discharge is not adopted by either the 
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gland cells or the glands. 

Apocrine secretion involves the ejection of the apical portion 

of the cell where the product has been collected. If this mode of 

secretion were adopted by the various gland cells one would not expect 

to find the well formed ducts that are present. 

For these reasons it is suggested that the gland cells and 

the mucocytes of the glands display a merocrine mode of discharge. 

What initiates the discharge is not clear from the light 

micro~copy. There is no evidence of a fibrous network individually 

encasing each gland cell, which miVht effect discharge by contraction, 

as described by Campion (1961). There are two other alternatives for 

mechanisms of discharge. The first is that the secretory products con-

tinue to be produced after the cell has ceased to increase in size and 

so the pressure of newly produced secretion will force the mucus out 

of the cell. However, although this might keep the skin of the animal 

continuously moist in normal conditions, it would not provide the large 

quantities of mucus seen, for instance, when the animal is under attack. 

This ability to vary the quantity of mucus produced suggests some form 

of neuro-muscular system is involved. 

The second alternative relates to the fact that the gland 

cells and mucocytes are found to lie embedded in the subepidermal muscle 

and connective tissue of the body. The contraction of these muscles 

could directly or indirectly effect discharge. Directly, by contracting 

against the cell wall of the mucous gland cell thus forcing the 

secretion to be discharged. Indirectly, by exerting pressure on the 

fluid 
haemocoe~which in turn would push against the gland cell wall effecting 

discharge. Presumably the muscular contraction is under nervous 

control. This last mechanism seems to be more likely for the gland 

cells and mucocytes of the glands in Arion hortensis. The fact 'that the 

pigment/protein cells discharge after the violent contraction of the 
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body in fixative suygests direct or indirect pressure induced by the 

contraction of the body muscles is involved in their discharge. Nerves 

could not be detected in the dorsal surface of the slug in the li~ht 

microscope material, but they were evident in the ultrastructural 

examination. These wi 11 be examined in the relevant section (;;;M2), but 

they were never seen to be directly attached to the uland cells, ending 

in the muscle fibres which lie mainly around the base of the cell. 

In the foot sole, occasional large nerves could be seen fairly 

deeply embedded in the musculature, but in the ultrastructural survey of 

the pedal gland no nerves were ever seen to be associated with the gland 

tissue itself. 

Although such attachments were never seen, it does not 

necessarily mean that they do not occur since only relatively small areas 

of tissue were examined. However, Dyson (1965) working all an Arion 

species and using silver irnpretjnation methods could not detect fine 

nerve endings, only large ones. 

It is interesting to see, in connection with the small mucous 

gland cells, that the lower section of the gland cell is often narrower 

than that part passing through the epidermis (Fig.7 and 13) which would 

seem to indicate that discharge might well be effected by the pressure 

.of surrounding muscle fibres. 

One other point to be considered, at least in relation to the 

large and small mucous gland cells, is that the cell wall must be very 

elastic since it undergoes considerable stretching and contraction in 

the cycle from large to small mucous gland cells and so on. This 

elasticity possibly aids discharge aud if this elastic wall was under 

direct nervous control, then this would constitute another mechanism of 

discharge. However, large and small mucous gland cells were not seen 

using the 8M, and such an appearance may be unnatural. 

The next section will briefly consider the origin of the gland 

cells and glands. 
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The Development of The r.1ucous Gland Cells and Glands 

The development of these cells has already been melltionpd in 

the precedinU text. ,\s can be seen from this there is not a ~reat rleal 

of inforlIlation available frol11 the tissue preparec\ for li~Jht microscopy. 

How(~ver, when apparently younU sta~es are present they occupy the depths 

of the connective tissue. This mi\Jht perhaps indicate a connective 

tissue origin for the individual gland c(~lls ilnd those of the Ulimds, but 

this is only circumstantial evidence. An embryological investigation 

would be the best method of establishin<) the oriuin of these cells but 

time diri not all"w for this. However, 

described the origin of these cells (both sule alld mantle) of ,\rion 

rufus in ali C,jj'-r:,'oln,;ic;\l ::111(IV. Thev fnUlld the glaud cells and mucocytes 

of the pedal ~<land to IliWP a lO(>sencilymal (cormective tissue) oriyin, 

whilst thl~ epidennis of Uw :mimal and til(' duct of the pedal uland hrH~ 

an cctooermal oriGin. Since th{' animal currently being invest.igated is 

a srmcies of t,rion also, it WOllIn seem likely that the cells in Arion 

hortensis have a similar origin. 

Althouyh an embryological illvestigation could not be carried 

out, a study of the r0generation of the mantle tissue was undertaken. 

This revealed that pigment cells might have a connective tissue origin 

do also 
and the possibility that the glanrl cellsAcannot be diRmissed. 

The reasnn for the relative lack of young cells is not known. 

It is possible that the newly-hatched slug has almost a full complement 

of gland cells which function throughout life, perhaps with the 

exception of the pigment/protein cells which have already been dis-

cussed (pp.S9~ 

The last unit of the light microscopy section will compare the 

current findings on Arion hortensis with those of previous workers. 
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U:.4(xiv) Comparison of tlw Findirl<Js on "don hprtepsis with 

those on Gther 101011 uscs 

A brief summary 01 past works was ~jiven in LH.3 (pp. \l to3~). 

No detailed comparison can be made , .. i 1..11 Prenant I s work sillce 

he was prine i pi"lly int(~rest~'d in tlw calcium \Jland cell s and there were 

none of these in Arion hortcllsis. This is not unexpf-'cted since Arion is 

not a shelled mollusc like Helix: pomatia, and only possesses a rUdiment-

ary shell in the form of calcium yrallules (Lr-!.4(vi), pp. E,~ ). It is 

his description of the oriUin of the larye mucous and calcium gland 

cells from connective tissue cells, described as yowlg leucocytes, that 

is interesting, for these are comparable with the YOWly cells seen at 

t.he antf:'rior end of the pedal uland (LN.4(vii), pp.9\-9?> ), and the very 

young Byland cells (U-1.4(vii), p. ~\ ). 

The leucocyte first increased in size due to the production 

of large '1uantities of lipid, then flakes appeared within these cells; 

and eventually both calcium and mucus were produced from these flakes. 

No such pattern of development was seen in\rion hortensis, but his 

suggestion of a connective tissue origin of cells is comparable. 

Prenant described briefly the calcium fOWld in the connective tissue of 

Arion rufus which was very like the calcium concretions described in 

Arion hortensis, beiny spherjcal, quite voluminous and deeply embedded, 

with no openin~s to the exterior. 

Roth (1929) described, more extensively, the yland cells 

within Helix pomatin and he listed the same types of gland cells found 

in Arion hortensis: one type of mucous gland cell in the mantle (and 

presumably also in the back), and one in the foot sole toyether with 

protein, calcium and yellow pigment cells. In Helix these latter two 

types were separate entities whereas in ~ the pigment and protein 

cells were combined to give the yellow protein cell of the dorsal surface. 

Roth believed that the protein and calcium gland cells were related, with 
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the protein cell.s beiny filled with calcium granules. 

Hoth described the mB!ltle mucous gland cells as being fibrous 

which could be equated with the reticulate contents of the N cells in 

Arion hortensia, as could be the ~rrulular sole mucous gland cells with 

the C cells of Arion. 

Hoth, however, favoured an efJidermal oriyin for the gland 

cells in contrast to that favoured for Arion hortensis. 

Concerning the work of Bol ugnani-F'antin and Bolo~lnani (1964) 

and Bolognani-Fantin (1965), they carried out a biochemical study and 

found the polysaccharide fraction to contain glucosamine ruld galactos-

amine and this latter substance is a component of chondroitin which has 

been sUQgested as the mucoid substance present in all the mucous gland 

cells of Arion hortensis, except C. 

As in Arion, these authors could find no evidence of sialic 

acid in the mucus of Helix pomatia, and their description of the 

mucOUs and protein gland cells resembled those of Arion hortensis, 

except that in Helix all these cell types were found in the foot whilst 

this was not so in Arion. The mucous gland cells were found to contain 

a sulphate radical which was only obviously found in the C cell of 

~ although it was suspected in small amounts in the mantle gland 

cell secretion. No protein or indolic or phenolic groups were found in 

the mucous gland cells in Helix, whilst protein was believed to be 

present in Arion. However, the protein cells of ~ were found to 

contain tyrosine ruld thiol groups and whilst no protein cells were 

found in the sole of ~, those of the dorsal surface contained 

tyrosine. 

Once again calcium gland cells were found in this mollusc ruld 

not in Arion. 

The most interesting point of comparison between the two 

molluscs lies in what Bolognani-Fantin called the 'phenolic' cell in 
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the sole. Her description of this cell closely resembled that of the C 

gland cells of .\rion, although she found the contents of this cell to 

be negative to general protein and mucopolysaccharide tests whilst the 

granules of C were found to be somewhat alcianophilic and to give some 

protein reactions. Also, she found these cells to be naturally yellow 

and this was never seen in the C cells. Nevertheless, it is believed 

that the two types of cell could be comparable and that the secretion of 

C may contain a di- or poly- phenol or a di-indol, as found by Bolognani-

Fantin in this cell. However, she gave no indication about what possible 

function this cell might have. The golden yellow piyment cells mentioned 

by Hoth could well be the 'phenolic cells' described by Bolognani-Fantin, 

and both she and Bolognani ascribed an epidermal origin to the gland 

cells but gave no evidence to support their statement. 

Consideriny Campion's work on Helix aspersa (1957, 1961) the 

mucous Uland cells A are comparable with the M cells of Arion hortensis, 

both in their appearance and histochemical nature, although those in 

~ were much larger, this probably relating to the fact that Helix 

aspersa is a much larger animal. The B mucous gland cells of ~ may 

be equivalent to mantle groove mucous gland cells since both types were 

periodate reactive. 

No calcium gland cells were found in Arion but Campion found 

protein and calcium associated in one cell as in Helix pomatia. In 

Arion pigment and protein were associated in one cell as Campion also -
found in Helix aspersa. These last cells were like those in Arion, but 

very much larger. However, Campion described pigment only cells as 

well, the pigment being a flavone whereas that in Arion was believed to 

be either a carotene or a flavOne. 

The C gland cell secretion in the foot of Helix aspersa would 

seem to be equivalent to that of the A/B mucous gland cells in Arion -
histochemically and to some extent physically, and both types were found 
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in clusters. The D gland cells in Helix were very like the C yland 

cells in Arion and would also appear to be equivalent to the granular 

or 'phenolic' cells described in Helix pomatia by Bolognani-Fantin. 

Campion felt that the C and J) cells could lIave a conunon origin. 

As to the origin of the yland cells Campion also found few 

developmental stages but favoured a connective tissue origin for the 

gland cells describiny developmental sequences for them. This could not 

be done for the mucous yland cells of Arion hortensis except for the 

spindle shaped cell, associated with the A/B cells. However, the 

description of the pigment/protein gland cells in both types is very 

similar, even to the finding of more numerous 'young' stages of protein 

cells. Since no calcium or lipid cells were found in Arion no com-

parison can be made with Helix on these points. -
The mode and possible mechanisms of secretion are similar in 

both animals, being merocrine and possibly caused by direct or indirect 

muscle pressure. However, Campion also found an individual network of 

fibres surrounding the protein and calcium gland cells and suggested a 

similar situation might appertain in the mucous gland cells of the back, 

but there was no evidence of such a network in the gland cells of the 

sole. 

EI ves' (1q61) general Ilescription of the foot sole of Discus 

rotundatus was much like that of Arion although 'amoebocytes', as 

described by him, were not fOWld. Uso he believed that some of the 

mucous gland cells discharged into intercellular spaces in the foot 

before final diSCharge; whilst others, those nearest the surface, dis-

charyed through ducts. Only discharge through ducts was seen in ~ 

hortensis. 

The aggregation of the mucous gland cells in the vicinity of 

the peripodial grooves was noted in both animals and Elves also noticed 

a resemblance of the pedal gland mucocytes and the peripodial mucous 
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yland cells. The description of the pedal gland in Discus was much like 

that in Arion, except that there only appeared to be one type of epider-

mal cell in the lower epidermis of the duct. His description of the two 

states of pedal mucocytcs is most interesting since a similar arrange-

ment may be found in Arion. The first type of cell was vacuolated and 

found near to the gland duct and would be equivalent to the meta-

chromatic mucocytes in Arion, whilst the second type of cell was less 

vacuolated and lay further from the duct, being equivalent to the non-

metachromatic cells in Arion. This last type of cell was described by 

Elves to have long thin ducts leading to and passing between the epider-

mal cells of the duct. This was believed to be the case in Arion but 

will be discussed later (EM.l). ~ caudal gland was also present in 

Discus but whilst the description of the external characteristics of the 

gland and the possession of mucocytes was similar, there were no amoebo-

cytes present in Arion, as there were in Discus. Elves suggested that 

the gland in Discus served the same function as in the Arionidae. 

In both Discus rotundatus and Australorbis glabratus (Pan 1958) 

the epidermal surfaces (at least that of the foot in Discus which was the 

only one described) rested on a basal lamina. Such a structure was 

never seen in Arion even in the ultrastructural examination and there 

'was no equivalent either to the pigment or vesicular cells of 

Australorbis. However, the mucous gland cells in the foot of 

Australorbis seem very similar descriptively and histochemically to the 

granular C gland cells in Arion. 

In the pedal gland Pan also described mucocytes whose ducts 

form groups which pass towards the surface, and this is believed to be 

one explanation of what may happen in ~, and certainly in some longi-

tudinal sections this appears to be so. Moreover, Pan believed that it 

was the muscle fibres, which bounded the gland, that effected discharge 

through the mucocyte ducts to the main duct of the pedal gland. As 



already discussed, this appears to be the mechanism employed in Arion 

also. 

The pedal ylcmd in ~ was unlike that in :-lilax sowerbii 

described by Barr (1926) in that in the latter instance the gland was 

free in thc body cavity anchored to the foot by only a few small 

muscles, whilst in Arion the gland is shallowly embedded in the tissues 

of the foot. Horeover, the gland duct showed sccondary branching 

which was Hot seen in .\rion. Howev'er, the description of the lower 

epidermis and the arrangement of mucocytcs was very much the same for 

both molluscs, but in Hilax Barr found that the mucocytes were either 

granular with small nuclei (these cells representing the secretion 

stage), or vacuolated with large nuclei which represented the discharge 

state. This agrees with the description of the cells in the pedal 

gland of Discus rotundatus. In contrast, in ~, the mucocytes with 

large nuclei were found to be the activ(~ly secreting stage. 

Barr's suygested mechanism of discharge for the pedal gland, 

involvinj the cilia and the tenacity of the slime, vas rather 

different from that proposed for ,\rion, necessarily so since there was 

no evidence of muscles fibres between the pedal mucocytes and the gland 

was free in the body cavity. ,1uch a mechanism could operate to some 

extent in ~, although the musculature plays a major role. Qle last 

point of difference lies in the finding of crystalline concretions in 

thp. gland duct of ~, ~lich were believed to be an excretory product; 

they were not present in ~. 

The mucous gland cells in Arion ater were described as 

granular by Barr (1927-1928) and possessed large nuclei, discharging 

through ducts or into intercellular spaces. In A. hortensis only the C 

gland cells were found to fit this description and they discharged to 

the exterior by ducts. Barr also found aggregations of mucous gland 

cells in the peripodial groove reyion, resembling those of the pedal gland 
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just as was found in ,\. hortensis. 

How(~ver, .she descri b(~d thl~ ",hole of the foot sole and foot 

fringe as bein>J ciliated ,,,hereas in Arion only a Inedian ba.nn of cilia 

appears along the foot sale. Nor were 'calcic' uland cells found in 

~I al though Barr's description of th(~m resembled the C gla.nd cells, 

but no calcium was found in these cells. In both species calcareous 

yranules were found deep in thc~ connective tissue of the mantle. 

Barr's description of the melanin cells in A. ater was much 

like that in A. hortensis, although the secund pigment in A. ater var. 

c.asta\Jnea \vas bright oran\Je/red and found in globules, unlike that in --
A. hortensis. Barr believed this to be a waste produd, since it was 

found ill the slime, as was the yellow pigment of A. hortensis. 

The pedal gland of A. ater was much like that of A. hortensis 

which is to be expected since they belong to the same genus. However, 

there are three points of difference, one being that Barr found some 

the 
glandular cells in the upper epidermis ofAgland at the posterior end, 

whilst the upper epidermis in the pedal gland of A. hortensis did not 

appear glandular using the liUht microscope. The second difference was 

that the contents of the gland mucocytes wa~ described as either 

yranular or vacuolated and no obviously granular stages were seen in 

. A. hortensis, although differing methods of fixation might result in such 

a disparity. It is also possible that Barr was describing as 'granules' 

the membrauous sacs of secretion seen ultrastructurally in A. hortensis. 

These sacs gradually fuse to \Jive a mass of secretion within that cell. 

The third difference lies in the route the secretion takes to the gland 

duct. In A. ater some of the secretion is discharged directly through 

cell ducts as in A. hortensis, but some others discharged their 

secretion into intercellular spaces and thence into the glruld duct. 

Barr believed discharge to be effected by contraction of the muscles 

found around the cells, as in A. hortensis. 
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The caudal Uland in A. ater was almost identical to that in 

,\. hortensis except that Barr found some calcium glands in the tissue 

of the dorsal flap and this was not seen in A. hortensis. However, 

their presence cannot b(~ absolutely denied in this latter species since 

the gland was not often seen and therefore was rarely tested for 

calcium. If only a few calcium \Jland cells are present they could have 

gone undetected. 

Campion (1957) found calcium lacking in Testacella haliotidea, 

as in Arion but she found non-metachromatic mucus in the mantle gland 

cells which was absent in Arion. Both genera possessed metachromatic 

mucous gland cells in this region. The protein gland cells in Testacella 

were non-yranular whilst those in ~ were finely granular, but a 

yellow pigment was associated with the former in the sides of the foot, 

as in the pigment/protein cells of the dorsal surface in Arion. In 

the sole, Campion found metachromatic mucus and protein in one gland cell 

type, possibly equivalent to the A/B gland cells, and also non-metachro-

matic mucous cells which could be equivalent to the C cells of -\rion. 

The gland cells of the sole of Milax gracilis and Arion 

hortensis were very alike, both types having granular non-metachromatic 

mucus and protein gland cells, together with more superficial, elongated 

metachromatic mucous gland cells. However, Campion found melanophores 

and calcium gland cells in the sole and these were not found in ~. 

Yellow proteinaceous gland cells were found in the sides of the foot, 

rather-like those of the dorsal surface in Arion, together with large 

metachromatic cells. This description also applied to the dorsal 

surface of Milax, thus making the dorsal surfaces of both molluscs very 

similar. 

In comparing Arcadi's description of Lehmania poirieri with 

that of Arion hortensis the basket cell complex was found to be 

descriptively similar to the M gland cells in Arion, but their 
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histoclh~lI1istry differed. The mucus was found to be intensely PAS_ 

positive whereas that in Arion's dorsal mucous gland cell was PAS

negative. Moreover, Arcadi stated that the contents of this cell type 

were very soluble in buffer solutions, but this was not established in 

~ since the fixation procedures adopted w()uld 'fix' the secretion. 

Also, the staining reaction of this secretion to PAS could be partially 

reduced by exposing it to neuraminidase Whilst the secretion in the Him 

mucous gland cells was resistant to the enzyme and hydrolysis. The 

basket cell complexes were also metachromatic at a pH above 4.0 but 

non-metachromatic below this, whilst in the dorsal surface M cells the 

secretion remained metachromatic below pH 1.0. However, both cell 

types were alcianophilic and in both cases the ducts of these two cells 

were more reactive to the stains. 

The second type of cell described was the granular cell 

complex of the sole, and again, in appearance it was much like the C 

gland cells of Arion. In terms of histochemistry both types were 

periodate reactive although the granular cell complexes were meta

chromatic in toluidine blue (pH7.0) and generally showed a rather complex 

pattern of staining in that stain, at various pHs. The C gland cells 

were never metachromatic. The contents of the granular complexes were 

'resistant to extraction by buffer solutions except between pH 3.4 and 

4.4 and once again this was not established in Arion. Like the C gland 

cells, however, the secretion of the granular cell complexes were 

resistant to the action of enzymes. The granular complex was also found 

in tissue other than the sole whilst the C cells were never described 

elsewhere. 

Arcadi concluded that both complexes contained carbohydrates 

with adjacent hydroxyl groups, the basket cells containing a sialomucin 

and no sialomucins were found in Arion. 

Lastly, his findings that the mucocytes originated from 
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interstitial cells in regenerated tissue tended to be confirmed by a 

similar study on Arion hortensis, but this will be discussed in the 

relevant section (n.LM and H.;;;M). 

Ch':;tail and 13inot' s (1967) description of the pedal gland 

of Arion rufus was almost identical to that in Arion hortensis except 

that they divided the gland into anterior-lateral, anterior-median and 

posterior regions, whereas in A. hortensis although lateral and median 

reyions were present, no distinction could be made between anterior and 

posterior regions. Correspondingly, they described three types of cell 

in A. rufus: aI' a
2 

and b, and a
l 

and a
2 

can be easily identified as 

equivalent to the non-metachromatic and metachromatic mucous gland 

cells of A. hortensis respectively, even to the finding of a neutral 

mucopolysaccharide althouyh the periodate reaction could be given by 

protein, large amounts of HNA and endoplasmic reticulum, although there 

were no lipids in A. hortensis. No b gland cells could be identified, 

however. Ole other point of difference was that they found no evidence 

of any protein in the pedal gland mucocytes even though they mentioned 

the larye quantities of RNA. The ultrastructural survey of the pedal 

gland of A. hortensis (EM.I) has revealed the RNA to be present in the 

form of ribosomal HNAJattached to the endoplasmic reticulum)and which 

presumably functions to produce amino acids and proteins which might 

form the protein core or link units in the final mucosubstance. However, 

protein tests applied to this secretion in A. hortensis were generally 

negative, possibly because they are masked by acidic groups, which might 

account for Ch~tail and Binot's conclusion. 

In A. hortensis the pedal gland presents the same appearance 

along its length, except for the patch of young cells at the anterior 

end, wllike A. rufus; but in both cases the lower epidermis of the gland 

duct just behind the pore was very&l.ike with discharye mainly occurring 

between the central band of epidermal cells. 
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In this same paller, they also described the gland cells of the 

sole. The type III InUCOUt; glalld cells of ,\. rufus were similar in 

appearance and histochel.tisi.ry (as far as ehe two different sets of 

histochemical tests allowed comparison), to the C \Jland cells of 

A. hortensis but there appeared to be no equivalent in A. hortensis to 

the type IV mucous gland cells of ~. rufus. The type I mucous yland 

cells were similar to the \ uland c.'lls of ,\. hortellsis ill structure but 

not histochf'mici'tlly Biltc.:e there \,,:\;0' 1;0 (;vi.d(;liCe of neutral mucopoly-

saccharide or lipid in the latter. Ho\Vp.vf!r, there is believed to be 

such a substance in the B glAnd cells which are thought to ~ive rise to 

the secretion in the ~ cel]~. 

By contrast, th,~ typ'! TT mUCl'lI:': nl;:.n(' cells re:.-'cmblcd tl)(> f', 

gland cell s histochel:1ically but not physically since the former cell 

possessed a small hasal nucleus and all n.pparelltly retiCUlate cytoplasm 

whilst the latter had a fairly large central nucleus and, although the 

cell contents appeared reticulate, th i s was bel ieved to r(!flect some 

internal structure and not the secretion as such. 

Ch~tail and Binot made no comment about the presence of peri-

podial IflUCOUS gland cells resemblin[} those of the pedal gland as noted 

by Barr (1927-1928) and in the current research on A. hortensis.ln the 

latter case the peripodial mucous gland cells were believed to reflect a 

concentration in numbers of the B gland cells. However, they said 

(l963b) that there was a type of gland cell in this region which was 

equivalent to the type A gland cells (being derived from the B cells), 

but no exact comparison could be made. 

The zone of 'clear cells' seen by Ch~tail and Hinot in the 

tissue between the pedal mucocytes and the mucous gland cells of the 

foot may be equivalent to the patch of young cells visible at the 

anterior end of the pedal gland in A. hortensis. 

, 
Since A. rufus and A. hortensis are so closely related, Chetail 
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and l3inot's findil1\js cOllccrllillU the orj~ill of th(~ pedal uland alld thf> 

mucous VIand cell~ of the foot are most rel(~v.1nt. Tlwy found that the 

pedal gland duct alld the epidermis of the sole had an ectodermal 

ori~jin v,'l1ilst the mUC0US uland cells and l1lucocytes had a mesodermal 

(or conncctive tissue) oriuin. 

In c0nsiderin<j the mucous gland cells of the mantle of 

A. rufus, the l'I2 1l1UCOUS LJland c(~lls app(~ared similar to the ~! mucous 

gland cell s of -\. hort(>nsi s, but the histochel:listry of the two cell 

types was different. ~,hilst hoth cell types show a c0mjilex acid muco-

polysaccharide and possibly protein, there was no evidence for a 

neutral mucopolysaccharide or lipid in the tv! yland cells, and no 

equivalent to the l'I
l 

cells of A. rufus. 

Olce again these gland cells had a mf~sodermal origin which 

would suggest that the cells occupying this position in A. hortensis 

may originate similarly. 

The ventral sole yland cells described by ~':ondrak (1967) in 

Arion empiricorum are equivalent to the B gland cells of ~ 

hortensis, which were found to be very like the pedal gland mucocytes, 

both in appearance aud secretion • 

.. ondrak described the ventral sole gland cells as possessing 

a highly structured elldoplasmic reticulUll1 (r~H.I, pp IU) and an identical 

structuring was found in the pedal mucocytes of Arion hortensis (EN.I, 

pp 1+0 -I,+,2) • 

The gland cells occurred allover the ventral surface of the 

foot of Arion hortensis, lil<e the ventral sole gland cells but with a 

particular concentration of them in the reUion of the peripodial groove. 

Moreover, h-ondrak obtained metachromasia at pH 3.2 in the ventral sole 

gland cells as in the B :jland cells. Similarly, the sole gland cells of 

Arion rufus are equivalent to the B gland cells of Arion hortensis for 

the same reasons. 
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The lateral sole glund cells in Arion empiricorum are 

believed to b(~ similar to the C gland cells of .\rion hortensis, 

al though '.vondrak found the former to be metachromatic at pH 2.7 and meta-

chromasia was never found in .\rion hortellsis. The contents of the cl~ll 

wQl"e. described as membrane-bound granules which would auree wi th the C 

gland cell; and in ,\rion rufus the peripodial ~land cells (equivalent to 

the lateral sole \:Jland cells) \ .. ere seen to contain granules in the duct 

of the cell, ri\Jht to the surface, but these granules were never seen to 

be discharged which again agrees with the C gland cells. Thus, despite 

some confusion of nomenclature th(~ lateral or peripodial 91<U10 cells are 

thou~ht to be equivalent to the C gland cells and the ventral sole gland 

cells are believed to be lilm the B gland cells which are found later-

ally and ventrally in the sole of Arion hortensis. 

\\ondrak describ8d only two types of gland cells in the sale 

of Arion rufus whilst Ch~tail and Binot described four types; this might 

.. . 
suggest that two of the types described by Cheta1l and Binot are devel-

opment stages. 

Ivondrak's description oJ the mantle gland cells of both these 

species of Arion closely resembled the M cells of Arion hortensis, and 

their ultrastructure will be compared later (EM.2). However, the large 

. muCOUS \::iland cells of a A. hortensis are metachromatic in toluidine 

blue pH 1.0, whilst those in Arion empiricorum only showed metachromasia 

at pH 3.2 and above, so this indicates some chemical difference in the 

secretion of the two types of cell. 

In Arion rufus Wondrak described protein cells which are 

probably equivalent to the pigment/protein cells of A. hortensis, but 

A. rufus showed a distinct pigment cell which contained the red pigment 

which gives A. rufus its name. 

" The pattern of ciliation described by Laine for Agriolimax 

reticulatus was identical to that described in A. hortensis. The large 
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.. ucous Uland cells described by Lain: appeared histochemically and 

structurally like the ~l gland cells of A. hortensis, and likewise the 

small mucous yland cells of both types were equivalent. Horeover, in 

both cases a sillUle cycle involving both large and small mucous gland 

cells was adopted for botil molluscs. The exact equivalence of the 

secretion ill these glands could not be established, since relatively 

few techniques were available for the study on Agriolimax r<~ticulatus. 

/ 

Laine described three types of granular cells in the post-

mantle region, which appear very like the pigment/protein glands of 

Arion hortensis. The three types were described on the basis of three 

different stainin~ reactions, but it is believed that these three types 

may well be one and the same Idnd, for in Arion hortensis, with 

Mallory's Triple Stain the pigment/protein cells showed quite a consider-

able range of staining reactions, whilst in frozen sections only one 

type of yellow pigmented granUlar cell was scene Chemical fixation 

would appear to cause considerable disruption to the cell in question, 

and Laine used similar fixation methods to those used for Arion 

hortensis. However, Lain~ also described a number of granular cells in 

the ultrastructural investigations; and described distinct protein gland 

cells, so no de:finite conclusion can be reached. 

Laine"s description of the peripodial gland cells is 

identical to that of the peripodial /B gland cells of Arion hortensis, 

although these latter showed faint alcianophilia. The reason for the 

faint staining is probably the relative immaturity 01 the secretion, 

there being more protein containing endoplasmic reticulum than 

secretion. 

No equivalent to the scattered granular cOl'Ulective tissue cells 

(LM.}, p30) was found in Arion hortensis. Lain~ did not describe the 

gland cells of the sole or the pedal gland, but she did comment, how-

ever, that the stainin~ reactions of the sole glands cells of 
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Ayriolimax reticulatus were like those of type III as described by 

Chetai I <Uld Binot (I ()67 ) • 

The description of melanin in both animals was very similar. 

Lain~ found the mode and mechanism of discharue and the 

origin of the yland cells to be similar to that in Arion. 

Dyson's (1965) description of the type I and III gland cells 

agreed well with those of the M and m cells respectively, in the 

current investigation of Arion hortensis, and in both cases they were 

believed to be stages of one cell type. There was some variation in 

measurements, but this is to be expected when different fixatives were 

employed. However, type II cells were not detected. The type IV gland 

cells were equivalent to the mantle yroove mucous cells, but Dyson 

noted that their contents appeared spindle shaped rather than granular 

after formalin fixation. 

Dyson also described cells in the connective tissue which 

closely resembled the young pigment/protein cells, Y, together with 

calcium deposits (shell remnants), which she found to be membrane-

bound. The protein gland cells were fundamentally similar, except that 

besides tyrosine, She also detected one or more of cysteine, cystine 

and methionine. The methods for S-S groups were negative in the current 

work. She failed to note the presence of the yellow pigment in the 

matrix of the protein cells. However, she found some calcium gland 

cells in the mantle and these were not detected in the current work. 

Dyson used a more extensive range of calcium tests in her work so one 

might expect more adequate results. The calcium granules were in a 

protein matrix and it is possible that some of the protein cells 

described in this thesis could be calcium/protein cells rather than 

pigment/protein cells; alternatively pigment, protein and calcium 

may be found in the same cell. Some of the calcium cells she showed 

resembled the young pigment/protein cells (y) of the present work. 
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Hoth (1929) and Campion (1957) found protein and calci urn to be assoc

iated in one cell. 

Dysun was also able to describe glycogen deposits in the 

mantle, as in the present work. 

Another point uf difference was that Dyson described the 

mantle epidermal cells as resting on a basal lamina but one was not 

found here, even when using the dectron microscope. It is possible 

that what Dyson interpreted as a lamina was the band of muscle and 

collagen fibres which were often present below the epidermis. 

The main disagreement was that Dyson believed the mucous 

gland cells to have an epidermal origin, whilst in this work they were 

believed to have a connective tissue origin. In both cases, the 

reasons for the relevant decision were tenuous. Dyson believed the 

type III cells to be young stages in the formation of type I and 

since these were superficial in position they were deemed to be epi

dermal in origin. In this work the small mucous gland cells were 

believed to represent discharged 1-1 cells since secretion was seen 

passing from their ducts. oyson believed that her view was substan

tiated by the presence of a basal lamina round the bases of the mucous 

gland cells - but as mentioned before this feature was not detected in 

the current work. She did not know where the protein cells originated 

from, whilst here they seemed to be from the connective tissue. How

ever, Dyson believed the calcium gland cells had a connective tissue 

origin and since some of the protein cells in the current work could 

contain calcium, there is some agreement here. The embryological 

investigations of ,B!not. and Ch~tai~1968a and b) on another species 

of Arion suggest that all the gland cells have a mesodermal origin, and 

the regeneration study, (R), to be described later would seem to con

firm this. 
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In conclusion, large (J.t) and small (m) mucous gland cells were 

described in the dorsal surrace of Arion hortensis, which were believed 

to be one and the same sort of cell, toyether with pigment/protein cells. 

Gland cells were also found to line the groove between the mantle and 

the sides of the body. In the sole were found A and B mucous gland 

cells, which once ayain were believed to be the same type of cell, with 

a particular concentration in the region of the peripodial gland cells. 

Together wi th these cells were round C gland cells. Two rilajor glands were 

also described, the pedal gland and the caudal yland. 

As can be seen from the comparison of the results of the 

current work with those of past workers, some types of cell were found 

to be comparable, whilst others were quite different. However, there 

are sometimes differences of opinions concerning one particular mollusc, 

notably the findings of both Ch~tail and Binot and \v'ondrak on Arion 

~, and Dyson with the current work. It can also be difficult to 

make comparisons when different terminologies ruld histochemical tests 

are used by various authors, particularly if their work is of some age. 

The ultrastructure of the pedal gland will be considered in 

the next section. 
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EMI. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF PEDAL GLAND 

EMI (1) INTRODUCTION 

As already stated, the pedal gland was selected as the tissue 

to be examined because it represented a well defined and limited area 

for study, and its ultrastructure had not been investigated. Fixation 

for electron microscopy had to be very rapid, to prevent cell autolysis, 

and also very good, so that the cell structure could be distinguished 

easily and accurately without the presence of artefacts. 

EMI (2) METHODS 

(i) Dissection of Material 

Before fixation could occur the gland had to be extracted from 

the body tissues. This was accomplished by placing the living slug into 

the first fixative solution (glutaraldehyde) and cutting ott the last third 

of the body. The back was then opened and the body organs removed. The 

shell of skin remaining was placed in fresh fixative solution and tri..ad 

so that the foot sole tissue was exposed tor dissection. This tissue was 

cut down to a strip, nowhere more than 28m in diameter, a.bracing an 

imaginary line down the centre of the sole (the region of the pedal gland). 

This in turn was cut into pieces approximately 1.. long 80 that the 

'resultant blocks (six or seven in number) of pedal gland tissue were no 

more than 2mm wide and Imm long. Consecutive blocks were placed indi-

vidually into labelled pots so that the position of any part within the 

gland could be established. Moreover, when the strip ot tissue was 

dissected out of the foot sole it was cut so that the diameter ot the 
end 

tissue at the anterio~of the gland was less that that ot the posterior 

end. In consequence the anterio~ face of each block was narrower than 

the posterior face, allowing the blocks to be embedded in an exact 

manner, so that sectioning always proeeeded fro. the anterior to the 

posterior face. The whole dissection took between three and tive .inute. 
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to complete. 

(ii) Solutions 

Before the fixative solutions were made up it was necessary 

to establish the correct molarity for the phosphate buffers in which 

the solutions are made, so that the tissue fluids and fixative should 

be, as far as possible, isotonic, in the hope that this might prevent 

excessive shrinkage or swelling of tissue components in the fixative. 

Lockwood (1963) gives the concentration of tissue fluids of 

certain animals, and although he gave no measurements for Arion hortensis, 

he did state them for ~, a terrestrial gastropod mollusc (like Arion 

hortensia) occupying the same sort of ecological niche. He stated that 

the blood concentration of Helix may vary from 0.47AoC to 0.2crC during 

a shower of rain, and since the specimens of Arion hortensis from the 

indoor vivarium were not exposed to shower conditions, the concentration 

of the blood of Arion hortensis was taken to be about 0.47AoC. 

The usual sOrensen phosphate buffer has a molarity of 0.135 in 

the Maunsbach recipe for 1% Glutaraldehyde (p149 Sjostrand 1967), where 

it is stated that the buffer has a tonicity of 300 mi11iosmo1s. It was 

o 
then possible to find the concentration of this solution in A C using the 

graph produced by Millonig and Marinozzi (p292, 1968) which converts the 

concentration of a solution, expressed in terms ofAoe, to the molarity 

of monovalent ions. Thus the buffered glutaraldehyde solution produced 

by using the Maunsbach recipe has a concentration of 0.575A
o

Co 

The molarity of phosphate buffer necessary to give an approx-

imately isotonic eolution with the body fluids of the slug is therefore 

expressed as 

• 001104 

This means that phosphate buffer solutions of O.lM will be 
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almost isotonic with the body fluids of the slug and a 3% solution of 

glutaraldehyde and a 1% solution of osmium tetroxide were made up in 

O.lM phosphate buffer in a range of pHs, 5.5, 6.1 and 7.3. The 

schedule outlined below was used for fixation regardless of the pH of 

the solutions but there appeared to be no difference between the 

results, so after this preliminary run only solutions of pH 6.1 were 

used. After fixation, the tissue has to be dehydrated (in alcohols) and 

transferred via propylene oxide to TAAB embedding resins (composed of 1 

part Accelerator to 5 parts MNA to 45 parts DD5A to 50 parts resin). 

51 Long Schedule for Fixing and Embedding Pedal Gland Tissue 

10 Prefixing in 3% glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate butfer, pH 6.1. 

4 hours. Agitated. 

2. O.IM phosphate rinse, pH 6.1. Left in refrigerator overnight. 

3. Post-fixing in 1% osmium tetroxide in O.lM phosphate bufter, pH 6.1. 

1 hour. Agitated. 

4. Rinse and wash in O.IM phosphate bufter pH 6.1. 1 hour. Agitated. 

5. 50% Alcohol for 15 mins. 2 changes. Agitated. 

6. 70% Alcohol for 15 mins. 2 changes. Agitated. 

7. 8~ Alcohol for 15 mins. 2 changes. Agitated. 

8. 95% Alcohol for 15 mins. 2 changes. Agitated. 

9. Absolute Alcohol for 30 mins. 2 changes. Agitated. 

10. Absolute Alcohol/Propylene oxide, 2:1, for 15 mins. Agitated. 

11. Absolute Alcohol/Propylene oxide, 1:2, for 15 mins. Agitated. 

12. propylene oxide for 30 mins. 2 changes. Agitated. 

13. Propylene oxide/resin, 2:1, for 90 mina. Agitated. 

14. Propylene oxide/resin, 1:2, overnight. Agitated. 

15. Pure resin (TAAB Sabedding Mediua) tor 24 hours. 2 change.. Agitated. 

16. Embed tissue in TAAB resin in embedding capsule. and place in 600 C 

oven tor 60 hours. 

After the blocks had cooled they were tri ... d and sectioned aD 
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a Reichert Ultramicrotome, using glass knives. Sections showing silver 

o 
or silver-gold interference colours, 600 to 900 A thick according to 

Sjostrand (1967), were used and mounted on uncoated Athene 200 copper 

grids. These ultrathin sections were stained for 15 minutes in 5% 

uranyl acetate and 15 minutes in Reynolds' lead citrate (Reynolds 1963). 

At the same time as these thin sections were taken off the block, 

adjacent thick ones (l~and i~ were cut and mounted onto glass slides 

where they were stained for 15 seconds with 0.5% Toluidine blue in l~ 

acetone and 1% borax. They were then permanently mounted and could be 

used for orientating the ultrathin sections, which were examined and 

photographed using a Philips EM 200 at 6OKv. The film used in the 

microscope camera was Recordak Microfile, Type 5669, which was developed 

in Kodak D19 for 5 minutes at 20PC with regular agitation. The negatives 

were printed onto Kodak paper K2 or K3, depending on the degree of con-

traat in the negative, and developed in Kodak D163 for ~ .inutes. 

Several other staining and embedding techniques were used on 

the pedal gland tissue and these are listed below. 

Schedule 2 differed from Schedule I in the use ot alcian blue 

in the glutaraldehyde solution, a technique derived tro. that given by 

Behnke and Zelander (1970). It gave better tissue preservation and con-

trast, particularly enhancing the staining of the nucleus and the muco-

substances. 

52 Alcian Blue - Glutaraldehyde Schedule 

1. 0.5% Alcian Blue 8Gx (ICI Ltd.) in ~% Glutaraldehyde in O.IM 

phosphate butter pH 6.1 tor 2 hours. Agitated. 

2. Wash in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 1 hour. 1 change. Place 

in fresh butfer and leave in refri/gerator overnight. 

3. to 16. as for SI (pp 118 )0 

After this technique the ultrathin sections were .tained for 

15 minutes in 5% uranyl acetate and 10 minutes in Reynold.' Lead citrate. 
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Schedule 3 gives the method used for deamination pedal gland 

tissue prior to preparation for electron microscopy. For this schedule 

the pedal gland tissue of one slug was divided into three groups. 

S3 Deamination techniques 

Group 1: Tissue treated as for Schedule 1, omitting stages 

3 and 4:. 

Group 2: Deamination group. Stages 1 and 2 as for Schedule 1. 

3. Tissue treated with nitrous acid, (6 g. Sodium nitrite in 35 ml 

distilled water together with 5 ml of glacial acetic acid), pH 

3.95, for 6 hours at room temperature. Agitated. 

4:. Rinse tissue briefly in buffer solution. 

5. 50% Alcohol for 15 mins., 2 changes, agitated. 

6. 70% alcohol in refri~erator overnight. 

7. to 14:. as in the same stages in Schedule 1, except that left in 

stage 14:. for 31 hours. 

15. and 16. as before. 

Group 3: Control group. Stages 1. and 2. carried out as for 

Schedule 1. 

3. Tissue placed in water whose pH adjusted to 3.95 by NHCl for 6 hours 

at room temperature. Agitated. 

4:. to 16. as for group 2. 

The following schedule is: 

54 A Rapid Schedule for Treating Tissue with Pepsin 

Divide tissue from one gland into two groups. 

1. Fix in 3~ Glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 

2 hours. Agitate. 

2. Wash in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 30.inutes. Wash in O.lM 

phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 30 minutes. Agitate. 

3. One group of tissue placed in pepsin solution (Pep.in 1:2500 powder, 

BDH suppliers). O.~ Pepsin in 0.lNHC1, pH 1.6 to 1.7, for 1 hour 

o 
at 37 C. 
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Second group of tissue (Control) placed in O.lNHCl for same 

time and temperature. (Lev and Gerard 1967). 

4. Wash in distilled water. Agitate. 

5. Stain in 2~ uranyl acetate for 5 mins. Agitate. 

6. Rinse in distilled water. 

7. Dehydrate in 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 601b, 7~, S~ and 95~ alcohol 

for 5 minutes each. Agitate. 

S. Absolute alcohol, 2 changes for 5 minutes each. Agitate. 

9. Absolute alcohol: Propylene Oxide, 2:1, for 10 minutes. 

10. Absolute alcohol: Propylene ~ide, 1:2, for 10 minutes. 

11. Propylene ~ide. 2 changes for 10 minutes each. 

12. Propylene Oxide: Resin, 2:1 for 30 minutes. 

13. Propylene Oxide: Resin, 1:2 for 30 minutes. 

14. Resin. 2 changes for 30 minutes. 

15. Leave in resin overnight. 

16. Embed. 

The last schedule, which gives better contrast, is: 

55 A Rapid Schedule for Staining Tissue in The Block, using Uranyl 

Acetate 

1. Fix in 3~ Glutaraldehyde in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 2 

hours. Agitate. 

2. Wash in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 30 .inutes. Agitate. 

3. 1~ Os04 in O.lM phosphate buffer, pH 6.1, for 1 hour. Agitate. 

4. Rinse in distilled water 5 minutes. Agitate. 

5. Stain in 2% aqueous Uranyl acetate for 5 .inutes. Agitate. 

6. Rinse in distilled water for 5 minutes. Agitate. 

1. Dehydrate in 10%, 20%, 30%, 4~, 50J', 6~, 1~, 80J' and 95~ alcohol 

for 5 minutes each. Agitate. 

8. Absolute alcohol, 2 changes for 5 minutes each. Agitate. 

9. Absolute alcohol:Propylene oxide, 2.1, for 10 minutes. Agitate. 
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10. Absolute alcohol:Propylene oxide, 1:2, for 10 minutes. Agitate. 

11. Propylene oxide, 2 changes for 10 minutes each. Agitate. 

12. Propylene oxide:Resin, 2:1, for 30 minutes. Agitate. 

13. Propylene oxide:Resin, 1:2, for 30 minutes. Agitate. 

14. Resin, 2 changes for 30 minutes each. Agitate. 

15. Leave in resin overnight. Agitate. 

16. Embed. 

Following treatment in Schedules 4 and 5 the ultrathin sections were 

stained for 15 minutes in 5% uranyl acetate and 10 minutes in Reynolds' 

lead citrate. 

These then were the various ways in which the tissues were pre

pared for electron microscopy and the results will be given after a brief 

historical survey. 

EMI (3) HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Wondrak's papers on the ultrastructure of the sole gland cells 

of Arion empiricorum and Arion rufus will be considered before reporting 

the present findings. 

Wondrak's papers have already been mentioned briefly in the 

historical review relating to the light microscope section, and as 

stated before the paper produced in 1967 described the mucous gland cells 

of Arion empiricorum. He found two distinct gland cell types, the 

ventral sole gland and the lateral sole gland, whose gross appearance and 

secretion differed as described in LM.3 pp ~t • 

The ventral sole gland cell possessed a basal cell body which 

lay deep in the connective tissue; and also a twisting gland duct whose 

upper region was attached to the neighbouring epithelial cells by a 

zonula adhaerens and septate des.osomes. The free surface of the gland 

duct often bore microvilli and mo.t of the organelles were situated in 

the cell body. The most unusual feature vas the presence of an extensive 
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tubule-filled, rough endoplasmic reticulum. These tubules were believed 

to radiate from a central point, except at the ramifications, whilst in 

tangential sections the tubules were seen as circles. The nucleus of 

the ventral sole gland cell was very rich in chromatin (of a coarse, 

granular structure), and surrounded by a distinct, wide perinuclear gap. 

This gap contained the same inner tubular structure as the endoplasmic 

reticulum. Extracisternally, electron dense, membrane bound granules 

(about O.5~to O.8~wide) were found, they seemed to represent stages in 

the formation of the secretion product. Nerve endings with synaptic 

vesicles were often found close to the gland cell body. wbat role the 

tubules in the endoplasmic reticulum played in the formation of 

secretion was not known. 

The lateral sole gland cell had a form rather like the ventral 

ones but it was fortified in the epithelium with 'homogeneous contact 

zones'. Another point of difference concerned the structure of the rough 

endoplasmic reticulum, since no tubules were seen and the ribosomes 

showed various enlargements depending on their functional atate. The 

cell nucleua waa also rich in coarsely granular chromatin, and its outer 

membrane waa bounded by ribosomes. During the secretion cycle extra

cisternal granules were formed, being membrane bound, but appearing less 

electron dense and larger (1~0 2~ than in the ventral sole gland 

cells. They were innervated in the same way aa the ventral cells and, 

again, he did not know the function ot the lateral sole gland cells but 

believed the highly developed, closely packed membrane syste. ot the 

endoplasmic reticulum suggested that protein was a major coaponent ot the 

secretion. 

The mantle gland cella were alao described by Wondrak but thia 

will be considered in relation to~. ultraatructure ot the mantle of 

Arion hortensis (Di2 <:5) ppl~-lo'l). 

The sole gland cells ot Arion rutus were described in a p~r 
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{1g69J and they had a very similar structure to those of Arion empiricorum, 

save that the small tubules of the endoplasmic reticulum vere approxim

ately O.02Y'in diameter, and that the width of the endoplasmic reticulum 

tubules was very constant (about Ool5pmto O.2~, except at the points of 

ramification. He described stages in the formation of the secretion and 

suggested that the ingestion phase was characterised by clearly dis

tinguishable gland cell bodies showing surface invaginations. Extra

cisternally, electron-dense, membrane-bound granules were seen, with a 

diameter of about o.~and a 'spongy' structure. Also extracisternally, 

less electron-dense structures were seen which were not membrane-bound 

but which showed a very regular shapeo The dark granules were never seen 

to be extruded, but there were many cells whose homogeneous, only 

slightly electron-dense contents, were extruded through their duets. 

The peripodial gland cells (equivalent to the lateral sole 

gland cells of Arion empiricorum) resembled those of the sole in their 

outward appearance but the structure of the endoplasmic reticulum was 

again rather different, being of a type known to be associated with 

protein secretion, and lacking tubules. These cells were innervated and, 

once again the ingestion phase was characterised by surface 

invaginations • Membrane-bound granules of lpmto 2pmdiaaeter were seen 

. lying extracisternally during the secretion process as well as non

membrane bound structures of slight electron density. Me.brane-bound 

granules were seen along the neck as far as the free surface, but the 

extrusion of granules could not be seen. 

Wondrak's description of the mantle gland cells of this species 

will be considered in the section concerned with the ultrastructure of 

the mantle of Arion hortenab (1M2 (,), ppl~-=t-l~'). 

Wondrak (1968) also described the epidermal structure of Arion 

rufus and found the central part and edges of the sole to be ciliated 

just as in Arion hortensis (LM~(i». He described two types of 
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epithelium which covered most of the body surface: the first type was 

termed by him a striated epidermis, and the second was ciliated. The 

striated epidermis was composed of cells, with irregularly shaped 

nuclei, bearing microvilli which in turn bore fine fibrils. Below the 

free surface of these epidermal cells lay an organelle-free layer of 

cytoplasm which was traversed by a 'terminal web' (after Palay and 

Karlin 1959). The epidermal cell was crossed from apex to base by 

bundles of fibrils which divided at one end, and the cell organelles lay 

in the cylinder thus formed. 

Numerous vesicles were found in these cells, lying between 

the free surface and the nucleus and most of the mitochondria appeared 

in the supranuclear region, embedded in endoplasmic reticulum. 

Apocrine secretion was described as occurring in the dorsal surface of 

the mantle from cells resembling the striated cells, and during 

secretion the microvilli were lost and the epithelium became crenellated 

as small vesicles were 'pinched off' from its surface. 

The ciliated cells were cylindrical, or sa.etimes, in the case 

of the foot sale, conical. The inner ends of these cells were deeply 

indented and a basal lamina passed between these indentations. He found 

each cilium to sit on a pedestal but otherwise to show the typical 9+2 

.internal structure, and to possess a striated root. He so.ati .. s found 

the free cell surface to display invaginations and the cytoplasm below 

to contain vesicles. Fibrils were present traversing the cell from apex 

to base, and the organelles were surrounded by this fibrous cylinder. 

The nuclei appeared as in the striated cells and above these lay mito

chondria and many smooth-walled vesicles which contained granular 

structures of medium electron density. The endopla .. ic reticulum was 

only slightly developed in these cells. The Goigi complexes were found 

to lie near the nuclei and the cisternae contained .. terial ot varying 

electron density. 
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Wondrak described a zonula adhaerens, an intermediate zone 

and a zonula septata between neighbouring epidermal cells but some 

lateral walls showed a macula occludens (desmosome) instead. Further

more, these lateral walls showed contours, which interlocked with 

corresponding ones from the neighbouring cells so that the cells were 

anchored together. 

au (4) RESULTS 

(i) The Epidermis of the Pedal Gland Duct 

The light microscopic structure of the epidermis has already 

been described LM.4( i) pp 32 -~,.. Unfortunately, very few micrographs 

were obtained of the upper epidermis of the duct because it was 

necessary to~im the tissue blocks, before ultrathin sections could be 

taken, to ensure that there was no pure resin/tissue resin boundary .... 

for this could cause the knife to vibrate and produce knife marks. 

This trimming meant that the upper epidermis was usually sacrificed 

since it was the tissue at the edge of the block. 

However, Plate I shows part of the upper epidermis and as can 

be seen it is a rather complex and apparently rather disorganised layer. 

The various components seem to be very loosely packed but whether this 

reflects a normal situation is not known. It is possible that fixation 

has caused disruption of the tissue and that the apacea are not 

natural. 

Two epithelial cells can be seen in the lower right quadrant 

of the micrograph. They are ovoid in shape with the longer axis 

approximately parallel to the width of the duct. Their nuclei are alao 

80mewhat elongated in this plane, and show peripheral and 

central patches of chroaatin. Q'le of these patches is larger than the 

others and may represent a nucleolus although its structure cannot be 

discerned. The nuclei are large in relation to the rest of the cell, 
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occupying about half of its volume. 

The cytoplasm is seen to contain mitochondria and small 

vesicles of secretory material of medium electron density. Gol9i com

plexes and endoplasmic reticulum can not be distinguished but this is 

probably because of the low magnification and poor quality of the print. 

What this secretion might be is not known since it was not detected at 

the light microscope level, for it appears to be produced in very small 

quantities. However, Barr (1927-1928), described the presence of some 

secretory cells in the posterior part of Arion ater (p.l~). 

The outer (apical) surface of these upper epidermal cells is 

covered with numerous, long, fine microvilli, approximately 1.5pmto 

1.75pnby a.09pn. As can be seen from the cross-section through the ends 

of a group of microvilli in the lower left quadrant of the print, they 

are very closely packed. Their function is presumably an absorptive 

one but what they can be absorbing is not known unless it is to increase 

the viscosity of the secretion by removing fluid. 

The appearance of these microvilli is not constant, for in 

Plate 3 the upper epidermis of another slug's pedal gland can be seen 

and here the microvilli are short, on average O.39p-and relatively broad, 

a.llpm. Also, they are quite scattered over the cell surface and not 

. densely packed. Again, the reason for this variation is not known. It 

might represent a variation along the length of the gland since a 

survey of the upper epidermis was not possible due to the difficulties 

already mentioned, or else it could reflect a seasonal variation. 

Basally, the epidermal cells of the upper epidermis are 

flanked by connective tissue cells, collagen and small bundles of 

muscle fibres, and muscle fibres are located in the extreme edges of the 

upper surface of the gland duct. 

Plate 2 shows the same area as Plate 1, but illUstrates the 

connection between the upper epidermis of the gland duct and the ciliated 
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hump of the lower epidermis. This connection is made by intermediate 

epidermal cells, which are very like those of the upper epidermis 

although consistently smaller. They are covered with microvilli but 

these are neither so numerous nor so long, O.6pmto O.7pmby about O.12pm 

wide. 

None of the microvilli appeared to show any internal fibrillar 

structure, such as was described by Sumner (1966) in the microvilli of 

the digestive gland cells of Helix aspersa, or by Ovtracht (lg67) in the 

multifid gland of Helix pomatia. 

Plate 3 shows the right ciliated hump of the lower epidermis. 

This tissue has been treated according to Schedule 5, and the contrast 

within it is rather better. 

The cilia show the typical 9+2 arrangement of fibres, and in 

transverse section their diameter is, on average, O.22pm.about twice the 

diameter of the microvilli of the upper surface of this same tissue. 

Their length cannot be ascertained since they are cut obliquely, but it 

is much greater than that of the microvilli. 

Microvilli also intermingle with the cilia on the hump, and 

they are of yet another size, O.64palong by O.13pawide with apparently 

no internal structure. In shape they appear to be somewhat club-

shaped with the narrower end abutting on to the epidermal cell edge. 

with 
These measurements are comparable h the other measurements given from 

Plate 3 but not from Plates 1 and 2 because these are from a different 

animal. In some cases it seems that the cilia and microvilli alternate 

with each other on the humps, but in others it seems that there are a 

few microvilli side by side. Of the six epithelial cells visible in 

Plate 3, five show a mixture of cilia and microvilli and one cell shows 

microvilli only. In anyone cell section (except Cell 3), the number 

of microvilli and cilia is approximately equivalent although there may 

be a slight preponderance of one type or other. This pattern is 
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repeated in montages of the gland lumen in other animals. The exception 

is cell 3 which bears microvilli only, and it would seem therefore that 

this cell has an absorptive function of some sort, whilst the other 

cells function to absorb and to conduct the secretion forwards in the 

gland duct. 

Plate 9 shows a cell neck(or duct) from one of the .ucocytes 

to the surface, lined with microvilli. The microvilli are possibly involved 

in absorbing some substance from the secretion prior to discharge, or 

else are absorbing something from the lumen. 

The other structures within the epidermal cells will be 

illustrated in Plates 5 and 6 which show the same cells but at a higher 

magnification. It can be seen that the ciliated cells appear to taper 

basally, whilst the microvillar cell doee not, but appears slightly 

more expanded at its base. 

Plate 3 also shows the area where the epidermal cells unite 

with those cells below the. which form the rest of the gland. The cell 

bases appear fairly electron-dense and to the left of the plate the area 

appears to be fibrous. Plate4 shows a higher magnification of the 

fibrous region which could be part of a basal laatna underlain by a 

nerve, but since there is no evidenc;of such a basal laaina elsewhere, 

this interpretation must be in doubt. 

Cells 2, 3 and 4, as discussed earlier, are seen in higher 

magnification (x 24,620), in Plate 5, where it is possible to see the 

typically structured cilium, with its 9 paired outer fibres and the two 

central, single fibres from which radiate electron-dense bands. The 

outer mqabrane of the cilium in Arion is canfluent with the epidermal 

cell membrane and appears to be ridged longitudinal11 but the size of 

these ridges is variable, sometimes being quite long. This was seen in 

the cilia of all the slugs examined but whether this ridging is 
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natural or induced by fixation is not known. A dark transverse basal 

plate is seen at the base of the cilium just a short distance above the 

main part of the basal body which is embedded in the apical tissue of 

the epidermal cell. The internal fibres of the cilium appear to end on 

or close to this plate, as is usually found. The basal body in this 

animal is somewhat elongated but tapers slightly at each end. Its 

central core is encompassed by an electron dense 'cylinder'. From the 

inner end of the basal body, a single unbranched rootlet passes into the 

depths of the epidermal cells. These rootlets taper as they pass 

inwards and bear transverse bandings of a more electron-dense nature. 

This banding cannot be seen clearly in Plates 5 and 6 because of the 

very intense staining induced by the use of uranyl acetate in the block 

(Schedule 5). The greatest distance these rootlets extended was 1.9pm 

and they did not appear to terminate in association with any particular 

cell structure. They could act as some type of 'anchoring' mechani ... 

At this magnification the microvilli still appear to have no 

obvious internal structure and are so.awhat club shaped as described 

above. The outer membrane appears slightly wrinkled. 

Immediately within the upper surface of the ciliated cell, 

there is a band of tissue which is quite unitor. and ot medium electron 

density and only the basal bodies and rootlets of the cilia lie in it. 

It is equivalent to the 'ter.inal web' described by Wondrak p.'lS and is 

absent in the microvillar cells. 

Nuaerous mitochondria are visible in the upper regions of the 

mixed ciliated and microvillar cells. Mitochondria are also present in 

the microvillar cell but they are not so numerous and tend to be more 

scattered in the cytoplasm. The .itochondria in both cases are of a 

typical structure and are elongated, up to 1.4palong and O.'5~wide in 

so .. place.. The diagonal cristae are fairly nuaeroua but it is not 

poasible to count the. accurately because of oblique sectioning which 
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blurs the image, but there may be up to about ten in anyone mitochondrion. 

One or two electron-dense intramitochondrial granules are seen within the 

matrix, and these are believed to represent areas containing bivalent 

cations. 

The mitochondria contain energy, in the form of ATP and hence a 

concentration of mitochondria associated with the ciliated cells suggests 

that these mitochondria are supplying energy to the cilia for movement. 

A rather unusually shaped mitochondrion is seen in Plate 6, 

and possibly this indicates that the mitochondrion is cup-shaped at one 

end, the angle of sectioning giving the appearance of a bifurcation 

within it. It could be in what is known as a dividing phase. 

The cell cytoplasm contains small, electron-dense particles 

which could represent ribosomes, polyribosomes, or glycogen. This last 

is possibly more likely because of the aggregation of these particles. 

The glycogen would serve as a reserve food or energy supply, and Hyman 

(1967) found glycogen to be distributed throughout the tissues of 

pulmonates, constituting a food reserve. 

The nuclei of the epidermal cells are centrally or basally 

positioned and are usually elongated along the axis at right angles to 

the upper cell surface. Plate 6 shows such a nucleus, although it is 

. rather irregular in outline with an extension. It is bounded by a double 

membrane whose two surfaces are separated by a gap of varying width. It 

• shows quite clearly a nuclear pore, 730A in diameter, which apparently 

penetrates the nuclear membranes, the latter being linked to form the 

wall of the pore. The diameter of this pore is just within the range of 

sizes, 500 to 750A, given by Toner & Carr (1968) whilst Lain~ (1971) gave a 

o 
diameter of 500A for nuclear pores of the M mucous gland cells of 

Agrioliaax. However, when examining the pore using a xlO eyepiece, it 

appears to be blocked by an electron dense band, and this diaphragm has 

been described .any times, for instance by Watson (1955), Fawcett (1966) 
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and Toner & Carr (1968). It is through these pores that exchanges 

between the nucleus and the rest of the cell are believed to occur 

(Fawcett 1966). 

The nucleus appears typical with a moderately electron-dense 

granular nucleoplasm together with electron-dense patches of chromatin. 

Some of these patches are scattered and isolated within the nucleo

plasm but there is also a band of chromatin closely applied to the inner 

nuclear membrane and it is continuous round the nucleus except in the 

regions of the nuclear pore. Why some chromatin aggregates at the mem

brane is not known, it could indicate faulty fixation but it might 

reflect some natural feature within the cell. The number of isolated 

patches varies from cell to cell and none of the epidermal nuclei seen 

in Plates 5 and 6 appearsto have nucleoli visible in the plane of 

sectioning. No Golgi complexes or endoplasmic reticulum are evident in 

any of the ciliated/microvillar cells examined, but their presence can 

not be dismissed. Most of the slugs examined were fixed using Schedule 

1, and by this method the cells of the lower epidermis tend to appear 

very dense and the internal cellular structures cannot be easily 

detected. Only material treated by Schedule 5 showed these structures 

well and even by this method Golgi complexes and endoplasmic reticulum 

could not be seen in these cells. 

In the cell bearing only microvilli the cytoplasm is granular 

(oither ribosomes or glycogen) and contains some mitochondria which are 

scattered in the cytoplasm. However, there is a Golgi complex present 

in this cell, closely applied to the upper edge of the nucleus. It is 

composed of four cisternae containing a substance of medium electron 

density and to one end of these cisternae are a number of vesicles con

taining a similar substance. The nature of this secretion i. unknown. 

There is no evidence of an endoplasmic retiCUlum but it may be reduced. 

At the upper edges of the junctions of the epidermal cells 
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there is a small indent and space between two abutting cells. The depth 

o 
of this gap varies somewhat but is on average about 4600A, whilst 

• Wondrak (1968) found a depth of 2000A in Arion rufus. Ovtracht (1967) 

o ~ 

noted a depth of 5000A in the IOU 1 tifid gland of Helix pomatia, and Laine 

• • 
one of 2000A to 8000A in Agriolimax reticu1atus. Thus the results on the 

pedal gland in Arion hortensis resemble quite closely those of the 

multifid gland of Helix pomatia which is interesting since they are both 

internal glands. The inner third of this indent has a thickened electron 

dense desmosome applied to it and this whole region is termed the zonula 

o 
adhaerens. The width of the zonula adhaerens is approximately 408A at 

• the thickened base but widens at the cell surface to l26SA. Wondrak 

• • found this width to be 200A, whilst Ovtracht noted one of 100 to 180A 

~ 0 

and Laine one of 350 and lOOOA. 

Below this zonula adhaerens is a zonula septata or septate 

desmosome. One such structure is seen in Plate 6, where three inter-

cellular bridges are clearly visible linking the two cellular ... brances 

• 
and the distance between the two cells is reduced to only 163A. The 

distance that is covered by the zonula septata i. not known because of 

oblique sections, but it seems from the lateral ... branes of the 

ciliated/microvillar cells that the cell boundaries meander con.iderably 

and may show 'bloated' regions where the two adjacent .. mbrane. are 

widely separated. Whether this separation represent. a nor.al teature or 

i~ induced by fixation is not known. 

Plate 7 illustrates a zonula septata between an epithelial cell 

and an interstitial cell or part of a aucocyte. The double .tructure of 

• 
the unit membrane can be seen and the distance .. parating the two is loBA. 

The distance between the two electron dens. bands of the unit ... bran. i • 

• about 32 Ao The intercellular bridges linking the unit ... brane. 

appear to be coaposed of two parallel electron den.e band. (using a mag-

nifying eyepiece), but this is not clear. 
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In Plate 6 there is a large area between the epidermal cells 

which contains some mitochondria, thin fibres and some membrane-bound 

vesicles whose appearance varies depending on the density of the central 

core. This latter may be pale to very electron-dense, bounded by a pale 

region. The whole 'cell', if it is one, is membrane-bound, and its 

nature is unknown. 

Plate 8 illustrates the region between the two epithelial 

humps in the lower epidermis. The variation in ciliation between the 

central and lateral bands of the lower epidermis as described in the 

light microscopy section (LM.4(~ pp ~9 ) is evident here. Parts of the 

two ciliated humps can be seen encompassing the central band. In the 

central region the epidermis is quite distorted and the whole area is 

filled by parts of mature mucocytes, discharging or about to discharge. 

The mucocytes contain individual or coalesced sacs of secretion and these 

sacs may be seen whole or ruptured in the lumen. There are no obvious 

epidermal cells present in this central region, but there are a few 

scattered cilia present which are attached to reduced amounts of cyto

plasm which presumably are parts of distorted epidermal cells. Hence the 

number of cilia present is a reflection of the number of epidermal cells 

present: they are closely packed in the humps where the cilia are very 

numerous and very scattered or reduced in the central band. No micro

villi are evident in the central region, but this might be because of the 

low magnification. Two small nuclei are present below the gland masses 

in the central r<~gion and these are probably epidermal nuclei displaced 

by the secretion. This would agree with the finding of few~and basally 

situated, nuclei in this central region in the light microscopy 

LM.4(~ pp t9 ). More will be said concerning the secretion (pp'~~-~) 

and the mechanism of discharge (EHI.(4) (ii)d. pp~I-I~3~) later. The 

central band is not always quite so disrupted as it appears in Plate 8 

and this is the only difference that is seen in the pedal gland along its 
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length, since the patch of young cells at the anterior end of the gland 

were not seen with the electron microscope. In the regions of the gland 

closest to the gland pore (and extending inwards from that point for 

about one-third of the length of the gland) there is evidence of more dis

charging cells. Further along the gland, discharging cells intermingle 

with the epidermal cells and consequently less disruption occurs and more 

cilia are present (Plate 9). 

Plate 9 also shows that the base of the cilium is encased in a 

small cytoplasmic sheath which is equivalent to the pedestal described by 

Wondrak (1968). 

The same plate illustrates the last feature to be discussed in 

relation to the lower epidermis. This is the presence of long, thin micro

tubules within the epidermal cells. These microtubules have a rather 

specific orientation, lying parallel to each other and passing from the 

apical region of the epidermal cell towards the base and at right angles 

to the apical surface. It is more usual for such tubules to lie parallel 

to the surface but Wondrak noticed a similar organisation of microtubule. 

in the foot sole epidermal cells of both Arion empiricorum and Arion rufus. 

He found that the epidermal cell organelles lay within these tubules; and 

also stated that, at least in Arion rufus, the bundles of fibrils divided 

at one end. Hubendick (1958) also described fibrils in the adhesive 

epithelium of the .alluBC, Acroloxus lacustris (MUller), and found them to 

run perpendicularly from cell base to cell surface, but their function was 

not discussed. Schmekel (1971) described bundles of fine tonofilaaents 

in the middle region of the mucous cells comprising part of the 

nudibranch genital system. 

The tubules are particularly noticeable around the ducts of the 

discharging mucocytes, and where the surface of the epidermis has been 

cut superficially the tubules appear to be converging on one point. Tbey 

seem to be associated with the epideraal cells of the central discharging 
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region. There is no evidence of their presence in the ciliated hump 

illustrated in Plates 4, 5 and 6, which had been treated as for Schedule 

5. These humps, when treated according to Schedule 1, appear to be very 

dense and the presence of microtubules can not be established. It does 

seem from the evidence that the microtubules are confined to the 

epithelial cells of the central region, but are often not visible here 

when the amount of secretion present is great and the epidermal cells 

are distorted and displaced. It is possible that they provide some 

support to the ducts which pass between the epidermal cells. A certain 

degree of rigidity may ensure that the duct remains open, and this could 

be necessary if discharge is effected by contraction of the muscles of 

the foot, as is believed. Movement may result in so.a of the ducts 

being closed if they lack some form of support. However, such an inter

pretation can only be supposition. Microtubules are not visible in 

Plate 8, possibly because of the low magnification. 

The next section will describe the ultrastructure of a 

'typical' pedal mucocyte. 

Dtl (4) 

(ii) The Pedal Mucocyte 

<a> Structure 

Plate 10 shows a fairly typical mucocyte, but it should be 

borne in mind that these cells undergo changes during the develo~ent of 

secretion, which will be discussed in the next section. This tissue is 

treated with uranyl acetate in the block and, as can be seen, good 

definition is obtained although the nuclei stain rather darkly. 

The components of the mucocyte can be seen to be a nucleus, 

rough endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi bodies, mitochondria and sacs of 

secretion. 

The nucleus is laterally positioned close to the cell boundary 
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possibly being displaced by secretion, for sometimes the nucleus adopts 

a central position. Plate 11 shows another interphase nucleus at 

higher magnification. This material has been treated with alcian blue 

in the block and once again the chromatin is stained very strongly. In 

order to obtain a picture of the nucleus that was not too dark it was 

necessary to under-develop the print, hence the rest of the cell con-

tents appear very pale. As can be seen the nucleus is quite regular in 

shape being slightly longer along one axis (7.75P-by 6.65~. This ovoid 

shape is fairly typical, but the long axis is usually slightly longer in 

relation to the short axis than is indicated here. 

The double membrane around the nucleus is visible although not 

so clear as in the epidermal cell seen in Plate 6, and nuclear pores can 

not be discerned. There could be several reasons for this, two depending 

on technique and two depending on actual structural differences. The 

first two involve accuracy of focus and obliquene.s of sectioning. The 

two structural differences are that the outer nuclear ... brane is 

bordered on its external surface by ribosomes and the perinuclear space 

(between the two membranes) is filled with small tubules. Although the 

structure of the perinuclear space is much like that in the endoplasmic 

reticulum, its width is much less than the ER cisternae, varying fro. 

o • 
about 350A to 450A, whilst the cisternae of the reticulu. is on average 

• l350A in this plate (in regions which are neither oblique Dor raaified). 

The similarity of perinuclear space and endopla .. ic reticulum was noted 

as early as 1955 by Watson, and the endoplasmic reticulum is believed 

to be an extension of the nuclear membrane. However, the space aay be 

narrower, and the tubular structure not in evidence (Plate 12). The 

reason for this is not known, but it may reflect so .. other functional 

state. Within the double nuclear membrane is the nucleopla .. , chromatin 

and nucleolus. The nucleopla .. cODsists of a pale matrix with more 

electron-dense material (diffuse chro .. tin?) in it, and contains the 
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patches of chromatin. As can be seen in Plate 11, these patches are 

numerous, many more than are evident in the epidermal nUClei (Plate 3). 

This is possibly related to the fact that the former nuclei must be 

very active in the secreting cells. There is a slight tendency for the 

chromatin patches to be arranged nearer to the nuclear membrane, although 

there are some central patches. However, chromatin is not present in an 

almost continuous band around the inner membrane in these nuclei, a. 

occurs in the epidermal nuclei. Again it is not clear whether this 

tendency to gravitate towards the membrane is due to fixation or whether 

this is a natural feature. One is inclined to think that it is a 

natural feature because the chromatin is not aggregated into large 

clumps, as might occur in bad fixation. 

A nucleolus is evident in Plate 11, being displaced to one 

end of the nucleus and towards the nuclear wall. It is not membrane 

bound and the two areas that comprise the nucleolus are visible. The 

very densely staining central core is termed the nucleone .. whilst the 

less dense outer region is the par. amorpha. 

Plate 13 shows the only example of a binucleolate nucleus 

found in the pedal mucocytes. This could .. an that it i. a rare 

occurrence or that possibly the nucleus has been .ectioned in an 

unusual plane. It might represent a longitudinal section of the nucleus 

showing a bipolar arrangement of nucleoli, whilst those nuclei showing 

only one nucleolus have been .ectioned in a tran.ver.e plane. 

The nucleus i. invariably embedded in ...... of endoplasmic 

reticulum (Plates 11 to 13), but a. more and more secretion is produced 

it begins to encroach on the nucleus and displace or reduce the 

reticulum. 

It is evident in the above plates that the endoplasmic 

reticulUm bears ribosomes externally and is filled with tubules 

internally. The system is envisaged as being composed of stacks of 
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ramifying membrane-bound cisternae as illustrated in Fig.30. 

Evidence of these ramifying cisternae can be seen in Plate l~. 

The changes in orientation of tubules within the ramifications woul~ 

result from the meetiny of two or more cisternae at anyone point, the 

cisternae being at perhaps 900 to one another. Since the cisternal 

tubules are believed to be distinctly orientated the different profiles 

of tubules would be expected when two cisternae meet. The orientation 

of the tubules will be discussed later (pp '~-'~2). In this highly 

structured endoplasmic reticulum the cisternae are fairly constant in 
o 0 

width, on average llOOA, although some parts appear wider, (up to 1700A), 

but this difference is never great except at points of ramification of 

the plates. The narrowest measurement between the walls of the endo-

• plasmic reticulum is 570A. These measurements fall into the range of 
o 0 

300A to 3000A described by Goldblatt (1969). At the points of ramific-

ation the measurements vary considerably, the one on Plate 15 measuring 

o 
about 3700A. The variations in width, excluding the ramifications, 

could be explained in terms of obliqueness of sectioning. 

The walls of the endopla .. ic reticulu. can be discerned in 

some places and it can be seen to be a typical unit ... brane, but only 

• • 53A wide. This measurement agrees well with the 50A given by Goldblatt 

The distance between each cisterna in the 'stack' is fairly 
o 

constant, averaging ~60A in the areas where the membranes can be dis-

cerned for accurate measurement, and this is much narrower than the 

• 1500A quoted by Goldblatt. Ribosomes line the external surface of the 

cisternal walls, and although their outline is not absolutely clear, 

their size would seem to be fairly constant. Plate 16 shows the ribo-

somes more clearly since the Alcian blue/Glutaraldehyde technique causes 

the chromatin and the ribosomes to appear .are electron dense. They are 

typically not entirely spherical, but tend to have a longer axis at 
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right angles to the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum. The average 
o 0 

length of the long axis is 2l8A, but it can be as much as 263A; whilst 

• the width is, on average, l43A. Toner ~ld Carr (1968) quoted an 

• 
average diameter of l50A which agrees with the width of the above ribo-

somes, but indicates a considerable extension of the axis perpendicular 

to the reticulum membrane. The reason for this is not known, but it 

might reflect a condition of increased activity. The measurements show 

there is some size fluctuation even on the same cisterna. Plate 16 also 

shows some regions of the endoplasmic reticulum which have been 

sectioned superficially so that a mass of ribosomes can be seen. The~e 

ribosomes are fairly evenly spaced, sometimes see_ing to be arranged in 

alternating rows, but not in rosettes. The distance between the ribo-
o 

somes varied, being on average 95A. Some areas of the endoplasmic 

reticulum wall are not covered with ribosomes, this could be where 'blebs' 

(pp. ''''9 ) are about to form. 

The arrangement of microtubules within the cisternae appears 

to be highly organised, although this is not clear in the micrographs 

because of oblique sectioning. They are very closely packed and their 

diameter constant. However, they are flattened in one direction so that 

• • the average length of the long axis is about 250A as opposed to l85A 

along the axis at right angles to the long axis. Wondrak (1969) found 

• these tubules to be about 200A wide in Arion rufus, quite si.ilar to 

that in A. hortensis. Because of this uniformity of size and shape, it 

is possible that these tubules are rather rigid in construction or 

turgid. The walls of the tubules appear to be of a single layer, not 

the trilaminar structure of the unit membranes, and this will be con-

sidered later U"'~-IIfQ. 

Wondrak (1967, 1969) proposed that the arrangement of ER 

tubules in Arion empiricorum and Arion rufus (ventral sole gland cells 

and sole gland cella respectively) ia aa illustrated in Fig.3l. The 
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tubules are arranged radially from an approximately central point when 

seen in circular profile (transverse section). According to his 

diagrams the individual tubule is shaped rather like a cul-de-sac with 

the 'blind' end at the central point. He made no comment about the 

relationship of the ribosomes to these tubules and did not know what 

function they might serve. 

In Arion hortensis it has already been stated that the 

cisternae are in the form of plates and not cylindrical. One reason 

for this suggestion is that circular profiles are never seen. This 

could mean that the cisternae are very rigidly oriented so that their 

longitudinal outlines are always presented in section, but this would 

seem to be rather unlikely. However, if 'plates' of cisternae are 

accepted (Fig.30), then no matter whether sectioning is longitudinal or 

transverse, the long cisternal profile will be seen. The presence of 

such plates tends to be confirmed in Plate 17 where wide expanses of 

endoplasmic reticulum can be seen, representing tangentially sectioned 

plates. Thus Wondrak's interpretation must be modified for the pedal 

gland mucocytes of Arion hortensis. Since the fOnD of the endoplasmic 

reticulum is considered to be different then Wondrak's proposed organ

isation of the internal tubules must be altered since the arrangement 

illustrated in Fig.3l(ii) would not fit into the plate system. 

There are two possible alternatives for the organisation. The 

first is a modification of Wondrak'~ illustrated in Fig.32. The tubules 

would still represent small 'cul-de-sacs' passing from the membrane to 

an approximately central point within the cisterna. This arrangement 

would give the plates of circular profiles seen in Plate 17 when 

sectioned tangentially. This type of arrangement would see. to be borne 

out in Plate 18 where there is a distinct 'line' down the centre ot the 

cisterna where the two rows of tubules meet. Not all the tubules .. et 

in the centre of the ci.terna, so.. penetrate two-thirds of the way across 
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and the tubules opposing these extend for only one-third of the width, 

as in Fig,33. This would suggest that either the arrangement of 

tubules is not quite so orderly as indicated in Fig.32, or else that 

the appearance results from oblique sectioning. However, there are 

instances in a number of micrographs where some tubules extend from wall 

to wall. These can be seen in Plates 18, 19, 20 and 21. Such tubules 

would be impossible in either Wondrak's proposed arrangement or in that 

shown in Fig.32. It would seem therefore, that the tubules are less 

orderly, extending for varying lengths across the cisternae, although in 

the majority of cases two tubules would appear to meet centrally. 

An alternative construction would be the presence of tubules 

within the endoplasmic retiCUlum which run from wall to wall. If these 

tubules were to adopt a shallowly 'S'-shaped or wavy configuration then 

the difficulties already mentioned might be explained. They would 

appear as in Fig.3~(i). Sectioning cisternae containing ranks of these 

tubules would give the appearance of two tubules leading from an approx

imately central point, or from any other point. The two pieces would in 

fact be of two separate parts of adjacent 'bent' tubules, and the angle 

of sectioning would give the appearance of two short tubules meeting 

centrally, as illustrated in Fig.3~(ii). The angle ot sectioning would 

have to be very precise to give the appearance of a whole tubule (Fig.3~ 

(ii), section angle 2), and such an event would be rare. This is the 

case in the micrographs shown, where only one or two instances are 

visible in anyone Plate. 

Unfortunately, it is not easy to draw the construction 

accurately since it must be seen in 3-D. With a closely packed system 

of slightly bent, wall to wall tubules arranged in plate-like cisternae, 

the difficulties which have been .antioned can be eliminated. 

The principal problem re.aining is the relationBhlp of ribo

somes to the tubule. within the ci.ternae. Wondrak makes no mention of 
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this. It is a difficult problem because the tubules and ribosomes never 

appear with very clear outlines. In Plate 18 there is one region where 

there appears to be a 1:1 ratio of ribosomes to tubules, but in other 

counts the number of tubules to ribosomes is always more in the ratio of 

1.2 to 1. However, because of the relative lack of areas where counting 

is possible these figures cannot be taken as absolute. Since the ratio 

of tubules to ribosomes is very close it seems likely that there are 

ribosomes at both ends of the tubules rather than one ribosome at one end 

only, as shown in Fig.35. When a clear picture of tubules and ribosomes 

is seen, Plate 18, the ribosomes are apparently placed directly over the 

tubules as illustrated in Fig.35 and not over the adjacent walls. 

The two functions attributed to the endopla.mic reticulum are 

the separation of protein (produced on the ribosomes) fro. other cyto

plasmic components, and its transport. The arrangement of ribosomes 

over the tubules might suggest that proteins foraed on the riboso .. s 

under the influence of m-RNA and t-RNA in the cytoplaam might pass 

through the ER membrane into the tubules. The protein would then effect

ively be separated from the rest of the cytoplasm (Fig.36). 

However, it is not easy to see how the protein could be trans

ported in such a system when the tubule walls would be acting as 

barriers, unless the protein can move between the .. mbranes - these 

latter are not typical unit membranes as has already been .. ntioned (pl~O). 

One alternative to the nature of the tubules is that perhaps 

the 'walls' of the tubules are protein 'strings' and it was tor that 

reason that the deamination and pepsin schedules were applied (Schedules 

3 and 4). After deamination the tubules appear rather more distinct 

although they have contracted slightly away from the cisternal walls 

(Plate 22). The relative clarity could be due to the removal ot free 

.-ino acids, which might be somewhat electron-dense thus reducing the 

contrast between the walls and contents of the tubule.. It is also 
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interesting to note that the secretion appears to be considerably 

damaged and this would agree with the histochemical findings (LM.4 viii 

pp. 90 where metachromasia is lost after deamination, suggesting 

that the metachromatic groups are attached to protein. Plates 23 and 

24 show the effect of pepsin. Again the secretion has been damaged, 

but in this instance the structures within the cisternae of the endo-

plasmic reticulum have also been very damaged. Some outlines of the 

tubules are visible (Plate 23) but the contents are very disorganised. 

However, this is also true of the other cell components, except the 

nucleus and the ribosomes. It seems likely that the pepsin is destroy-

ing all the protein within the tissue. Because of the daaage to the 

tubules it is quite possible that the tubule walls are proteinaceous 

and not of the lipid/protein type ---- this finding would agree with 

the earlier mention that the walls of the tubules were of a single 

layer (pp. I~). The formation of cylinders of protein from the ribo-

somes would appear to be a rather unlikely proposition, but past workers 

have found such structures in the endoplasmic reticulwa and believe the. 

to be secretory products. De Martino et al. (1969) described tubular -
structures within the endothelial endoplasmic reticulu. in the glomerular 

capillaries of the rhesus monkey and nephritic man, but they did not 

appear like those in Arion hortensis. They suggested that the tubular 

system might originate from the organisation of secretory products, and 

this could provide some backing for the suggestion that the tubules in 

the endoplasmic reticulum of Arion might be secretory products. 

A further suggestion that the tubules in the endoplasmic 

reticulum might be secretory products was reiterated by Valeri et a1. 

(1971) working on the rough endoplasmic reticulum of the pars inter

media of the hypophysis of aufo paracnemis (LJ. Not all the cisternae 

contained tubules and the workers found that ani.als kept in darkness 

for three to four days lost these tubules and they believed that this 
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was evidence for the secretory nature of the tubules. The tubules 

appeared as in Fig.J7, unlike those in Arion hortensis, but this could 

still be evidence that the tubules are of a secretory nature. 

Spitznas ~. (1971) described, in some of the inner fibro-

blasts of the rabbit sclera the presence of two types of structures. 

The first was composed of two bands, running parallel toach other and 

to the cisternal membrane. These bands were divided up into electron 

dense and electron translucent units as shown in Fig.38 (i). Fig.38 (ii) 

shows the second type of structure in the rough endoplasmic reticulum, 

namely cross striations produced by alternating dark and light zones with 

o 
a periodicity of 200A. They were positioned at right angles to each 

other or were slightly tilted towards the limiting .aabranes of the 

cisternae. This latter description and measurement fits quite well with 

the tubules in A. hortensis, but those in Arion are clearly cylindrical. 

Transitions between the two types of structure could be seen in one 

cisterna of the sclera. Spitznas !i-!!. believed that these structures 

were the result of an accumulation of synthesised substances in the 

cisternae of the reticulum and that these substances crystallise to for. 

the inclusions. This interpretation waa based on a auggeation aade by 

Fawcett (1964) that proteins crystallise if they exceed a certain con-

centration in the endoplasmic reticulum. Thus it would aeea that the 

tubular structures in the ER may result fro. the crystalliaation of 

proteins when present in exceasive quantities. 

Lastly, Chandra (1968) described undulating tubulea in the 

endopla .. ic reticulum in the pathologic tissuea in huaan cell linea. He 

proposed two possible arrange.ents of the tubules as shown in Fig.39. 

He believed that these inclusions were not viral but represented 

'morphologic manifestations of pathologic changes occurring in affected 

cells' ••••• a slightly different interpretation from that ot the other 

workers·. 

Froa these results it seeaa possible that the tubules within 
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the endoplasmic reticulum of Arion hortensis could result from the 

crystallisation of large quantities of protein. The results with pepsin 

may add some wei~ht to this interpretation. If this is so, it is inter

esting that a similar structure was found in the ventral and sole gland 

cells of Arion empiricorum and Arion rufus, and nowhere else. This 

would seem to suggest that this pattern of crystallisation is unique to 

the type of protein produced by these cells, and may even be character

istic of one type of secretion in the Arionidae. 

A second type of endoplasmic reticulum is occasionally seen 

in the pedal glruld, and is illustrated in Plate 25. the cisternae are 

more distended and the internal tubules are shorter and very disorgan

ised, such that 'spaces' are present between the pieces of tubules, 

only short cylinders or their circular profiles being visible. Ribo

somes still line the walls externally in a fairly orderly manner. More

over, in the central patch of disorganised endoplasmic reticulum the 

walls of the cisternae appear to have broken down and the contents of 

the ER and the secretion are confluent. Because of the presence of 

these pieces of tubules, it is believed that the highly structured and 

the disorganised cisternae represent one and the s.-& type of endo

plasmic reticulum, the disorganised reticulum repre .. nting an exhausted 

stage in a dying cell. This interpretation tends to be confir8ed by the 

presence of a myelin figure, which i. believed to be produced in dying 

tissue when normal membrane systems break down. Mitochondria and Golgi 

complexes were also present in this .. ss, Plate 26. The mitochondria 

appear no~al but the Golgi complex is also very distended which is 

unusual, and could indicate cell disruption. 

Nuclei are hardly ever seen in association with these dis

organised "sses, the only example photographed is .. en in part in 

Plate 34; it i. rather elongated and considerably flattened in co.

parison with those of 'no~all mucocytes. Moreover, the nucleopla .. 

appears .ore.ectron dense than in the other cells and this could 
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reflect some change in its physical state. If the mucocytes are con

tinuously producing secretion as is believed, then eventually one would 

expect the cell to become exhausted and therefore some evidence of cell 

decay might appear. 

Associated with the endoplasmic reticulum are Golgi complexes, 

mitochondria and sacs of secretion. Plate 10 shows the Golgi complexes 

at low magnification. They seem to be scattered throughout the mucocyte 

and not just centred around the nucleus, although a spatial relationship 

between the nucleus and Golgi complex has been established in chick 

pancreas and the cells of plasma cell tumours (cf. Zeigel and Dalton 

1962) • 

The Golgi complex is composed of stacks of parallel, flattened 

cisternae, some of the cisternae being very narrow and others very dis

tended. Such a system is illustrated in Plate 27 between the cisternae 

of the endoplasmic reticulum. 

The Golgi complex is generally accepted as displaying polarity 

in the production of secretion (Favard 1969; Novikoff and Shin 1964). 

There is a forming face which receives materials from the endoplasmic 

reticulum, and a mature face where Goigi vacuoles are separated. S.ooth 

surfaced vesicles containing protein separate from the endoplasmic 

reticulum and fuse with the Golgi cisternae, supplying both extra 

membrane and protein. Membrane-bound sacs containing secretion are pro

duced on the mature face. Thus, there is a progression in the production 

of secretion across the Golgi complex. The .ppearance of the Golgi ca.

plex, in Plate 27, is not quite sO straightforward, for there would 

appear to be two mature faces, although larger vesicles are present on 

one face. The probable explanation for this lies in the generally 

accepted shape of the Golgi complex (Favard 1969), that is, that the 

cisternae are somewhat concave as shown in Fig.40. If this concave 

arrangement of disc-like cisternae were to be .ectioned tangentially •• 
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indicated in Fig.40 then the appearance would be rather like that seen 

in Plate 27. A more typically shaped complex can be seen in Plate 28, 

where there is one forming face and one mature face apparent. The 

cisternae are usually elongated and flattened centrally, but become dis-

tended at their ends as they fill with secretion. The number of cister-

nae per stack varies somewhat but it is usually between four and seven. 

Moreover, the diameter of the cisternae of two individual Golgi com-

plexes appea~to vary considerably, as can be seen by comparing Plates 

27 and 28, but this could be due to the angle of sectioning. 

In the complex seen in Plate 27 the narrowest distance across 

• • one cisterna is on average l6oA, widening at its ends to about 785A. 

However, this latter figure is rather misleading since the ends may be 

hardly distended at all or vastly more distended. The sac labelled 

Sac.l in Plate 27 represents a Golgi cisterna on the mature face which 

has filled with secretion but as yet has not separated from the complex. 

Sac.2 has filled with secretion, is separating from the complex and now 

represents a single sac of secretion. 

As said before the membranes of the complex are smooth and do 

not appear to display the trilaminar unit membrane. Instead they seem 

o 
to be a single structure measuring 53A across - identical in measurement 

to that of the endoplasmic reticulum, but the latter membrane was 

believed to be a unit membrane. However, Be .. s and Kessel (1968) and 

Favard (1969) state that the Golgi cisterna has a unit membrane and 

oblique sectioning may give the appearance of a single structure. 

Numerous vesicles can be seen in the region between the endo-

plasmic reticulum and the ends of the cisternae, they are of mediu. 

electron density rather like the contents of the endoplas.ic reticulum, 

but not tubular, and are bound by smooth membranes. It is not possible 

to determine the nature of these smooth meabranes but again their 

o 
width i. in the region of 52A. The vesicles are spherical with an 

• 
average diameter of about 480A. 
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The secretion within the cisternae appears principally electron

translucent but containing the threads of material of medium electron 

density, and these appear to be somewhat aggregated in Sac.2. More will 

be said concerning the secretion later (pp\S~-15b). The thread-like 

material is only clearly evident in the distended ends and vacuoles of 

the Golgi complex, it is not clear in the very narrow portions of the 

cisternae. 

There is no evidence of vesicles budding off the endoplasmic 

reticulum in Plate 27, and in Plate 28 a group of four vesicles can be 

seen between the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi complex, but again 

no direct connection can be seen. In Plate 29, however, there is some 

evidence of a connection between these and the endoplasmic reticulum. 

The vesicles seem to be pinched off the endoplasmic reticulum and appear 

as if on short stalks(in Fi9.41} Essner and Novikotf (1962) noted a 

similar event in hepatoma cells. In addition, it would appear that the 

ribosomes are lost in that part of the ER cisterna which is budding, as 

seen in Plate 29 but more clearly in Plate 28. This lack ot ribosomes 

in endoplasmic reticulum adjacent to Golgi complexes was noted by Zeigel 

and Dalton (1962)0 The vesicles thus for.ed provide ... branes and 

proteins to the Golgi, necessary since both are lost at the .. ture tace. 

It is evident that the Golgi complex 'packa' the secretion 

into .. mbrane-bound vesicles, but it is believed that the secretion also 

becomes modified within the coaplexo Most of the evidence for this has 

ca.e from other workers' radioautographic investigations. The proteins 

for the secretion are supplied by the endopla .. ic reticulum, but carbo

hydrate units appear to be added in the Golgi ca.plex ••• thus the 

glucuronic acid units ot the pedal gland secretion would be added here. 

When pure protein secretions are involved the Golgi complex .. y act as 

a packaging system, concentrating the secretion, as tor instance in 

zymogen granules of the pancreas (Zeigel and Dalton 1962). The principal 
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radioautographic work was conducted by Neutra and Leblond (1966a) using 

glucose-H3,on the goblet cells of the rat colon. Labelled material was 

found in the Golgi complexes only five minutes after the injection was 

administered, but none of the other cell organelles or secretion was 

labelled. After twenty minutes the Golgi complexes were still labelled, 

as were nearby mucigen granules; and after forty minutes the granules 

were labelled but the Golgi complexes were clear. Thus a whole complex 

or its contents would appear to be replaced in less than forty minutes. 

This illustrates firstly that carbohydrates are added at the Golgi 

level; and secondly, the rapidity of turnover of the secretion. Even 

more interesting were the results obtained when these authors applied 

peracetic acid-,-glucuronidase to the sections before labelling. They 

found that the radioautographic reactions in the Golgi complex and 

mucigen were largely removed, although there was some acatter over the 

rest of the cytoplasm. From the effect of this enzyme it aee.s that the 

secretiona of the rat colon and the pedal gland of Arion both contain 

glucuronic acid groups, and therefore it seems very likely that the 

carbohydrate units are added in the Golgi complex of Arion as well. 

Labelling would be lost from the Golgi complex as already described. 

Normally the monosaccharides necessary to produce the carbohydrate, 

under the influence of synthetases and transferases, would be derived 

from the diet. This latter point was illustrated by Bennett (1970) who 

injected rats with galactose-H3 and found it to be incorporated in the 

Goigi coaplex of the duodenal coluanar cells after at .inutes. He 

suggested that the rapidity of labelling indicated that the galactose 

passed straight to the Golgi complex where it combined with the protein 

.oiety. 

In a second paper (1966b) Neutra and Leblond repeated the 

labelling with glucose-H3 • together with galactose~H3 and followed these 

by enzyme digestions. Again the Goigi region was the only one showing 

signs of synthesis of co.plex carbohydrates. Both Hollande (1966) and 
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Ovtracht et ale (1969) were able to isolate mucopolysaccharides in the 

multifid gland of Helix pomatia. Moreover, Jennings and Florey (1956), 

working with mammalian stomachs and intestines, and Lane !!-!J. (196~), 

on colonic goblet cells, found that labelled sulphur,s35, was incorpor-

ated into the secretion at the level of the Golgi complex. .~ 
Th1ery 

(1969) went further, however, and demonstrated, in the goblet cells of 

Brunner's gland, the presence of mucopolysaccharides in some of the 

vesicles between the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi complex. This 

showed that the linking of carbohydrate to protein could begin to occur 

in these vesicles which will eventually fuse with Golgi cisternae. 

However, the Golgi complex was also found to function in the synthesis 

of the secretion. No mucopolysaccharide was ever found in the endoplasmic 

reticulum. 

Many other examples could be cited to illustrate the involve-

ment of the Golgi complex in the synthesis of mucoid substances. 

One last mention will be on the work of aa.bourg ~. (1969) 

working with the rat. Again they found complex carbohydrates in the 

Golgi complexes, but they used staining methods on the ultrathin sections 

and found a gradient of staining across the complex, 80 that the .ost 

dense staining was on the .ature face. This is further evidence for the 

polarity of the Golgi complex, and also for the presence of carbohydrates 

within them. They also mentioned the finding of acid phosphatases and 

other hydrolases in some Golgi complexes and suggested that these could 

be part of the lysosomal system within the ani .. l. Thus, the Goigi ca.-

plex appears to be involved in the synthesis of .uco- or glyco-proteins 

in many actively secreting cells, but may alao elaborate a carbohydrate 

.aiety for the lysosomal system. 

The rapidity of turnover within the Golgi complex has already 

been mentioned. It is possibly illustrated by the relative aaounts of 

endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi coaplex within a mucocyte, the voluae of 
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the endoplasmic reticulum being much greater than that of the Golgi com

plex, Plate 13. As intimated earlier, it is believed that new membranes 

are supplied to the Golgi complex by the vesicles from the endoplasmic 

reticulum. However, other workers have suggested alternative origins: 

from the nuclear envelope, and the cell membrane. For instance, 

Flickinger (1969) showed, in Amoeba proteus, that the production of Goigi 

complexes was dependent on the nucleus, since no Golgi complexes could 

be identified in an enucleate animal after five days. On the introduction 

of a nucleus, Golgi complexes began to appear after 15 minutes. Since no 

normal sized complexes were seen in the cytoplasm immediately after 

renucleation he assumed that none had been transferred with the nucleus, 

and so replication from other such complexes could be eliminated. However 

such replication may occur in normal animals. The source of the new 

membranes was thought to be the endoplasmic reticulum, as in Arion, since 

the Golgi complexes in renucleates contained a dense substance rather 

like that in the endoplasmic reticulum of enucleated and recently renuc

leated cells. Also direct continuity between the Golgi cisternae and the 

rough endoplasmic reticulum could be seen in some renucleated .moebae. 

This continuity was absent in normal specimens and was not a feature of 

other cells. For these reasons he believed that the rough endoplasmic 

reticulum would also be involved in the maintenance of existing Golgi 

complexes. 

Daniels (1964), however, believed the Golgi co_plexes derived 

from the plasmalemma in Pelomyxa illinoisansis, the giant ..aeba. He 

found that the plasmalemma vesicles, derived either by pinocytosis or 

phagocytosis, flattened or invaginated to form the Golgi complexes in 

both experimental and normal animals. The reason for his deduction was 

that the plasmalemma in Pelomyxa was fringed and .. terial very like this 

was found lining the pinocytotic vesicles on the foraing face of the 

Golgi complex. Flickinger commented on this, noting that fringe 
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material was also evident on the plasmalemma of Amoeba proteus, but the 

forming Golgi complexes of renucleates contained material like that in 

the rough endoplasmic reticulum. He suggested that the fringe material 

was actually formed in the Golgi complex and transferred in vesicles to 

form part of the plasmalemma. This illustrates another problem of work-

ing with the static images provided by micrographs, and that is the 

establishment of the direction of movement of the vesicles involved. 

Bonneville and Weinstock (1969) made a similar deduction for the origin 

of the plasma membrane of the absorptive cells of Xenopus, prior to 

metamorphosis. 

Kessel (1971) noted small 'blebs' from the outer layer of the 

nuclear envelope of the embryonic cells of the grasshopper. These blebs 

separated from the membrane to become vesicles which fused to produce 

an endoplasmic reticulum cisterna which then began to produce small 

vesicles as in the other cells, which contribute to the Golgi cisterna. 

The conclusion seems to be that the Golgi complex may originate 

from the nuclear membrane or the endoplasmic reticulua. the latter being 

under nuclear control. 

Whaley (1966) suggested that the nuclear origin of the complex 

may be confined to embryonic cells such as illustrated by Kessel (1971). 

but that the endoplasmic reticulum may take over after this. No relation-

ship of Golgi with nucleus is evident in the pedal aucocyte of Arion, but 

all the animals dealt with were adult. 

After a consideration of the Golgi complex, the next organelle 

to be considered is the mitochondrion. 

Plate 29 shows such an organelle and the double ... brane encoa-
o 

passing it can be seen. being about 79A wide. The inner ..-brane is 

believed to be convoluted to fora the cristae which pa.s aero •• the aito-

chondrial matrix, but such a relationship i. not vi.ible in Arion. In 

Plate 29 these cristae do not appear to be uniformly organised in anyone 
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direction, but this could be an effect of the angle of sectioning. 

There is some evidence, from other sections, that they are diagonal • 

• The cristae have an average width of l49A but they vary along their 

length, often appearing somewhat dilated. It is not possible to ascertain 

the number of cristae present because of lack of clarity, but they seem to 

be fairly numerous, up to about 14 in numbero The inside of the cristae 

appears pale like the material between the inner and outer membrane, but 

the matrix of the mitochondrion is quite denseo It is elongated in one 

plane and has rounded ends, but it may also be bent with the contour or 

the cell organelles. The sizes of the mitochondria also vary, but this 

could reflect differences of sectioning angle as well as possible size 

variations. The longest specimen measured is 1.44p-and the widest O.25pm. 

They lie, very closely applied to, and between the cisternae ot 

the endoplasmic reticulum, but occasionally they can be seen near the 

nuclear membrane or the secretion sacs. The mitochondria may be very 

numerous in anyone place, for instance in Plate 30, where there are 

about fourteen in an area of about 64~. The actual number may be slightly 

less than this because a bent mitochondrion could be sectioned througb 

more than once. This large number of mitochondria suggests an area of 

very high activity, as might be expected in a secretory cell. 

Within the matrix are a number of almost spherical, very 

• • electron-dense particles. Their size varies from about 250A to 440A in 

diameter. Pasquali - Ronchetti et ale (1969) found calcium and magnesium 

to be present in these regions together with some unspecified component thought 

to be lipido However, their function within the mitochondrion is not 

The last component within the pedal mucocyte is, of course, the 

secretion sac. Plate 10 shows several of these sacs, which result from 

the filling of Golgi cisternaeo The size of these sacs varies as do their 
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contents. As in Plate 10 some sacs appear palely electron-dense with some 

denser threads in them, whilst others appear principally electron-trans

lucent with some thicker, darker threads present, but both types discharge. 

Plates 31 and 32 show the secretion at higher magnifications (and stained 

with alcian blue in glutaraldehyde, which enhances the mucoid secretion). 

The darker and paler secretions are clear and it seem that the darker 

secretion is formed by the aggregation of the nodular thread-like 

material within the matrix and the secretion may even appear as a retic

ulum (Plate 32). The variation in aggregation may reflect aome bio

physical difference between them. The sacs closest to the Golgi complex 

appear to be the mainly electron-translucent type with sa.e electron 

dense threads (Plate 27). 

This variation in aggregation is quite usual, no matter which 

schedule of fixation is used, but the Alcian blue technique makes the 

secretion more electron dense. The darker m.terial is often, but not 

always, found in coalesced sacs of secretion, but both types can be aeen 

in the gland lumen. As more sacs of secretion are produced by the Golgi 

complex, these sacs begin to coalesce, possibly due to pressurea within 

the cell, and the separate membranes rupture to allow the aecretiona to 

mingle. Such a coalescence of mucous aacs was abaent in the muCus of the 

genital tracts of the nudibranchs (Schmekel 1971). However, not all the 

membranes rupture before the secretion is discharged into the gland lumen 

as can be seen in Plate 8. It is possible that in the extreme situation 

caused by dissecting the live animal, some ... brane-bound s.cs may be 

discharged which usually are not. Freeman (1966) s.w so.e .ucous drop

lets discharged still .. mbrane-bound, wbilst others coalesced, just as in 

Arion hortensis, and also described the mucus .s being stringy and 

granular. 

The nature of the .. mbrane limiting the sacs is Dot very clear, 

due to obliqueness of section, but in Plate 32 it would see. to be • 
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typical unit membrane, suggesting again that unit membranes must be 

present in the Goigi complex. 

(b) Distribution 

Having considered the components of the pedal mucocyte, a 

brief mention will be made of their distribution round the lumen and of 

the tissue they are embedded in. 

The distribution of the mucocytes is shown in Fig.~2. The 

mucocytes lie in two lateral bands, sometimes extending above the upper 

epidermis of the lumen, as can be seen in Plate 1, and also lying below 

the ciliated hummocks (Plate 10). They are generally very closely packed 

together. The main area of discharge is, as has already baen mentioned, 

in the central 'well' between the two hummocks, Plate 8. 

The mucocytes are surrounded by the muscular tissue of the foot, 

as in Plate 13, where a mucocyte in the depths of the gland is almost Com-

pletely surrounded by muscle fibres. Two connective tissue nuclei and 

their surrounding cytoplasm are also visible. These latter nuclei are a 

little more irregular in outline, much more so than those of the pedal 

mucocytes. The chromatin is present as isolated patches within the 

nucleoplasm as well as in a fairly thin band round the inner membrane. 

The details of the cytoplasm are not evident. 

The individual mucocytes tend to be separated by very .. all 

muscle fibres and collagen fibres in some intercellular substance, and 

can be seen in Plate 10. Plate 33 shows so.. of these collagen fibres 

in the intercellular matrix and as can be seen the fibres are very 

closely applied to the outer surface of the mucocyte. This region is not 

clear in the micrograph because of the granularity of the print, but sa.. 

of these fibres are of considerable length and the banding on the fibres 
o 

can also be seen. Their width is very constant, at about 155A. The 

collagen fibres would presumably provide so.. fora of strengthening for 
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the tissue. 

The last point to be considered in relation to the pedal 

mucocyte is its innervation. In all the investigations on the gland the 

only evidence of nerves associated with the mucocytes is seen in Plate 

10, where a small nerve can be seen. The only other nerve to be seen is 

in Plate 4, immediately below the lower epidermis of the lumen. The 

possibility that these nerves may be involved in discharge will be dis

cussed later (pp lb'-Ib~). Vondrak (1967, 1969) described vegetative 

nerve endings closely applied to the gland cell bodies of the ventral and 

lateral sole gland cells of Arion empiricorum and Arion rufus. These 

nerves contained synaptic vesicles, which sometimes appeared electron 

translucent and in other instances electron dense. Some ot these light 

and dark vesicles can be seen in Plate 4 in the nerve just below the 

lower epidermis. 

The last pages have considered the pedal .ucocyte, the ti •• ue 

it is embedded in, and has discussed the production of .ecretion. Thi. 

production can be summarised as followso The protein moiety is pro

duced on the ribosomes lining the wall. of the endopl ••• ic reticulu. 

under the influence of the messenger RNA from the nucleu., the unit. tor 

the protein being supplied by the tran.fer RNA. By aa.e un.pecified 

mechanism the protein units pass into the endoplasmic reticulu. which 

results in their separation from the rest ot the cytopl.... Transport 

ot proteins may also occur in the reticulumo The tubules within the ER 

may represent some permanent structure or else they .. y reflect the 

protein itself. Small vesicles bud ott from the ci.ternae and represent 

transition element. between the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi 

complexes. The walls of the cisternae fro. whence budding occur. are 

.. ooth, having lost their ribosa.es. The ve.icles are ... brane-bound 

and contain .. all amount. of protein. Whether aodific.tion of the 

secretion begins in these ve.icl •• , a. suggested by Thi~ry (1969), i. 
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not known. These vesicles fuse at the forming face of the Golgi com

plex to produce new cisternae for this organelle. There is a stepwise 

progression of these cisternae across the complex towards the mature 

face and during this time the secretion is modified, since the muco

polysaccharide fraction is added at this level. At the mature face a 

full secretion sac is produced and this gradually becomes displaced into 

the cytoplasm. As more sacs of secretion develop they begin to coalesce 

until the whole cell is filled with secretion and is ready to discharge 

into the lumen between the ciliated humps of the lower epidermis. The 

secretion is then carried forward on the cilia to the anterior pore of 

the gland where it is dispersed over the foot sole. 

During the development of the secretion, the mucocyte under

goes some changes in appearance. Plate 34 shows a fairly young 

specimen, containing a large nucleus with scattered patches of chra.atin, 

so .. being applied to the inner membrane. There are relatively large 

.. ounts of rough endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria are numerous, 

suggesting that there is high energy consumption within the cell, which 

is to be expected since the cell is actively secreting. Golgi complexes 

are quite numerous and associated with the mature face are a few sacs of 

secretion, which occupy approximately 20% of the cell. The patches are 

isolated, usually being somewhat peripheral in position. However, three 

groups of sacs are found quite close to the nucleus. Plate 13 shows a 

similar young mucocyte, but with the secretion sacs beginning to 

coalesce. Plate 10 shows a slightly more developed mucocyte and the 

nucleus appears to be .. aller and to have been displaced to one side, 

but this could be misleading since the angle of sectioning may be giYing 

a false impression. The single and coalesced sacs occupy so .. 7~ ot 

the cell in this section, the secretion tending to occupy the two pole. 

of the cell. The endoplasmic reticulua foras a peripheral layer and a 

central patch. Mitochondria, apparently tewer In number, 11. between the 
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cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum, and the Golgi complexes are 

generally between these cisternae and the sacs of secretion. 

Plate 35 shows a mucocyte whose secretion has almost filled the 

central region of the cell. The endoplasmic reticulum appears .. inly to 

be confined to the circumference of the cell and the Golgi complexes are 

also peripherally placed between the ER and the sacs of secretion. It 

would seem from these plates that as more secretion is produced the 

.. ount of endoplasmic reticulum and the number of Golgi complexes and 

mitochondria are reduced, together with their displac .. ent to the periph

ery of the mucocyte. However, a positive state.ent about this change in 

quantity cannot safely be made because the point of sectioning within 

the cells cannot be determined accurately. It is possible that .ast of 

the endoplasmic reticulum and other cell organelles become displaced to 

the base of the cell, only a amall quantity ot ER etc. being left round 

the periphery of the upper reaches of the cell. Sectioning across the 

upper reaches ot a cell would then give the iapression ot a large amount 

of secretion and few organelles as indicated in Fig.43, which could 

well be the case in the pedal .ucocyte,but it is possible that so .. 

reduction of volume ot cell organelles also occurs. 

Plate 36 shows a higher .. gnification of the type ot cell 

illustrated in Plate 35. The majority of the cell is tilled with 

secretion, and the endopla .. ic reticulum and mitochondria are pressed to 

the periphery of the cell. 

The mature mucocytes are seen in Plate '7 where the secretion 

completely fills the~only remnants of endopla .. ic reticulum appearing 

round the cell walls. These are the cells which discharge into the gland 

lumen. However, again they could be the ducts of cells which have be .. 

sectioned, as illustrated in Fig.43. 

other workers have noted the compression of cell organelles 

during the process of secretion. Hollaaan (196,) observed that a. 
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secretion was produced in the goblet cells of the rat intestine, the 

nucleus, mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum became pressed at the 

base of the cell, so much so that their limits were hardly discernible. 

Likewise, Freeman (1966) noted that the Golgi cisternae were compressed 

to the lateral margins of the cell or between the mucus and the nucleus. 

Similarly, the endoplasmic reticulum cisternae became laterally or 

basally compressed and the other cell organelles were contained in 

minute amounts of cytoplasm between the mucous droplets. 

The change in proportions of the cell components and secretion 

would account for the non-metachromatic and metachromatic mucocytes that 

are seen in the light microscope investigation (LM.4 viii pp 90-91 ). 

The non-metachromatic cells are those which contain large amounts of 

endoplasmic reticulum and relatively little secretion, since the protein 

present in the reticulum would obscure any metachra.asia. However, as 

soon as the amount of secretion increases in relation to the endoplasmic 

reticulum then the cells will begin to show it. The cells below the 

centre of the lower epidermis are completely tilled with secretion and 

hence strong metachromasia is apparent in this region. Atter treatment 

with RNase the suppressing effect of the protein associated with it is 

lost. 

(c) The Origin of the Pedal Hucocytes 

There is no evidence of very young stages in the develo~nt 

ot the mucocytes, the youngest type being that seen in Plate 34 where 

large quantities ot endoplasmic reticulua are present, and this would 

seem to be a quite highly developed cell. Nor is there any evidence ot 

cell division in either the epider.ia or the connective tiasue. It ia 

possible that develo~ent could occur trOD the nu .. roua connective 

tissue cella, auch as illustrated in Plate 13 but no evidence is avail

able for this. Ch~tail and Binot's (1967) tindings on the geneaia ot 
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the pedal gland in the embryo of Arion rufus would seem to be relevant 

to that in Arion hortensis since they both belong to the same genus. 

They found a dual origin for the gland, the epidermis being ectodermal 

and the mucocytes being mesodermal. Therefore, it is possible that when 

new mucocytes develop they do so from connective tissue cells. Since 

it is believed that the mucocytes fill and discharge continuously, 

replacements are probably only required when the mucocytes become 

exhausted, and this has not been detected. 

(d) Mechanism of Discharge in the Pedal Mucocytes 

Since there is no evidence of cell division or of very young 

mucocytes it would seem that the cells may secrete and discharge con

tinuously or cyclically throughout the life of the animal. The lack ot 

cell division seems to confirm the suggestion, proposed in the light 

microscope section (LM.4 xii pp9~-9~) that discharge is not holocrineo 

Further confirmation is provided by the absence of cell organelles in 

the gland lumen, which might be expected if discharge were holocrine, or 

possibly even apocrine. 

The disruption of the central epidermis in Plate 8 might 

suggest that apocrine secretion could occur. On the other hand it may 

be the result of severe contraction during dissection. However, the 

disruption is not always 80 great as can be seen in Plate 9 where the 

ducts appear quite well formed, and this would be evidence against 

apocrine secretion. 

This leaves the merocrine mode of discharge, which has already 

been discussed in the light microscopy (LH.4). 

In this method of discharge the mucocyte would continue to 

produce secretion for several cycles, tilling with secretion, dis

charging and filling again. It is therefore .ugge.ted that a. the .uco

cytes fill with secretion the endopla .. ic reticulua and other organelle. 
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are possibly greatly reduced but are not destroyed. During secretion 

the apical membrane of the discharging cell is disrupted, Plate 9. The 

mucocyte could begin to secrete again after di.charge. This type of 

secretion corresponds to the Extrusion Type IV described by Kurosuai 

(1961) • 

It is also possible that secretion and discharge occur .i.ult

aneously, and in this way there might be a hydro.tatic pre •• ure developed 

within the mucocyte that may aid discharge. 

Freeman (1966) found that goblet cells were capable of 

secreting several times in their life, but that after prolonged stre •• 

they were found en masse in the gland lumen. However, he believed the 

mode of .ecretion to be apocrine in this case because some organelle. 

were seen externally. Schaekel (1971), describing the genital tract of 

nudibranchs, found the mucous gland cells to have a li.ited lite, whilst 

the protein gland cells functioned throughout lite. 

It seems that the secretion that is produced by the aucocyte. 

passes into long ducts through which it is discharged. Such ducts were 

seen by the light microscope (pp 91 ) and this would agree with the 

suggestion illustrated in Fig.43 that most of the cell organelle. coae 

to lie basally or peripherally. It can be turther illu.trated in Fig.42 

which is a tracing from a print of a ~ .. ction ataiDed with toluidine 

blue. In this tigure large amounts ot .atachromatic .. terial can be 

.een around the 'wall', but most of the cell bodies are arranged some 

distance from this region. three nuclei are illu.trated with a .... of 

.ecretion below them. It would .eem that thia secretion is the cell.' 

contents prior to discharge, but their nuclei still look quite large and 

active, suggesting that the aucocyte. do indeed recycle or continuously 

Hcrete. 

Further evidence ot long ducts was seen ultrastructurally as 

in Plate 38, where 8011e ot th_ have been cut transver.ally. 'lbe 
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secretion within them is evident, and collagen lies in the intercellular 

space possibly acting as a strengthening component. Fig.44 shows the 

position of these ducts in relation to the lumen. They are presumably 

from cell bodies which lie either above or below the plane of the drawing. 

There is little evidence to refute the suggestion made in the 

light microscope section (LM. It xii pp 95 -<]l--) that discharge is induced by 

direct or indirect pressure on the mucocytes, caused by the contraction 

of the muscles of the foot. These can be seen embracing the region of 

the pedal mucocytes, Plate 13, and also passing in between the mucocytes, 

Plate 10. The evidence of direct innervation of the mucocytes is slight, 

the only example being on Plate 10, where a small nerve is closely 

applied to a mucocyte. ~cause of this one example the possibility of 

direct nervous control cannot be dismissed but it would see. to be rare. 

The last section on the pedal mucocyte involves a comparison 

of these results with those of Wondrak. 

EMI (5) COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

The ultrastructure of the pedal gland has not been described 

before, but Wondrak described the ventral sole gland cells of Arion 

empiricorum and the sole gland cells of Arion rufus, both of which are 

believed to be comparable to the B gland cell in Arion hortensis. In 

turn the B gland cell is believed to be like the pedal aucocyte, 80 a 

comparison between these sole gland cells and the pedal mucocyte is 

possible. The descriptive details of these gland cells have already been 

given briefly in the historical background (ppI1~-\t~). In the ventral 
Wondrak 

sole gland cell of Arion empiricorum ~967) the nucleus was found to be 

basal, whilst in Arion hortensis it tends to be centrally positioned in 

the cell body, unless large amounts of secretion are pre.ent when it 

becomes basal. In both ani .. ls a zonula adhaerens and .. ptate dea.oaa.es 

were present between adjacent epidermal cells and the gland cell ducts were 
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lined with microvilli. The Golgi complexes and endoplasmic reticulum 

were similar, but a different interpretation has been placed on the organ-

isation of the ER tubules in Arion hortensis. Moreover, it was suggested 

that these tubules might result from the precipitation of protein in the 

event of an excess being present in the ER cisternae, whilst Wondrak made 

no comment about their nature. 

In both animals the nucleus is rich in chromatin and showed a 

fairly wide perinuclear gap, containing the tubules characteristic of the 

endoplasmic reticulum. 

Wondrak described nerve endings close to the gland cell bodies, 

whilst in Arion hortensis there was only evidence of one such alliance. 

It is possible that discharge of the ventr& sole gland cells of ~ 

empiricorum is under direct nervous control whilst in Arion hortensis 

discharge is believed to be effected by direct or indirect pressure 

caused by the contraction of the muscles of the foot. 
Wondrak 

The sole gland cells of Arion rufus ~1969 ) were much like those 

of Arion empiricorum, so the points of comparison with Arion hortensis are 

similar. However, Wondrak found the gland cell bodies to show surface 

invaginations and vesicles between the outer aembrane and ,the endoplasmic 

reticulum. This he believed characterised the ingestion phase of 

secretion. No such finding was made in Arion hortensis. The various 

stages in the appearance of the secretion within the Golgi complex in 

Arion rufus were similar to those in Arion hortensia, but the aecretion 

within the still flattened cisternae was more electron dense in A. rufus. 

The epidermal cells of A. rufus were similar to thoae of the 

lower epidermis of the pedal gland duct in A. hortenaia, although cella 

bearing both cilia and microvilli were not described in the for.er 

speciea. The other difterence waa the preaence ot vesicles in the epi-

dermal cells of Arion rufua, together with invaginationa ot the tree cell 

surface, but neither were found in Arion hortenais. 
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The next section will deal with the ultrastructure of the 

posterior part of the mantle in Arion hortensis. Such an investigation 

is necessary before regeneration of the mantle tissue can be examinedo 
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»12. THE STRUCTURE OF THE UNDAMAGED MANTLE 

The structure of the normal mantle must be considered before 

examining the regenerating tissue. 

EM2 (1) DISSECTION OF MATERIAL 

The material was dissected out as for the pedal gland (EMl (2) 

(i) pp "~-"'t ), except that it was the tissues of the foot that were cut 

medianly and the skin trimmed 80 that only a small piece of posteriorly 

positioned mantle tissue remained. This area was selected as the area 

to study regeneration and therefore was used in the investigation of the 

normal tissue. 

EM2 (2) METHODS 

The solutions used for fixing and eabedding the pedal gland 

(EMI (2) (li) pp IIl-II-a-) were also used for the IUIltle. Schedule 5 

(ppl~l-I~) was used on this tissue, but with a modification in the 

alcohol series since only 3~, 5~, 7~, 80%, 95~ and absolute alcohols 

were used. After this treat.ent, the ultrathin .ections were .tained 

for 15 minutes in 5~ uranyl acetate and 10 minute. in Reynold.' lead 

citrate. 

F.J(2 (3) HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Wondrak (1967, 1969) and Lain~ (1971) have described the 

ultrastructure of the mantles of Arion .. piricorua, Arion rufus and 

Agriolimax reticulatus. 

Wondrak (1967) described the .antle gland cell in Arion 

e.piricorum as sac-like in shape with a duct which was less conspicuous 

than those in the sole gland cells, and which connected with the 

surface. The rough endoplasaic reticulua was less extensive than tbat 

in the sole gland cella and lacked the inner tubules. The .ost striking 
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feature he noted was the presence of large areas of Golgi qoeplexes 

(composed of sizeable cisternae) and large vacuoles in the cytoplasm. The 

basal region of the cell membrane was invaginated, the invaginations being 

closely associated with the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum. The 

gland cells were seemingly not innervated. The upper surface of the 

mantle epidermis bore microvilli, and septate desmosome. were present 

between the epidermal and gland cells. 

The structure of the striated epidermal cells of A. rufus, 

covering the mantle, has already been described in EHl (3) pp\l*~'1~, in 

connection with the pedal gland. Occasionally, however, cells were seen 

with a crenellated surface, whilst others were irregularly 'domed'. 

Apocrine secretion of Extrusion Type 2 (Kurosomi 1961) was believed to 

occur from these cells. 

The mantle gland cells of Arion rufus were like those of Arion 

empiricorum, except that there were cisternae of SDOoth endoplasmic 

reticulum lying between the secretion vacuoles. The cell organellea 

were all basally situated, the rest of the cell being filled with 

secretion. lnvaginations were again present around the cell base: long, 

tubular protein glands could be seen, with extensive rough endoplasmic 

reticulum (lacking internal tubules). In one for. the ER showed wide 

cisternae containing a substance of mediu. electron density. In another 

form it was composed of spherical, ribosome covered vesicles with less 

dense contents. The Golgi complexes occupied only a li.ited volume and 

the cisternae and vesicles sometimes contained .. terial of similar 

electron density to that in the endopla .. ic reticulum with wide 

cisternae. Globular bodies of varying electron density, aeabrane-bound 

granules, and multivesicular bodies were also present in the cytopla ... 

In another functional state the above mentioned spherical cisternae ot 

the ER were present and the centre ot the cell was filled with a ha.og

eneous granular aggregate, which was seen to be discharged. Two types 
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of pigment gland cells or two stages of one type were present in the 

tissues of the dorsal surface, conferring the red brown colouring to the 

animal. Wondrak found them discharging in extreme conditions and 

suggested they had an excretory function. 

In his 1968 paper Wondrak described the cell junctions, involv

ing a zonula adhaerens, an intermediate zone, a zonula septata and a 

macula occludens. However, be did not state which of theae were present 

in the mantle, although he commented that in many part. the epithelial 

cells lay so close together that there were no intercellular spaces. 

Lain~ (1971) described three types of mucous gland cell in the 

mantle of Agriolimax reticulatus, together with five granular gland 

types or areas and deposits of melanin. 

The mucous of the Hl gland cell lay in a single .. ss and was 

generally electron-translucent with so.a electron-dense strands, clusters 

of spots and spots linked by faint threads. The .. in feature of this 

cell was the large numbers of Golgi complexes present, with associated 

vesicles, which lay close to the nucleus and restricted to the inner end 

of the gland. The walls of the Golgi cisternae were often ruptured, but 

it was not known if this was a fixation artefact. The single layered 

cell aembrane was indented a:> that it res .. bled a pinocytotic ... brane. 

Some large, irregularly-shaped, .. ~rane-bound apaces lay just wit~the 

..-brane, some containing slightly electron-denae aaterial. A nerve was 

found close to one of these gland cells, but no other evidence was avail

able to indicate whether or not they were directly iDnervated. 

The M2 IIIUCOUS gland cell was like Ml in tel"ll8 of the cell 

organelles present, the appearance of mature secretion and the size, 

nuaber and gea.etry of the Golgi coaplexea, but a .eries of varying con

tents could be seen in the Golgi cisternae. The .. raoged froa electron

tranalucent .. terial at the foraing face to electron-deft .. (whicb bee ... 

disper.ed) at the aature face. 

'lbe M3 aucous gland cell was filled with ..-braoe-MUPd 
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globules of slightly granular mucus. The other organelles lay around the 

periphery of the cell and the cell membrane was invaginated, especially 

close to the Golgi complexes. 

Some intermediates between M2 and M3 were found, containing 

Golgi complexes as in the M2 cells but the secretion was globular, although 

not so regularly patterned as in the M3 variety. 

Granular gland cell, GI, contained dark granules scattered in a 

sponge-like ground substance (which did not fill the area in which it lay). 

The matrix and granules were composed of fine fibrils. These gland cells 

occupied a superficial position in the skin, apparently with an opening to 

the exterior but the granules were never seen in the slime and their 

function was unknown. 

The G2 gland cell was found below the mucous cells, close to 

the musculature and contained ovoid granules, which lacked membranes and 

were composed of grains and fibrils centrally, surrounded by an electron

transparent halo. Lain: believed that these were the calcium gland cells. 

The G3 gland cell was com.on and lay in the muscle tissue. The 

nucleus was stellate, being surrounded by a thin cytoplasmic layer, and 

the remainder of the cell contents were widely separated by a finely 

yranular ground substance. It was not pos.ible to establish whether the 

ovoid granules were membrane-bound since they were surrounded by an area 

of electron. dense material. The interior of the granule was filled with 

fine grains and some fibrils, but occasionally the centre was free of 

contents. Lain~ suggested that the G2 gland cell might derive fra. G3 

by the concentration of fine grain material centrally, leaving an outer 

haloo The remaining cell cytoplasm present in G3 would become con

centrated between the halos and then be displaced to one side. 

The G~ cell contained many closely packed ..abrane-bound 

granules, some having more electron-dense areas centrally. The cyto

plasm was considerably restrictedo This cell Was again found super

ficially but no granules were evident externally. However, only one 
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~ 

example of this type was seen and Laine suggested it might be the neck 

of an undescribed cell, and that the granules could be proteinaceous. 

The G5 area was well defined, but only seen once. It was 

situated between the MI and M2 cells. The cell membrane was convoluted 

and basally there was a darker, sponge-like area, composed of small 

parallel tubules. The rest of the cell was filled with electron-trans-

lucent material. The nature of the G5 area was unknown and since no 

Golgi complexes or nucleus could be seen its glandular nature was in 

doubt. 

The epidermis of the mantle was grooved, those cells in the 

groove being cubical or squamous, and the others columnar. The cell 

junctions meandered considerably and displayed a zonula adhaerens and 

a septated desmosome. The cells were separated at the outer edge by a 

gap, and the cytoplasm next to the zonula adhaerens was more dense than 

elsewhere. Numerous mitochondria were present between the cell surtace 

and the nucleus, and Golgi complexes lay close to this last mentioned 

organelle. Microvilli, with attached fine strands, were present on the 

outer surface of the epidermal cellso No basal lamina was present. 

Granules of melanin lay in melanocytes just inside the epiderais. 

The next section will describe the ultrastructure of the 

mantle in Arion hortensis. 

8M2 (4) RESULTS 

(i) The !pidermis of the Mantle 

A similar problem to that encountered in the pedal gland (EMl 

(4) (i) pp l~b ) occurs with the mantle epidenais, that is, that the 

edge of the mantle is usually at the perimeter of the section and there-

fore may be damaged. 

Plate 39 shows a low power picture of the aantle epidenai8, not 

ot good quality. The epidenaal cells are colu.nar, approximately 14J"O 
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long and 3~wide, although the width varies somewhat because the cells 

taper slightly towards their bases and because complex interdigitations 

are present between cells. These are present in Plates 40 and 41 and the 

junctions can be seen to be composed of a zonula adhaerens and a septate 

desmosome. At the apical point of conjunction between two cells there is 

• 
a gap, on average 3295A long, less than in the pedal gland epider.is 

o • 
(EMI (4) (i) p I~~, and 555A w1de, although in one instance a width of 

.. 
2350A was recorded. The large desmosome in the zonula adbaerens, noted 

in the pedal gland epidermis (EMI (4) (i) p\~~) is not so apparent in the 

mantle. The septate desmosomes can be seen at higher magnification in 

Plate 41, although they are generally obliquely sectioned. The width of 

• the unit membrane of each cell is 53A (as found in the pedal gland pp~9), 

• the gap between the two groups of membranes is 116A and the width of the 

• 
intercellular bridges is 105A. 

Intercellular spaces are present between the lateral unit ... -

branes, Plate 39, and are of varying sizes. It is not known whether 

these spaces are present naturally or whether they are the result of 

fixation. 

The epidermal nuclei fill 40 to 5~ of the cell vol .. e, and 

are elongated along the axis perpendicular to the cell surface. Their 

size varies somewhat, possibly depending on the angle of sectioning, but 

is on average 7pmlong by ~wide. Isolated patches of chroaatin are 

present in the nucleoplasm, 3 to 7 patches in this section, together with 

a thin, interrupted band of chromatin around the inner nuclear ... brane. 

o 
The distance across the double me.brane is about 235A. A single 

nucleolus appears to be present in each nucleus but it. structure cannot 

be discerned. Typical nuclear pores are present, .. aauring on average 

941 in diaaeter (less than in the pedal gland p. ,~, ). 

The cytoplasm of these cells is rather electron-dense and 80 

details of organelles are not easy to deteraine. Nuaerou8 .itocbODdria 

are present between the cell nucleus and the cell surface and this would 
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suggest an area of high energy requirements. 
o 

They are on average 4250A 

long and 27301 wide with a double membrane of 1631 encompassing them. 

The direction of the long axis varies but it is often perpendicular to 

the cell surface (Plate 40). Also in this plate, some cristae are 

visible, but the number cannot be established. However, in Plate 40 

two mitochondria are arrowed which appear to be in cytoplasmic pro-

jections from other cells, and in these the cristae run diagonally and 

number at least ten. In this same Plate there is a small amount of 

o 
rough endoplasmic reticulum present, whose cisternae are about 300A wide 

and there are also some free ribosomes present in the cytoplasm. A 

Golgi complex, in a supranuclear position, is present in Plate 39, but 

the number of cisternae cannot be clearly established (possibly six or 

seven can be counted). The distended cisterna at the mature face con-

tains an electron translucent substance, a. do the vesicles present in 

the supranuclear cytoplasm. It is possible that they derive fro. the 

Golgi complex since there is no evidence of pinocytosis in the apical 

..-brane. The nature and function of this secretion i. unknown. 

The epidermis of the mantle i. ridged, aa can be .een, to some 

extent, in Plate 39. The microvilli on the ridges .. asure on average 

• • 5700A in length by 2100A wide, whilst those in the hollow •• easure on, 

o 0 
average 8150A long by 1330A wide. In a set distance there are twelve 

"hollow" microvilli to six "ridge" microvilli but this could be the 

re8ult of tissue being stretched on the ridge. In Plate 40, fine 

strand. of material appear to radiate from the .urface of the .icrovilli 

in the hollows. In Plate 39 so .. material can be .een a •• ociated with 

the "ridge" microvilli but this could be ra.nant. ot .li.e or a .,ery 

short band of fine .trand., hardly projecting beyond tbe le.,el of the 

.icrovilli. It is not known whether the.e atrand. are branched and it 

ia not easy to ascertain their length since only part. of the. oan be 

... n in anyone section, but they would appear to be in the region of 
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'" 1.~3JNl Laine (1971) described a similar arrangement in the mantle of 

Agriolimax reticulatus and found the strands to be 1.3JIL She related 

this finding to the "fuzzy coat" described by, for example, Toner and 

Carr (1968) in the human small intestine. Wondrak also noted its 

presence in Arion rufus. 

The function of these microvilli and strands is not known, but 

the presence of microvilli clearly increases the surface area of the 

mantle considerably for the absorption of some substance. It is possible 

that some oxygen is absorbed here tosupplement that taken in through the 

pneumostome, and the slime trapped between the microvilli would supply a 

moist atmosphere for this, or at least might reduce the desiccating 

effect of the air to some extent. 

No internal fibres are present within the microvilli but a 

"terminal web" is present below them, although it is not as evident as 

in the lower epidermal cells of the pedal gland (E)otl (~) (i) p.I'?aO ). 

Lastly, the epidermal cells do not appear to rest on a basal 

lamina (Plate 39) and Lain~ (1971) found a similar lack in Agriolimax. 

However, there is a layer of muscle below the epidermis, which Dyson 

(1965) may have seen and identified as a basal lamina. This muscle may 

aid in the discharge of secretion. 

EM2 (~) 

(ii) The Mantle Mucous Gland Cells 

The mucous gland cells are long and narrow, tapering somewhat 

towards the apex, and no obvious neck is visible (Plate 42). This in in 

contrast to the appearance of these cells, M and m, after fixation for 

light microscopy (Figs.~ and 7), where they appear ovoid and occasionally 

have a neck. Moreover, the size of the mantle gland cells in the micro-

graphs is fairly constant, circa 47Y',except where the cells have been 

sectioned oddly. Presumably this variation in appearance is the result 

of the different methods adopted in dissection, fixation and embedding. 
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As can be seen the bulk of the cell is filled with sacs of secretion, with 

patches of cytoplasm between (Plate 42). The nucleus and other cell 

organelles are basal, but in the above Plate the structure of the nucleus 

is not distinct, whilst in Plate 43 a transverse section through the base 

of a mucous gland cell shows it more clearly. Nucleus (1) has a fairly 

regular outline, being ovoid in shape but nucleus (2) is more irregular, 

with small projections into the cytoplasm. The nucleus appears~ightly 

elongated along the axis perpendicular to the cell surface (Plate 42). 

e 
Nucleus (1) displays the double membrane, of 765A width, but because ot 

the poor quality of the micrograph no nuclear pores are visible. Plate 

44 shows a nucleus at higher magnification and typical pores are present, 

• measuring on average 523A in diameter. The width of this nuclear mem-

• • brane is less regular than that in Plate 43, varying from 469A to 1065A. 

This last measurement is high and may indicate that fixation is 

inadequate (although the other cell organelles appear to be well fixed) 

or that the angle of sectioning is at a tangent to the membrane. Between 

the double membranes is an electron-translucent material with slightly 

more dense fibres within it, and only one or two ribosomes appear to be 

attached to the outer membrane. The chromatin is scattered in patches 

throughout the nucleoplasm, together with a fairly thin band around the 

inner nuclear membrane. A typical nucleolus can be seen in Plate 43. 

Some endoplasmic reticulum is visible in Plate 43 but it is 

quite unlike that in the pedal gland, only occupying a small volu.e of 
o 0 

cytoplasm and being composed of quite narrow cisternae (250A to 400A). 

Plate 45 shows more detail of the reticulum and it can be seen that it 

usually adopts a peripheral position, between the cell boundary and the 

Golgi complexes. Because of poor focus it is not possible to discern 

any invaginations of the cell surface contacting the endoplasmic 

reticulum, as described by Wondrak (1967, 1969). In this Plate the ER 

o • 
cisternae are rather more distended, from 340A to l720A, and are ribo-

some covered, suggesting that protein is produced at this point. They 
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contain an electron-translucent substance with more dense threads within, 

as between the nuclear membranes(pp'~), but no small internal tubules 

are present. The ribosomes are elongated along the axis perpendicular to 

o 
the endoplasmic reticulum membrane and measure on average 198A long by 

o 
l26A wid~ Unlike the pedal gland (EMI (~) (ii)a. p\~9), blebs are not 

apparent from the ER. 

The reduction in the volume of endoplasmic reticulum (as com-

pared with the pedal gland) suggests either that there is less protein in 

this secretion or else that the rate of turnover is much greater in the 

mantle gland cells. In contrast, the Golgi complexes occupy a much 

larger volume of the cell cytoplasm than in the pedal gland. Plate ~6 

shows this well, as it represents a transverse section through the basal 

cytoplasm and nucleus of a mantle mucous gland cell. Plate 45 is a .. g-

nified print of one area of Plate ~6, and the Golgi complexes can be seen. 

They are composed of stacks of cisternae, up to about nine in anyone, 

which appear either as almost flat layers or else are curved considerably. 

Each cisterna is much longer than its counterpart in the pedal gland, 

• measuring up to 2.4pm. They are on average 180A wide on the forming face 

o • 0 
and 1~5A apart, whilst on the mature face they are 540A wide and 180A 

apart. In parts these last appear even wider, but this is believed to be 

the result of oblique sectioning since no membranes can be discerned. At 

the forming face the cisternae are filled with a substance of .. diu. 

electron density but as they move towards the .. ture face this becomes 

much more electron-dense. Plate 47 illustrates the stages of secretion 

production. The cisterna, filled with the very dense substance, begins 

to increase in size as so.ae electron-translucent material is "added" to 

it. The very dense substance begins to disperse within this, so that at 

first there is a dark, irregular band surrounded by translucent material 

which in turn contains so .. electron-dense strands, preaumably derived 

from the dark mass. Eventually the dense substance becomes evenly 
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dispersed throughout the electron-translucftnt material such that a fine 

reticulum is formed (Plate 47) and this is the mature secretion. The 

very dense material never completely fills the almost mature cisternae, 

for there is always a band of medium electron density between it and the 

double membranes, and this resembles that in the less mature cisternae. 

It· would seem that some substance is concentrated within the cisternae 

before becoming dispersed in an electron-translucent material. Apparent 

vesicles are present at the ends of the cisternae and contain a sub-

stance of medium electron density, often with a slightly paler centre. 

The word "apparent" is used since they could also represent a transverse 

section through the tips of the cisternae themselves (Plates 44 and 45). 

It is possible though that they are supplying material to the complex, 

since they are of a similar density to the cisternae of the forming face. 

Where this substance is derived from is not known, although it is pre-

sumably from the endoplasmic reticulum (as in the pedal gland, EMI (4) 

(ii)a.t+t-I't-C). However, if this is the case the material must undergo 

some slight modification within the vesicles, since the material in them 

is more dense than that in the endoplaaaic reticulum. Possibly a situa-

tion like that described by Thi:ry (1969) arises where some .ucopoly-

saccharides were detected in the vesicles before they reached the Golgi 

o 
cisternae. The vesicles are on average 580A in diameter, somewhat wider 

than the less mature cisternae, which might suggest that they are indeed 

vesicles and not cross-sections of the cisternae. However, since mea-

branes are not detectable round these, they could be oblique sections and 

would therefore be of larger diameter. Thus, the nature of the "vesicles" 

can be established here. 

The mechanism for producing the secretion is possibly the same 

as that outlined in the pedal gland mucocyte (EMI (4) (if)a. pp.I~9-151 ) 

but no "blebs" and no vesicles, between the ER and the Goigi complex, are 

discernible. This could be because the survey was shorter in this case 
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and less material was examined, but, on the other hand, it could indicate 

that the mechanisms are di~~erent. It is not easy to envisage an alter-

native sequence o~ events, unless material di~~uses out o~ the ER, or 

unless the ER is not involved in the production o~ this secretion. The 

secretions, which are produced by the mantle mucous gland cells and the 

pedal gland mucocytes, are quite di~~erent, since that produced by the 

mantle cells is possibly a low SUlphate chondroitin, and that by the pedal 

gland, a chondroitin. The di~~erence in appearance o~ the two secretions 

within their respective Golgi complexes might re~lect the di~~erence in 

their structure. The denser material in the cisternae o~ the mantle gland 

cells may contain sulphate and carboxyl groups in the mucopolysaccbaride 

moiety, whilst the less dense material contains only carboxyls. Protein 

appears to ~orm part o~ the mantle gland cell secretion as well, since 

deamination prevents any staining (LM4 (n ) pp. 'T't- ), although it must 

be remembered that the amine units could belong to the galactosamine 

portion o~ the chondroitin rather than to protein. 

Another di~~erence between the pedal gland mucocytes and the 

mantle gland cells lies in the nature and number of mitochondria. Those 

in the pedal gland are considerably elongated, numerous and have a dense 

matrix containing intramitochondrial granules. In the area visible in 

Plate 46, only two can be seen, much fewer than in the pedal gland and 

they are only slightly elongated. The cristae are not clearly discern-

ible in the pale matrix and intramitochondrial granules appear to be 

lacking. Plate 45 shows one.of these mitochondria, apparently between 

• • two ER cisternae, which measures 4320A by 2700A as against an average of 

• 
l.~mlong by 2500A wide in the pedal gland mucocytes. The double ... -

o 
brane around the mitochondrion is about 180A across. The reduction in 

their numbers suggests that the level of energy consumption is less in 

the mantle gland cells than in the pedal gland, but whether this indi-

cates a slower rat. of turnover is not known. 
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As mentioned earlier (p.I~~) the sacs of secretion fill the 

bulk of the cell and it is believed that secretion and discharge occur 

simultaneously since one gland cell can be seen to be discharging whilst 

still containing apparently active Golgi complexes. Discharge occurs 

through the slightly tapering neck which in turn passes between the epi

dermal cells. The membranes of the secretion sacs rupture at the surface 

to release their contents. Secretion and discharged fragments of mem

branes are seen externally but complete membrane-bound sacs (visible in 

the pedal gland duct) are absent. 

Most of the cell organelles are basal but some extend periph

erally for a short distance up the lateral walls of the mucous cell, 

Plate ~2. Plate ~J shows a transverse section through the region above 

the nucleus and the peripheral arrangement of organelles around the sec-

ret ion is evident. 

Two other features must be mentioned in connection with the 

mantle mucous gland cells. The first is seen in Plate ~2, where the bases 

of the mantle mucous gland cells appear rather different. Only one or two 

examples of Type II are detected, the majority being Type I, which has 

been described in detail above. The contents of II appear much the same 

as in I in relation to the nature of the mature secretion and the relative 

proportion of endoplasmic reticulum to Golgi complexes. However, the 

Golgi cisternae seem rather distended and are considerably curved in some 

areas so that only parts are visible (Plate ~2). It is not thought that 

these two types represent different gland cells because of the simil

arities involved, but that they are different functional states, since in 

both cases almost mature secretion, (in the form of a dense substance in 

an electron-translucent matrix), can be seen. However, this cannot be 

substantiated by the static images provided by the electron microscope. 

The second feature is seen in Plate J9, where a gland cell con

taining very electron-dense sacs is present. These contain a 
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homogeneous substance, some being very dark, others appearing slightly 

less dense. There are electron-translucent spaces between the sacs, 

suggesting that some contraction of contents has occurred in fixation. 

This type of cell is also very rare and the cell base, presumably con

taining the organelles, has never been seen. It appears to taper con

siderably towards the epidermis, but is never seen to discharge. The 

nature of this cell is unknown and cannot be related to any cell 

described in the light microscopy section, but since its appearance is 

rather unnatural it may be an unusual fixation artefact. 

No obvious large and small mantle mucous gland cells (M and 

m) are visible in the tissue fixed for electron microscopy which seems 

to confirm the suggestion that they are one and the same type of cell 

). Possibly the more violent contractions induced when 

fixing for the light microscope may cause exceptionally large amounts of 

slime to be discharged from some cells so that they appear much smaller. 

EM2 (It) 

(iii) The Pigment/Protein Cells 

Plate 48 shows part of a pigment/protein gland cell, the cell 

base, with nucleus, and the opening between the epidermal cells being 

absent. However, the considerable size of the cell is apparent, measur

ing 46.8pmlong by an average of 18.7jhwide. The bulk of the cell is 

filled with a very finely granular secretion of .. diu. electron density. 

'lbe structure around the edge of the cell ill unusual and COll

plex. It is believed that this ill rough endoplasmic reticulum in a 

fairly dense cytopla .. since the paler regions appear to contain fina 

granules of a similar size to that in the gland cell body, and there sae. 

to be ribollomes around thelle paler regions and in the cytopla... It ill 

not possible to discern any other cell organelles in this Plate, but it 

seems unlikely that the secretion is discharged directly from these 
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cisternae. The alternative explanation is that this is a very complex 

outer membrane, but a "honeycomb" would be most unusual and one would 

expect to see invaginations in the boundaries if a highly convoluted 

system of membranes is involved. Unfortunately, a higher magnification 

print of this feature is not available. 

The nucleus of a similar pigment/protein cell is visible in 

Plate 49, and since it is embedded in a fairly large area of the 

"honeycombed" tissue described above, it would indeed seem that this is 

cell cytoplasm with organelles rather than a complex membrane. It is 

probable that this is a section through the base of a cell, since the 

nucleus was found to be basal in the light microscope work (LM4 (j'l) 

p. 5b ). The nucleus has a fairly irregular outline, is elongated and 

the chromatin is mainly present in narrow patches around the inner 

nuclear membrane, although there are a few isolated patches in the 

nucleoplasm, which in turn is quite granular. No nuclear pores are 

detectable at this magnification, but the average distance between the 

o 
two membranes is 330A. The space between the double membranes is filled 

with a finely granular substance, of medium electron density, in a 

translucent matrix (Plate 48). The cisternae are rather varied in 

shape from long and narrow, to rather more bloated profiles. Some 

appear almost spherical in outline but these could be sacs of secretion 

from the Golgi complexes, the magnification being too low to establish 

conclusively whether or not they are covered with ribosomes. The 

• narrowest cisterna visible in this section measures about 660A and this 

is at the periphery of the cell. 

In this same cell there is a localised accumulation of 

spherical or ovoid 'vesicles' of varying size, which may represent a 

Golgi complex, but the quality and magnification ot the print is not good 

enough to establish this point. The 'vesicles' are filled with a sub-

stance like that in the ER, but do not appear to be surrounded by 
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ribosomes, perhaps indicating that they are part of a Golgi complex or 

are the mature secretion sacs 'leaving' the complex. If this accumu

lation is a Golgi complex then the secretion does not seem to undergo 

any obvious change in appearance and the complex may be a 'packaging 

system' only. Presumably, the membranes of the sacs rupture to dis

charge their contents into the main cell body, since the mature 

secretion is not membrane-bound. No mitochondria could be identified. 

The pigment found associated with these cells in the light microscopy 

(LM4 (iv) pp.S~-S5) is not detectable, possibly because of the fixation 

techniques used. In examining the frozen sections, it was noted that 

the colour appeared in the matrix and not in the fine granules. 

Young pigment/protein cells (y) are not obviously present in 

this tissue, but the nucleus and associated cytoplasm described above 

(p.'~O), which was assumed to represent a cell sectioned through its 

base, could equally be a section through a young cell. without an exam

ination of serial sections it is impossible to distinguish between these 

two alternatives. 

Since only a very small amount of normal .antle tissue ~as 

been examined with the electron microscope, young cells may have gone 

undetected since they are not numerous. 

EH2 (4) 

(iv) Melanin 

Only a brief mention will be aade of melanin in this section 

since more developmental stages are evident in the regenerating tissue 

R.EM. pptOO-20I). In the mature aantle black melanin granules, in a 

membrane-bound cytoplasm, are present but there is no evidence of 

nucleated melanocytes. The granules are, in some instances, almost com

pletely spherical with an average diameter 01 ~.and the cytoplasm is 

electron-translucent with small, dark granules within. The mature 
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melanocytes (apparently lacking nuclei) take the form of ovoid or string-

like bodies of varying size and Plate 49 shows one of these latter pro-

jections emanating from one of the ovoid bodies. This agrees with the 

description of stellate bodies in the light microscope section (LH.4 

(V ),p.~). There is, in Plate 49, an intrusion from a melanocyte into 

the protein cell already described. The granules within this body are 

called pre-melanin granules because they are of medium electron density 

and have not yet condensed to give the mature granule. Their average 

o 
diameter is 7170A. 

The melanin is distributed laterally and basally round the gland 

cells and for some depth into the connective tissue, but none is present 

in the epidermis - this agrees with the light microscope evidence (LM.4 

( V ) pp ~ ). 

EM2 (It) 

(v) The Connective Tissue 

Although the gland cells discharge between the epider.al cells, 

a large proportion of each cell lies in the sub-epithelial connective 

tissue. This is composed here of muscle fibres, connective tissue cells 

and collagen in some intercellular matrix (Plate 1t2). Contraction of the 

surrounding auscles may cause discharge, and they could be equivalent to 

the network of fibres (possibly contractile) described by Campion in so .. 

dorsal gland cells in Helix aspersa. The muscle fibres apparently 

surround the cell fro. immediately below the epidermal layer, to their 

bases. The collagen presumably has Some strengthening role in the 

tissue, and its presence is well demonstrated in Plate ~3. The fibres are 

fine and darkly staining in this section but striation is not visible at 

this magnification. 
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EM2 (4) 

(vi) Glycogen 

Plate 49 shows the last feature to be mentioned in the mantle 

tissue, and that is the fairly large granular area at the bottom of the 

print which is believed to be glycogen, because it occupies the same 

position as the deposits found in the tissue fixed for light microscopy. 

For a confi~tion of this, however, it would be necessary to treat a 
with 

comparable block A- diastase to see if it is removed. The glycogen is 

in the form of electron-dense aggregations of material in an electron-

translucent matrix. The aggregations are unequally distributed in the 

delimited area but this is probably a fixation artefact. The deposit 

appears to be membrane-bound and around it is a band of material, approx

o 
imately 3000A wide, which could well be collagen, sectioned trans-

versally so that the fibrous nature is not detectable. Certainly the 

.. terial in the band and in the general connective tissue of the mantle 

(indicated in the Plate) have a si_ilar electron density, and in one 

region fibres do seem apparent. Thus it seems that the glycogen 

deposits are bounded by a band of collagen, the fibres of which may be 

quite specifically orientated. Whether these regions are cellular cannot 

be established, since only parts are visible, but in the brief scanning 

of tissue (without photography) no nuclei are detectable. It was 

suggested earlier (pp. ~! ) that the glycogen represented a reserve 

food store in the animal. The deposits all tend to be very large, like 

the one shown, and they are quite numerous in the depths of the mantle 

tissue. 

In this investigation, there is no evidence of the calciua 

granules described in the light microscope work (LM.4 (vii ) r~"f- ) as 

shell remnants. 
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Dl2 (4) 

(vii) Discharge of Gland Cells 

For the reasons discussed in the light microscope survey (LM+ 

(xii)P.95"") and for the pedal gland (EMI (4) (ii) pp 1,-, - U.~), discharge ill 

believed to be merocrine at least in the case of the mantle mucous gland 

cells. Using the electron microscope, they would also appear to be 

merocrine since the gland necks are well formed and no organelles are 

seen externally. 

It would also appear that discharge and production of secretion 

occur at the same time, at least in the case of the mantle mucous gland 

cells, since discharging cells could be seen whilst apparently still 

active Golgi complexes are present in the basal cytoplasm. In very 

mature cells, containing much secretion, the cytoplasm .. y be displaced 

and reduced somewhat, as illustrated in Fig.43 concerning the pedal 

gland, but this cannot be confirmed with only micrographs as evidence. 

SChmekel (1971) found the protein gland cells of nudibranch genital 

organs to be merocrine, discharge and production of secretion occurring 

simultaneously. 

As has already been mentioned, the abundance of muscle fibres 

around the gland cell bodies suggests that they may be involved in 

effecting discharge, for contraction would exert pressure on the cells 

forcing the mature secretion outo The stronger the contraction, pre

suaably the greater ia the amount of secretion discharged. There is 

probably some discharge even when the muscles are at rest, because ot 

the hydrostatic pressure built up within the cell as more and aore 

secretion is produced. The 8mall mUCOU8 gland cells (a), described in 

the light survey (Ut. 4 (II ) b.,..~.,." .. y resul t from severe contract ions 

of the muscles foreing out exceptionally large .. ounts of secretion, 

resulting in the "shrinkage" of these cells if they have contractile 

walls. Large and ..all mucous gland cells are not obviously deteetable 
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in the ultrastructural survey. 

There is much more evidence for nerves in the mantle, possibly 

associated with gland cells, than for the pedal gland ••••• for instance, 

in Plates 43 and 48. The nerves can be seen closely applied to, but not 

actually connecting with a pigment/protein gland cell in one case and a 

mucous gland cell in the other. The nerves could control discharge 

either by synapsing with the gland cells themselves or with muscle 

fibres. 

&12 (4) 

(viii) Origin of the Gland Cells 

There is no evidence for the origin of the gland cells in the 

material examined, for they are all at a fairly advanced stage con

taining large sacs of secretion. This would seem to suggest that the 

gland cells function throughout the life of the ani .. l. Even young pig

ment/protein cells appear to be lacking, although these were detected in 

the light microscope survey, but this could be a reflection of the small 

amount of tissue examinedo 

Dt2 (5) C~PARISON WITH OTHER WORKS 

The details of Wondrak's and Lain~s investigations on the 

molluscan mantle have already been given (EM2 (3) pplf*-l1O ), and in 

general only points of obvious contrast or similarity will be considered 

here. 

The description given by Vondrak for the mantle gland cell of 

Arion empiricorua (1967) was much like the mucous cell in A. hortensis, 

particularly in connection with the appearance of the Golgi co.plexeso 

There are two points of difference, however, for Wondrak described 

invaginations of the basal cell m.mbrane, (connected with the endopla .. ic 

reticulUII) which were not seen in A. hortensis, and also he saw no 
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associated nerves. These last have already been described in A. hortensis 

(pp. liS ). 

The similarity between the mantle epidermis and mucous gland 

cells in A. rufus (Wondrak, 1967, 1968) and those in A. hortensis was con-

siderable, but the epidermal cells were only slightly domed and no 

apocrine secretion was seen to occur from them. Also invaginations in 

the mucous gland cell base were present in A. rufus together with 

cisternae of smooth endoplasmic reticulum, and these were absent in Arion 

hortensis. 

The pigment/protein gland cell of A. hortensi. resembles one 

torm of the protein cell described by Wondrak in A. rufus in that the 

central region was filled with a homogeneous granular aggregate which was 

seen externally. Golgi complexes were comparatively rare. 

Melanin was found in both species, but not suprisingly the 

reddish pigment which gives A. rufus its name was missing in A. hortensis. 

Laine described three types of mantle mucous gland cells in 

Agriolimax reticulatus (1971), the M2 cell most closely resembling the M 

cells of A. hortensis, in terms of the nature of the Golgi complexes and 

their contents. There tended to be more cisternae in the complexes of 

A. reticulatus, 8 to 15, whilst there were only about 9 in A. hortensis 

but they were longer in the last mentioned species. Also, the Golgi 

o 
cisternae were more closely packed together in A. hortensis, 144A to 

o o. 
180A as opposed to 3~ to 400A in Agrioli.ax. 

However, the secretion of M (Plate 42) appeared like that in 

;" 

M3 as described by Laine: However, she found some interaediates between 

M2 and M3, so the M cells ot A. hortensis may be equivalent to her M2/M3 

gland cells, since these two may be functional stages ot the same cell. 

There was no equivalent to the Ml cells or to the tive granular 

II' 
areas described by Laine, and although she believed one to be protein-

aceous, it did not reseable the pigment/protein cell of Arion 
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The melanin deposits found in both genera were similar in 

appearance and distribution (although being much less in Agriolimax), but 

/ 

melanocytes were found by Laine in the adult mantle and this was not the 

case in Arion (not even using the light microscope). There was evidence 

of melanocytes in the rl~generating tissue of Arion hortensis. 

The mantle epidermal cells of both ~ and Agriolimax were 

very similar, including the presence of a microvillar layer, although 

the size of the gap between the two cells on their outer surface differed, 

possibly because of the different fixation techniques employed. 

After this brief examination of the ultrastructure of the 

normal mantle, the next section will consider the regeneration of that 

tissue, particularly in relation to the mucous gland cells. 
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R. REGENERATION OF THE MANTLE 

R.D. Damaging of the Tissue 

A constant area of tissue, from the midpoint of the posterior 

mantle edge inwards in an extended slug, was damaged using a hot, bent 

wire. This wire was heated to red heat, the glow was allowed to subside 

and then it was placed on the animal's back for two seconds. The size 

of the wound was approximately 2.5mm long by 0.5mm wide. 

R.M. Maintenance of Regenerating Slugs 

After damaging, the animals were returned to the vivarium 

(CM.pp.~~ ) and kept in those conditions until they were sacrificed at 

the following intervals after wounding: Days 0, 1, 6, 8, 11, 15, 19, 

22, 25, 27, 29, 32, 35, 39, ~2 and ~6. 

R.LM.l. Fixation for Light Microscopy 

For the light microscope survey the whole slug was i .. ersad in 

Lilli~s 10% Neutral formalin for 23 hours and washed in running tap 

water for 2 hours. Dehydration, clearing (in toluene) and a.bedding 

(leaving in one of the wax baths overnight) was acco.plished in the 

usual manner. Sections were cut at 6p"and l~and .tainad with 1" 
aqueous toluidine blue, PAS with diasta .. , mercuric bromophenol blue, 

Sudan black B (in 70% alcohol) and Alcian blue -CEC (O.2M and O.5M 

M9C1 2 ) using the methods listed in Ut2 pp.II-lb • 

R.Ot.l. Fixation for the Electron Microacop! 

The da.aged tissue only was dissacted out for fixation in 

glutaraldehyde and osmiu. tetroxide and .. bedding in TAlB resin, using 

Schedule 5 (EMl (2) (ii) pp. a2.\-\D) with tha aodificatioa8 giYeD OIl 

pp. ,~ for the normal tissue (1M2 (2». 

Instead of considering the historical background at this 
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juncture, it will be given after the light and electron microscope 

results for this survey, since it is considered that they will be more 

useful here. 

R.LM.2 (i) Results from the Light Microscope Survey 

Tissue fixed immediately after wounding shows a 'Vi-shaped 

area of damage, the edges of the wound appearing rather ragged. It 

penetrates through the epidermis and glandular layer into the connective 

tissue below. There is evidence of slime around the edges of the wound, 

together with some tissue debris. 

The appearance of the wound 24 hours after damage is shown in 

Fig.45. The area is still approximately 'Vi-shaped and penetrates into 

the connective tissue. However, it is no longer ragged in appearance 

for the wound is completely covered by a layer of nucleated cells which 

appear to derive from the epidermis of the surrounding undaaaged tissue. 

At the edge of the wound the epidermal cells, instead of being columnar, 

are extended laterally and appear quite flat. There is considerable 

'piling up' of epidermal cells in the wound region so that the sheet 

covering it is two or three layers deep. It is interesting to note that 

whilst the normal, ovoid nuclei near the edges of the wound have their 

long axis perpendicular to the cell surface, those at the base are 

parallel to it and gradations between these two are visible up the sides. 

In the connective tissue below the epidermal cell sheet there 

is a mass of cells. Some of these are possibly phagocytes containing 

melanin or else melanocytes (this cannot be established because the con

tents are so dense). It is perhaps more likely that they are phagocyte. 

removing cell debris. Others are quite big (about 35pni with large 

central nuclei and a somewhat reticulate or granular cytoplas., which is 

faintly metachromatic but also contains glycogen. 

Fig.46 ahows the wound six days after damage, and the epidermal 
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cells, which completely cover the wound, appear flattened or almost 

cuboidal. Below this is a band composed mainly of phagocytes filled 

with melanin (or possibly melanocytes) and some cell debris. This area 

constitutes the demolition zone, and this zone plus the layer of cells 

below this constitutes the blastema. This lower layer appears to be com

posed of spindle-shaped bodies and connective tissue fibres. The 

spindle-shaped bodies could be fibroblasts or myoblasts. Their nuclei 

are large and almost centrally placed in some instances and terminal in 

others. Patches of chromatin are evident, and some of the cells contain 

melanin granules but do not appear to be as densely filled with pigment 

as the 'phagocytes' in the demolition zone. It could be that these 

cells are producing pigment for future deposition around the gland cells. 

They will be described in the ultrastructural investigation (R.EM.2 

pp. '''-19l). The tissue of the blastema appears to be very loosely 

packed and disorganised at this time, and below it can be seen the 

undamaged mantle tissue containing glycogen deposits (EM.2.4.(vi) 

pp. It~ ). Fig.46 is drawn from a thick section (lpat) taken from tissue 

fixed and embedded for an electron microscope investigation and the 

clarity is much greater, since individual cells are well preserved. How

ever, since the tissue is embedded in resin it could only be stained with 

toluidine blue (EMI (2) (U) p. "9 ), sO histochemical results are limited 

to stating that there is no evidence of metachromatic gland cells in the 

wound area, and the cytoplasm of the fibroblasts/myoblasts stained blue. 

It is interesting to note that most of the above cells are 

orientated with their long axis perpendicular to the epideraal surface 

(Fig. 46). 

Pan's (1958) description of the fibroblasts of Australorbis 

agrees with the above quite well in that he found them to be spindle

shaped or fusifora, occasionally having several branched processes. 

These processes were attached to or ended on nearby fibroblasts thus 
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forming a loose meshwork of connective tissue - rather as is seen in the 

ultrastructure of the regnerating tissue (R.EM.2.(ii) a. pp.'~ ). 

The fibroblast had an ovoid nucleus, which was fairly rich in chromatin, 

and a little cytoplasm which was mainly at the poles of the cell. 

Various amounts of brown-black pigment were seen and he thought that the 

fibroblasts might transform into pigment cells, as well as other types. 

Day 8 appears much as Day 6 but the cells containing glycogen 

seem to be absent from the blastema, presumably since their contents have 

been used as an energy supply. 

By Day 11 the number of melanin-bearing phagocytes has dropped 

considerably, and the distinction between the de.olition zone and the rest 

of the blastema, made after six days, is not applicable here. The inner 

part of the blastema appears to be composed of a very densely staining 

connective tissue with fibres encompassing the differentiating cells. The 

epidermis is well-formed although only cuboidal and not coluaaar as in the 

normal mantle. 

Days 15 and 19 resemble Day 11 tissue closely and Fig.~7 shows 

the Day 19 tissue. The only point of variation lies in the epidermal 

cells of the Day 19 regenerate. Here soae 'piling up' of cells is still 

apparent. This illustrates a difficulty of regeneration studies, where a 

series of animals is damaged and sacrificed at intervals, and that is 

that it is assumed that each slug is damaged equally and that each will 

regenerate at an equal rate. This is not necessarily so, as illustrated 

in Fig.~6. Wounding by cautery, rather than by excision .. y cause more 

variable .. ounts of damage ao that regressive stages .. y be apparent in 

the time sequence. Such difficulties can only be overca.e by a aore 

efficient mean of injuring the ani .. l and nuaerous repetitive studies, 

which time did not allow in the current survey. 

However, Fig.47 shows the more regular distribution of .. lanin 

within the blaste .. as well a. the densely staining, closely-packed con

nective tissue. This last naaed tissue stains very strongly with 
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mercuric bromophenol blue and under the light microscope some areas appear 

paradoxically crimson. According to Mazia, Brewer and Alfert (1953) this 

is indicative of a very high protein content, and is not evident in the 

uninjured tissue. One would expect to find large a.ounts of protein in 

newly forming tissue, such as is found in the regenerate. 

No cell division is detected in the blastema, either in the 

tissue examined by the light or electron microscopes, but it is possible 

that it may have been missed since only limited amounts of tissue at 

restricted time intervals were examined. 

No metachromatic or alcianophilic material is evident in the 

Day 19 material, but between Days 22 and 29 one or two ... 11 mucous gland 

cells appear in the densely staining connective tissue of the regenerate. 

These gland cells display metachromasia and alcianophilia, and their con

tents are reticulate. They are occasionally almost .pherical in shape, 

but mainly ovoid, there being no ducts visible between the epideraal cells, 

although this does not mean they are absent. The gland cells lie in the 

connective tissue below the epidermis, which appears coluaaar although not 

quite so ridged as in the normal tissue. The melanin is still not typic

ally distributed in the regenerate, being in rather large aggregates in 

some places. The connective tissue of the regenerate is still very ca.

pact and stains strongly in .. rcuric bromophenol blue, indicating that 

more protein than noraal is present. 

Fig.48 shows Day 32 tissue with 'new' mucous gland cells, and 

the regenerate appears much the same .s the Day 22 and 29 material, the 

melanin distribution and the densely staining connective tissue being the 

'abnormal' features. The mucous gland cells are ... ller and 1 ••• 

numerous than in the normal tissue. 

Fig.49 shows the Day 42 tissue. The mucous gland cells are more 

numerous and the more elongated ones have ducts passing between the epi

dermal cells. Those cell. which apparently lack ducts are more ovoid in 
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outline. However, the epidermis covering the regenerate here is columnar 

at the edges but cuboidal towards the centre of the wound. This may be 

evidence that differentiation occurs from the tissue adjacent to the 

undamaged tissue inwards. Also, the mucous gland cells are more numerous 

at the edges of the wound. 

A regenerated pigment/protein gland cell "shell" is also present 

in the Day 42 tissue, it is small, but elongated, and the only example of 

its type. It would seem that these cells develop after the mucous gland 

cells in damaged tissue. 

Fig.49 further illustrates the point that regeneration does not 

occur equally in all animals since the epidermis was columnar in the Day 

32 tissue (Fig.48). The melanin still appears abnormally in fairly large 

aggregates which lie deeper in the regenerate connective tissue than in 

normal (where it is mainly confined round the gland cells). The connec

tive tissue of the regenerate continues to stain more deeply than that of 

the uninjured tissue and these two abnor.alities are still apparent in 

the Day 46 tissue when the experiment ended. 

R.LM.2 (ii) Conclusion 

The results of this survey are rather disappointing in that the 

origin of the mucous gland cells is not clear, although the pigment cells 

appear to develop from fibroblasts derived frOM the connective tissue. 

Whether these fibroblasts can develop into other cell types is not shown 

by this survey. 

A more extensive investigation, using fixation and .. bedding 

techniques devised for electron microscopy but ex .. ining lpm-ections 

(stained by toluidine blue) with the light microscope, Might give rise to 

better results. Certainly the day 6 tissue ex .. ined in this way gives a 

fairly clear picture of fibroblasts containing Melanin. It would also be 

necessary to have a series of slugs sacrificed between days 15 and 32 to 
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establish the origin of the mucous gland cells. The random sacrifices at 

15, 19, 22, 27 and 29 days did not provide adequate coverage of this 

critical period. 

R.EM.2. Ultrastructural Investigation of Regeneration 

R.EM.2 (i) Introduction 

A thorough investigation would have been an enormous task which 

time did not allow. Material from days 15, 19 and 22 was used covering 

the period during which, according to the light microscope survey above, 

mucous gland cells first appeared. 

R.EM.2 (ii) Results 

(a) Day 15 

Plate 50 illustrates the epidermis over the blastema. The 

individual cells are almost cuboidal although still slightly elongated 

laterally, being about 8.5fRhigh and 13VlWide. This is in contrast to 

the normal columnar cells (Plate 39) which measured about 14.~high by 

2.9j"Awide. 

opposed to 

The flatness of the regenerate epidermis is very clear, as 
The flatness 

the ridging in the normal tissue. A is probably the result 

of variable contractions of the underlying mU8cles, and since the 

musculature has not regenerated by Day 15 the epidermis is flat. How-

ever, the exposed surface of the regenerated epidermis is covered with 

microvilli which are about It-long, which is slightly greater than in 

the normal tissue examined earlier, but more measur ... nta on more speci-

mens would be necessary to subatantiate this variation. The microvilli 

bear the "fuzzy coat" of radiating fibrils (Plate 51). The frequency of 

microvilli is almoat identical to that on top of the ridges of the normal 

mantle. 

The epidermal nuclei tend to lie toward. the bases of the cella 

in the regenerate, as in the normal mantle, but are ovoid with alight 
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elongation laterally, although this is not consistent. They measure about 

5.8,-10ng (the axis that is perpendicular to the cell surface) and 8P.wide 

as opposed to about 7.~10ng by 2.2p-wide normally. From these measure-

ments of the nuclei, and those for the whole epidermal cell (p.'~) it is 

possible to see that the nucleus of the regenerate occupies a much larger 

volume than its counterpart in the normal tissue. A single, large 

nucleolus can be distinguished in each cell, and the chromatin is present 

peripherally as a very thin band and as quite numerous isolated patches 

in the nucleoplasm. In the normal tissue these patches are fewer and 

o 
larger. The nuclear membrane is about 300A across (Plate 51) somewhat 

wider than in the ordinary material, but this measurement is only an 

average. 

The cytoplasm of the regenerated epidermal cell is fairly 

granular and contains scattered mitochondria (Plate 51). Their outer 

o 
double membrane measures 120A approximately and tbey are usually ovoid 

in shape, but occasionally very elongated. The number of mitochondria 

in the apical cytoplasm appears less in the regenerate, as does the 

amount of apical (supranuclear) cytoplasm. There are two examples of 

Golgi complexes above the nucleus, the cisternae of which are quite long, 

in the region of 1.35y-and contain a substance of aediu. electron 

density, but the distended ones are electron-translucent. There appear 

to be five or six cisternae in each complex. There is possibly a little 

rough endoplasmic reticulum present, particularly in the region below 

the nucleus, but the print is not clear. 

The cell junctions are not distinct because of oblique section-

ing, but there appears to be a zonula adbaarens with an extenaive 

septate desmosome below. However, there are also quite large gaps 

between the membranes below the septate desmosa.e. Theae gapa were noted 

in the noraal aantle but are much larger in this tissue, so aucb so that 

at the baaes the adjacent cells of~en do not ca.aunicate (Plate 50). 
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Although the epidermis of the regenerate is returning to normal 

by Day 15 the tissue below it is apparently quite disorganised. The area 

is filled with numerous elongated cells with long processes emanating 

from them and they are "suspended" in an electron-translucent lllediwa, in 

which there is no evidence of collagen or muscle fibres or protein or 

mucous gland cells. These cells often have large nuclei (Plate 52), 

relatively little cytoplasm (of medium electron density) in a narrow 

band round the nucleus, and granules of melanin. They resemble closely 

the description of the fibroblasts of Australorbis glabratus, given by 

Pan (1958). It is not easy to give measurements for these cells since 

they are variable. The larger specimens measure about l2pmlong and 2.3~ 

at their widest point, whilst the .. aller ones are about 3.3P-long by 

1.2~ide. These measurements exclude any of the long processes. The 

nuclei are elongated and contain peripheral and i.olated patches of 

chromatin. Plate 52 shows one cell with an enlarged patch of aaterial in 

o 
the nucleus, it may be a nucleolus. The nuclear ..abrane .. asures 500A 

across. 

Organelles are not vi.ible in the cytopla .. at this magnific-

ation, but some cells contain spherical black granules of the .... 

diameter as in the normal mantle. Occasionally, the cells contain 

spherical deposits of .uch greater diameter (Plate 52) •••• whether the 

melanin granules condense from these larger patch.. is not known. The 

cell indicated in Plate 52 appears to contain a myelin figure and this 

could indicate that it i. in an abnormal condition. On the other hand 

this cell could be a phagocyte. Plate 53 .how. one of the •• "fibroblast-

like" cell. at higher magnification. The nucleus, with peripheral and 

central patches, is elongated in the cell at the left of the plate and 

fills a large portion of the cell. A ... 11 .. ount of rough endopla .. ic 

reticulum is a180 visible and contain. an almost electron-tran.lucent 

.ubstance. In the cell in the centre of the .... plate the cytopla .. 
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contains rough ER together with some poorly defined Goigi complexes 

adjacent to which are numerous vesicles of medium electron density, which 

may instead be sections through the Golgi cisternae. These vesicles, if 

they are so, may fuse to give the large, less electron dense, spherical 

deposits (premelanin) seen in the cell at the right of Plate 53. They 

may condense to give the dense melanin granules. 

Two points are to be noted in connection with the central cell 

in Plate 53. One is that the melanin tends to be deposited at each pole 

of the cell; and secondly there is a spherical body of medium electron 

density, bounded by a double membrane in the cell. It could be a pre

melanin mass or else a rather unusual mitochondrion, it is not possible 

to decide which. Lain~~ (1971) description of melanocytes agrees quite 

well with the above except that she found no Golgi complexes. The 

sequence of development of melanin granules has been suggested by 

previous workers, for instance Wellings and Siegel (1963). However, the 

rod or plate-like formations described by thea in the melanosomes (the 

stage before the formation of mature melanin) are absent in Arion 

hortensis nor were they seen by Lain: in Agriolimax. These cells 

containing granules of melanin account for the aggregates seen in the 

light microscope survey of the regenerating tissue at this time and later. 

They are possibly fibroblasts (from the connective tissue) in origin since 

they resemble those, bearing pigment, described by Pan (1958). Whether 

all the fibroblasts present develop into pigment cells is not known, for 

there are some smaller one. which lack deposi ts o The _lanin i. pre.ua

ably developed early in the regenerate to provide ao.e fora ot protection, 

possibly against light. 

There is an alternative to the above explanation, that is that 

the cella are phagocyte. which have taken up melanin debris, and this may 

be the case in one or two instances where .yelin figures are present, aa 

mentioned earlier (p.ttb). In general, however, the shape ot the cella 
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does not seem to be consistent with their being phagocyteJ, and the 

presence of what are believed to be premelanin granules suggests that the 

cells are actually producing melanin. 

Two more features are to be noted in connection with the Day 15 

tissue. The first is the cell (X) indicated on Plate 52 which has a quite 

different shape from the fibroblasts, although it is elongated along one 

axis, measuring 15.~by 8.~. The nucleus is very large and ovoid, about 

7.2Y-by 6.2p',and contains a prominent nucleolus. There are some periph

eral patches of chromatin and small, isolated patches in the nucleoplaam. 

o 
The nuclear membrane measures about 420A. The cytoplasm is slightly less 

electron-dense than that of the pigment cells and at this magnification 

it is only possible to discern the presence of a fairly large aaount of 

rough endoplasmic reticulum, containing a fairly pale .ubstance. Also at 

one end of the cell is a rather distended vacuole, or vacuoles, whose 

nature is unknown, and at the other end there &Fe fine agyregate granules 

which might be glycogen. 

Plate 5J shows part of one of these cells at a higher aagnific-

ation. The rough endoplasmic reticulum can be clearly seen, with its 

palely electron-dense contents. The shape of the cisternae varies, in 

• some cases they are long and narrow (about 500A wide), in others they are 

o 0 
ovoid (1750A wide) and in still others they are al.aat apherical (4750. 

in diameter). At this magnification, elongated .itochondria can be seen 

although the details are not clear. 

The nature of the above cell i8 not known, although it appears 

to be producing a protein at so .. point, because of the presence of ribo-

somes. It is seen in the Day 19 tissue and will be discus .. d later (R.EM. 

2 (ii) b. p.l01-~Q1). 

The only posaible evidence ot nerve regenerating is aeen in 

Plate 54, where the "circular profiles" indicated could be .ection. 

through axon.. It re ... blea, quite closely, the nerve. aeen in Plate 43 
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for the normal mantle. On the other hand, it might be some debris 

resulting from the destruction of a nerve during wounding. 

R.EH.2 (ii) 

(b) Day 19 

Plate SS shows the regenerated epidermis 19 daya after wounding. 

The epidermal cells are columnar, 11.6pmlong by S.6p.wide, but are still 

shorter and wider than the measurements taken for the normal mantle (p.ll0). 

However, there is likely to be variations in cell size between different 

animals. The nuclei are basal and ovoid, with the longer axis perpendic-

ular to the cell surface (6,-by about 4~ as in the mantle, although in 

the latter case they are more elongated. There is some chromatin round 

the membranes and a few isolated patches in the nucleoplasa. A single 

o 
nucleolus is visible, and the nuclear membrane measures about 290A across. 

The microvilli measure approximately l,-in length and show the radiating 

fibreso By this time the epidermis begins to show some very slight 

ridging and this is possibly related to the presence of a few muscle 

fibres in the blastema. 

A zonula adhaerena and a septate desmosome are found between 

adjacent cells but again large spaces are present below this. The epi-

dermal cell cytoplasm appears as in the normal mantle, with numerous 

mitochondria, particularly in the supranuclear region. These .ito-

• chondria are elongated, up to about 1950A, and in some instances show 

diagonal cristae. A "tenainal web" is present below the microvilli. 

At the magnification on the print it is not possible to distinguish any 

other organelles. 

Plates 56 and 57 show the condition of the subepidermal tissue 

after 19 days. Mature mucous gland cells are present at the edge of the 

wound and these appear as in the normal mantle. 

Muscle and collagen fibres are present in the blaste .. (Plate 
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56) and these were absent in the Day 15 tissue (Plate 50). Plate 58 shows 

the periodicity of the collagen fibres. The muscle fibres appear as in 

the normal mantle but are less numerous. Plate 57 shows a cell which may 

be a myoblast. The nucleus is surrounded by muscle fibrils and measures 

o 0 • 0 
about 36~OA by 2000A, whilst the cell itself measures 5~OOA by 294oA. 

The chromatin is distributed peripherally and in two or three more central 

patches. Extensions from the nuclear membrane can be seen passing into 

the cytoplasm, where it presumably represents the endoplasmic reticulum 

(rough). However, the rest of the cytoplasm is filled with muscle fibrils, 

which are striated. 

In general, the sub-epidermal tissue still appears much more 

loosely packed and disorganised in comparison with the normal mantle. 

Very few of the fibroblast-like cells, noted in the Day 15 

tissue, are present in the Day 19 material - only one can be seen in 

Plate 56. The nucleus is elongated, and in this section the chromatin 

is peripheral. The cytoplasm is confined to a narrow band round the 

nucleus and, in a projection from one pole, pigment granules can be seen. 

The bulk of the granules are present in .... brane bound bodies as •• en in 

the normal mantle (Plate 43). 

In Plate 56, there is what appears to be a aelanocyte showing 

the various stages of melanin production. The elongated nucleus adopts 

a basal position, and rough endopla .. ic reticulu. is present, together 

with numerous ovoid mitochondria in the supranuclear cytoplas.. There 

are one or two areas which could be Golgi complexes, but they .ight also 

be elongated mitochondria. Two large areas of secretory .. terial are 

present one being palely electron-dense and hoaogeneous in appearance, 

the other being fairly electron-dense with whorls. It could be that this 

last is a condensing stage between the pale preaelanin granule and the 

.. ture granules which are also present in the cell. These whorls .. y be 

equivalent to the rods and plates described by previous workers, for 
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instance Wellings and Siegel (1963) in mammalian tissue. They were not 

noted in the Day 15 tissue, but the quality of prints is better in the 

Day 19 tissue. The cytoplasm shows some long, thin projections from its 

surface, which may indicate its similarity with the fibroblast-like 

cells described in Day 15. 

In the centre of Plate 56 there is another, almost stellate 

cell, which has long thin projections from its surface. This could mean 

that it is an immature melanocyte derived from the fibroblast-like cells 

seen in Plate 52, or else that this is a second cell type derived from 

the fibroblasts, possibly the cell (X) described in the Day 15 material. 

It is not possible to decide since only cisternae of the endoplasmic 

reticulum are visible. The other cell type, described as (X), is also 

present in the Day 19 material, but it is much .are numerous being the 

more common type in the regenerate, whilst it was rare in the earlier 

tissue. Examples of it can be seen in Plates 56 and 57, and a higher 

power representation can be seen in Plate 58, where the cell organelles 

are clear. The nucleus is elongated and the chromatin is peripheral and 

in more central, isolated patches. A single nucleolus is also evident • 

• The nuclear membrane measures about 200A across and contains a substance 

of medium electron density, a similar substance being seen in the rough 

ER. The nuclear pore indicated on the Plate measures about 7401 in 

diameter. The ER cisternae are long and narrow (on average 4501 across), 
ta 

but they show dilations in some places. Mitochondria are evident, and 
A 

one appears exceedingly long (although this could be two overlying each 

other). Cristae are numerous and the outer double .. abrane aeasures 

• about l80A. A Golyi complex, with five cisternae, is visible at the edge 

of the print. They contain a substance of medium electron density, as do 

some secretion-containing vacuoles present on the mature face. Vesicles 

appear to be present at the tips of the Golgi cisternae but these could be 

sections through their ends. The nature ot this secretion is unknovn, 
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although it is possibly proteinaceous. Occasionally, single melanin 

granules are seen associated with these cells (Plate 56) but they could 

be intrusions from other cells (the appearance resulting from an 

unusual sectioning angle) since there is no indication of developmental 

stages. However, there is no definite evidence tbat these cells are, 

or are not, melanocytes. Alternatively, they could be very young mucous 

gland cells, although the preponderance of ER and the paler contents of 

the Golgi complexes is rather different from the situation appertaining 

in the mature mantle uland cells. 

They might also be very young protein cells but the ER 
ta 

cisternae are more narrow. Dilation, due to the production of more 
A 

protein, may occur as the cell ages and matures. 

Lastly, they might be producing collagen - although there is 

no evidence of the inter-communicating vesicular system or the bordered 

pores described by Plummer (1966) in the collagen cells of the 

Achatinidae, but an extensive rough endoplasmic reticulum is present. 

Plummer quoted Jackson's (1964) view that collagen fibrils aay be poly-

.arising extracellularly, and it is possible that the SUbstance produced 

by (X) could polymerise to produce collagen. However, it is not 

possible to reach any conclusions about this cell, except that it might 

be a young mucous gland cell, since many young cells have an extensive 

rough ER, on the other hand it could be anyone of the other cell types 

indicated above. It might be significant that this cell is rare in the 

Day 15 regenerate and that collagen is absent, whilst both are present 

by Day 19. 

R.EM.2 (iii) Conclusion 

It would seem that the pigment cells derive frOm the fibro-

blast-like cells described in the Day 15 regenerate. If theae are 

fibroblasts then the pigaent cells at least have a caanective tissue 
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origin. The unidentified cells (X) may have a similar origin. How

ever, there is no conclusive evidence for the origin of the mucous gland 

cells, although the (X) type could give rise to them. Pan (1958) found 

that the fibroblasts of Australorbis gave rise to pigment cells and 

believed them to be involved in tissue repair alsoo At the edge of the 

wound, the mucous cells, at least, have reformed whilst there is no 

evidence of their formation in the centre. It would seem, therefore, 

that a much more extensive investigation of regeneration in the 19 to 22 

day regenerates is required, in the hope of establishing the gland cell 

origin. They might be more likely to derive from the still relatively 

disorganised sub-epidermal tissue than from the well-formed epidermal 

cells. No evidence of cell division is seen in this investigation but 

Dyson' (1965) also experienced difficulty in observing it, but stated 

that it reached a peak after seven days. It is possible that a more 

detailed study of the first week of develo~ent might reveal its 

presence. 

Thus, although the results suggest that the pigment cells may 

have a connective tissue origin, there is no proper evidence for the 

mUCOUS and protein gland cellso 

R.EM.2 (iv) Comparison with other works 

Dyson (1965) described the stages involved in the regeneration 

of the front edge of the mantle in Arion hortensis. She wounded the 

tissue by excision since it was believed that cautery caused damage 

beyond the apparent wound aargin (for instance, by denaturing protein 

and destroying enzymes) and this is believed to be the reason why there 

is a tiae lag between the stages of regeneration in the two studies. 

Within ainutes nyson noted that epithelial cella were released 

from the basal laaina (not evident in the current investigation) and 

began to extend and migrate over the wound. Becauae there waa so .. 
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piling up of cells at the free edge of the migrating sheet, she 

suggested that individual cell movement might play a part in the 

migration. A similar "piling up" is seen in the Day I tissue in this 

investigation. At the same time, Dyson noted that blood cells agglut

inated and muscular contraction restricted the size of the blood 

spaces, reducing further loss. Demolition and removal of dead tissue 

began within 24 hours, accompanied by a heightened level of acid 

phosphatase, two types of phagocytes were recorded, one being a blood 

cell and the other a tissue cell. Possible phagocytes are seen in the 

Day 1 tissue of this work, and similarly both works recorded the 

presence of glycogen in the wound region at this ti.a, presumably 

acting as an energy supply for growth. 

After three days Dyson recorded that the dorsal epider.al 

cells appeared squamous to cuboidal, but the ventral ones were still 

flattened. Such a situation is noted in the dorsal cells by Day 6 in 

the current work. They may have been in existence longer but no 

tissue was investigated between Days 1 and 6. Wound closure was com

plete by Day 5 in Dyson's tisaue and by Day 6 in this work. 

In both works an increased staining of the connective tissue 

of the wound region, at Day 1 by Dyson and Day 11 onwards here. Dyson 

believed that this .ight indicate a rise in the aaount of hyaluronic 

acid present, which could act as a tensile aatrix increasing wound 

strength. 

Dyson recorded the appearance of blaste .. cells, derived 

from epithelial, blood, connective tissue and nerve sheath cells, two 

days after wounding. It is noted by Day 6 in this work, but it prob

ably appeared earlier. nyson found that .yoblasts were local in 

origin formed by the de-differentiation of local .uscle cells. De.o

lition and de-differentiation occurred si.ultaneously tor so .. ti.a, 

but after five days d.-olition was succeeded by repair .ad .itotic 
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division reached a peak after seven days. 

After six days, Dyson stated that the number of phagocytes 

had dropped but that those that remained contained pigment, as noted in 

the Day 6 tissue here. 

In both works, a division of the blastema into a demolition 

and fibroblast zone was noted, by Day 6 in this work. 

Differentiation of the blastema into epithelial cells, fibro

blasts, muscle fibres and some connective tissue was evident after 8 

days. It began in the cells adjacent to the uninjured tissue and pro

gressed outwards to the rest of the blastema. In this work, it was 

noted that the more developed wound cells appeared adjacent to the 

normal tissue. 

By Day l~, Dyson recorded a rise in the aaount of S5 and SH 

groups in the wound, reaching a peak at 21 days. This was the stage at 

which myoblasts were differentiating, and Dyson believed that the 

increase reflected the amount of fibrous protein being produced. The 

other blastema cells also showed increased staining and this was 

believed to be the result of protein synthesis (necessary for growth) 

following cell division. A rise in protein staining is noted in the 

Day 19 tissue of this work. 

Occasionally, dorsal mUCOU8 gland cells were noted by Dyson 

in the Day l~ tissue, re8embling type III, and both protein and dorsal 

mucous cells were present by Day 21 and the epider.al cells appeared 

normal. The mucous gland cells appear to arise between days 15 and 22 

in the current work, but protein ce~ls were not seen until Day ~2. 

In both works, by Day ~2, the regenerated ti.sue could only 

be distinguished by the heightened staining of the connective tissue 

and the unusual distribution of pigment granules. 

Thus, there are considerable parallels between the two 

investigations, although there is a ti .. lag in the cauterised tissue, 
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the main difference relating to the origin of the mucous gland cells, 

Dyson believing them to be epidermal. 

Guardabasmand Piacenza (1958) studied the regeneration of 

the pallial epithelium of Helix pomatia, and whilst this work was 

principally concerned with the re-formation of the shell, they noted a 

strong PAS reactivity and intense metachromasia (in toluidine blue) in 

the damaged mantle, 2~ days after wounding. This is in agreement with 

Dyson's findings and corresponded to those in the current work. 

Arcadi (1965) excised a segment from the lateral portion of 

the foot pad of Ulhmania poirieri and after three hours only a general 

disorganisation could be seen with an invasion of what appeared to be 

fibroblasts. These were not seen in the 2~ hour tissue of the current 

work, being detected after 6 days. However, both Dyson and this 

worker (Lawrence) recorded the presence of phagocytes at this time. 

After two days, Arcadi noted that the epidermis adjacent to the wound 

had begun to migrate and completely covered the wound after four days. 

In this work the epidermis had covered the wound after six days but 

did not appear normal until Day 32 or later. Arcadi stated that the 

tissue appeared normal after 17 days but only accumulations of alcian

ophilic material, deep in the subcutaneous tissue, were evident. 

Arcadi believed this to mark the beginning of the regenerating mucous 

gland cells, and by days 21 to 22, they appeared nor.al. Thus, it 

would seem that they derive from fibroblasts or interstitial cells con

taining alcianophilic granules. In Arion mucous gland cells were seen 

as early as Day l~ by Dyson and by Day 22 in this work. 

Binot (1965) studied the regeneration of the pedal sole of 

Oncidiella celtica, and found the demolition period to extend between 

days 1 and 5, whilst in Dyson's (1965) work on Arion it appeared to 

extend until the sixth day and in the current work until at leaat day 

8. In Oncidiella a thin epider.is was evident between the fifth and 
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seventh days, whilst in both works on ~ it was present after only 

24 hours. Between Days 36 to 42 the epidermis returned to normal, 

whilst round cells, rich in ER, appeared in the depths of the connective 

tissue. These were believed to be young mucous cells, and they could be 

equivalent to the (X) cells described in the current work on Arion, 

although these were evident between Days 15 and 19. 

Thus, the evidence from Arcadi and Binot suggests a connective 

tissue origin for the mucous gland cells, whilst Dyson believed them to 

be epidermal. They are suspected to have a connective tissue origin in 

this worko 
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D DISCUSSION 

This research has attempted to describe the structure of sa.e 

of the gland cells associated with the skin of Arion hortensis, and to 

define the nature of their secretions. 

The function of the slime produced by molluscs has already been 

considered (LM.3 pp 17-18) and in ~ that produced by the pedal gland 

and A/B gland cells in the sole (a chondroitin) is concerned with 

lubrication for locomotion. The function of the less numerous, granular 

C gland cells, also in the sole, is unknown but their secretion product 

may modify that of the other cells of the foot. This secretion is a 

mucoprotein, there being evidence of sulphated groups and tyrosine. The 

M/m cells of the dorsal surface also produce an acid mucopolysaccharide, 

but a low sulphate chondroitin, apparently co.bined with protein. It .. y 

keep the skin moistened and clear of debris, as well a. allowing some 

cooling of the body by latent heat of evaporation. Pig .. nt/protein cells 

are present in the dorsal integument, and the protein .. y have a 

repugnatorial effect and/or change the viscosity of the sli.e. The 

pigment appears to be a dietary wa.te product, .ince the newly hatched slug 

lacks the yellow colo ration, at least in the sole. 

Interestingly, the count. of gland cells (Histogram. I and II) 

revealed that more are present at the anterior end of tbe ani .. l and this 

might be expected in an animal which proceed. forward.. More sli .. would 

be required at tbe front to protect the dorsal and ventral surface. a. 

they pass through the SUbstrate. 

In terms of the relative nw.bers of gland cells di.tributed over 

the body surface, the M/m and AlB .ucou. gland cells are most nu.erou. 

followed by the pigment/protein and then the C gland cells. 

The secretion produced by the aantle groove .ucous gland cells 

is different again, being granular and apparently .ore sulphated, caa

bined with protein and neutral .ucopoly.accbaride. It. function 1. 
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unknown, but the gland cells' position might suggest that the slime 

lubricates the groove and reduces the friction between the undersurface 

of the mantle and the sides of the body. campion (1957, 1961) described 

granular PAS-positive cells in the mantle collar of Helix aSpersa; and 

Barr (1927-1928) described granular cells in the mantle margin of Arion 

~, as did Ch~tail & Binot (1968b) in Arion rufus, but their function 

was not considered. The finding of them in the shelled Helix is 

interesting, possibly indicating that they are retained from the stage in 

evolution when the "slugs" were shell-bearing. 

Some A/B gland cells are aggregated in the tissue forming the 

ventral part of the peripodial groove, and their slime may reduce friction 

between the sides of the body and the top of the foot. However, the 

slime of the mantle groove mucous cells and that of the peripodial groove 

cells are quite different in character so it is not possible to say that 

they serve a similar function in reducing friction. The secretion of the 

peripodial groove A/B gland cells also laterally supplements the slime 

produced by the pedal gland, but it has not been possible to assess how 

extensively this last secretion spread over the foot. Nor is it known 

whether the pedal gland mucus is more fluid than the secretions released 

directly on to the sole, but it would be advantageous if this were the 

case since it has some distance to travel within the gland lumen, and, 

furthermore it could be more easily distributed in this condition. 

However, the numerous, long cilia in the lumen could also effectively .ave 

a viscous slime. The secretion, produced by the gland cells distributed 

over the sole, may increase the thickness of the "cushion" of slime on 

which the animal moves ••• this would buffer the ani.al's foot against 

abrasion. 

The histochemical investigation did not reveal the components 

of the acid mucopolysaccharide produced by the caudal gland, but ita 

function is as a recognition mark or stimulant during courtship (Barr 
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1927-1928). This is where the'courtship ropes' of the other species, for 

instance, Arion ater, derive from, and the slime for that would have to 

be very viscous. 

The broad categories of gland cell types are much as described 

by other workers on other molluscs, although it has been possible to character

ise some of the secretions more extensively here using modern techniques. 

However, it was not possible to identify calcium or lipid gland cells, 

for instance, as described by Campion (1957, 1961), but Dyson (1965) 

noted calcium cells in the mantle of Arion hortensis. It is likely 

that this substance is associated with the pigment/protein cells in 

the current investigation, but the staining procedures adopted were not as 

comprehensive as those used by Dyson. 

There is no obvious and consistent difference in the 

literature concerning the nature of slug and snail slime, but this is not 

to say there is none. The diversity of techniques used at different periods 

of time makes any exact comparison very difficult. It does seem likely 

that the granular cells, a, b and c, described by Laine (1971) in her 

light microscope survey of Agriolimax reticulatuB , are equivalent to 

the pigment/protein cells of Arion. 

Considering Dyson's (1965) light microscope investigation of 

the mantle of Arion hortensis, apart from the difference relating to the 

calciua cells (already mentioned), there is the question of the presence 

or absence of a basal lamina. Dyson found one to be present, but it could 

not be seeD in the current investigation, even using the electron 

microscope. It is likely that what she was seeing is the band of collagen 

and muscle fibres seen lying below the epider.a1 cells (Plate 39), 

and around the bases of the gland cells (Plate 42), which under the light 

microscope might have looked like a basal lamina. The function of the 
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lamina is not known, but it may provide an anchoring mechanism for the 

epidermis. 

The ultrastructure of the mucous cells of the mantle and pedal 

gland varies in the relative proportions of the endoplasmic reticulum and 

Golgi complexes, the former filling a large area of the pedal mucocyte 

and the latter being predominant in the mantle mucous gland cells. This 

may indicate that protein is a major component of the pedal gland 

secretion. 

The most interesting structure revealed by the electron 

microscope was the tubular system within the endoplasmic reticulum, and 

whilst this has been reported before a new interpretation of its form 

is presented here. The tubules, believed to be precipitated protein, are 

thought to extend from one wall of the ER cisterna to the other, being 

shallowly S-shaped and with ribosomes at either end. Wondrak's 

interpretation of their organisation was rather different, in the form 

of radiating tubules, but this is not compatible with the plate-like 

cisternae seen in Arion hortensis. 

In order to examine the nature of the small tubules in the 

endoplasmic reticulum of the pedal gland mucocytes, deamination and pepsin 

techniques were devised and used on tissue subsequently prepared for 

the electron microscope. 

TQe pathway for the production of secretion in the pedal 

gland appears to be blebs from the ER, to vesicles, to the Golgi complex 

to secretion sacs. In the mantle gland cells, however, the amount of ER 

is greatly reduced and no blebbing or vesicles are eTident. Whether this 

indicates that the pathway is different is not known, and without an 

autoradiogralhic investigation it is not possible to comment adequately 

on this point. 
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Two other features are apparent from the ultrastructural work. 

One is the presence of microvilli along the upper epidermis of the pedal 

gland lumen and on the mantle epidermis. Their function is presumably 

absorptive but what is being absorbed is not known. The second point is 

the paucity of nerve supply, particularly in the vicinity of the pedal 

gland. Even where nerves are evident in the mantle, their connection with 

gland cells could not be seen. This lack of innervation has not generally 

been commented on by previous workers, although Lain~ (1971) found that 

techniques for staining nervous tissue did not give good results. It 

could be that this absence of nerves reflects the relatively primitive 

nature of the slugs. 

The regular form of the gland cell necks indicates that dis-
, 

charge is merocrine, agreeing with Campion (1957, 1961) and Laine (1971). 

The other workers considered in the historical background have not 

commented on the mechanism of discharge. The merocrine method would be 

advantageous since it presumably causes less disruption of the epidermis, 

and is less wasteful in terms of cell organelles. Since there is little 

evidence of developmental stages, except perhaps in the case of the 

pigment/protein cells, it seems likely that the gland cells function 

throughout the life of the animal. 

Unfortunately, there is little information on the origin of the 

gland cells, although there is circumstantial evidence for a connective 

tissue origin. 

One would expect a young gland cell to contain a fairly 

extensive rough endoplasmic reticulum composed of narrow cisternae (which 

have not filled with secretion components), numerous mitochondria, 

supplying energy, together with some Golgi coaplexes, and the nucleus 

would probably have a proainent nucleolus. This description agrees quite 

well with the (X) cells seen principally in the Day 19 regenerating 

mantle tissue, but the secretion present in the Golgi cisternae is unlike 
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that in the mature mantle gland cells. However, in the early stages the 

cells would contain little of their characteristic secretion and it is 

possible this may have gone undetected, although one might have hoped 

some detail would be evident. Thus, they could be young mucous cells 

and since they were present in the blastema below a well-formed epidermis, 

this suggests that the gland cells could have a connective tissue origin. 

One would expect young cells derived from epidermal cells to contain 

less endoplasmic reticulum and fewer Golgi complexes than those de~ived 

from connective tissue cells since these former do not normally have a 

secretory function. 

Much more work needs to be conducted in order to ascertain the 

origin of the gland cells in Arion hortensis. A more detailed study on 

the regeneration of mantle tissue, particularly with respect to the 

ultrastructural aspect, might have provided some evidence of gland cell 

origin. In the text of that section it was said that a more thorough 

investigation of the Day 19 and 22 regenerates might establish the origin 

of the mucous gland cells at least. However, it would also be of value 

to examine the regenerate tissue prior to this time to see the 'arrival' 

of the "fibroblast-like" cells and (X> cells. Quite valuable results 

might be obtained if autoradiographic teChniques could be combined with 

regeneration studies since they might allow for a more effective tracing 

of the origin of cells, by labelling their components. The regeneration 

results as they stand at present are inadequate and Can only be regarded 

as a pilot survey. They need to be substantiated by much more work, but 

unfortunately this was not possible in the time allotted. 

It has been possible to correlate the structures seen using both 

the light and electron microscopes but, in general, fixation for the 

electron microscope appears to be better since the cells are full and not 

shrunken and empty. This is partly because only small pieces of tissue 

are used and therefore fixation is more rapid, and partly because care is 
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taken with the molarity and pH of the fixatives for high resolution work 

and this is not the case for light microscopy. Unfortunately, the 

number of histochemical techniques available to the electron 

microscopist is limited, at present being mainly confined to the general 

identification of mucopolysaccharides. Also, the embedding of the tissue 

in resin tends to preclude the possibility of staining thick sections (lrnv 
with conventional histochemical stains. It might be useful to fix small 

pieces of tissue in glutaraldehyde and osmium but to clear in benzene and 

embed in wax, instead of propylene oxide and resin. However, it would 

still not be possible to cut sections thinner than about 5r-0n an ordinary 

microtome. One manifestation of better fixation is seen in the mantle 

where large and small mucous gland cells were believed to be present after 

the light microscope examination. After fixation for the electron 

microscope the cells are found to be of a fairly uniform size and the 

small mucous gland cells are believed to be produced by the excessive 

contraction and discharge of some gland cells when the live animal is 

introduced into the light microscope fixative. Also the secretion in the 

mantle cells is seen to be coarsely retiCUlate after fixation in Susa 

whilst finely stranded material in sacs is evident in the ultrastructural 

investigation. Perhaps the most obvious damaging effect of chemical 

fixation, for the light microscope, is seen on the pigment/protein cells 

where often only a proteinaceous shell is visible. 

A number of problems were encountered in the current investig

ation and these will be outlined below, together with some possible 

solutions. One is the identification of the secretions produced and 

another is determining the mechanism by which they arise. 

The usual method of characterising the different secretions is 

to use stains, which have a varying specificity. In the past few years 

there has been a considerable proliferation and modification of tech

niques particularly with respect to the use of various salt concentrations 
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with the stain. Thus, for example, in the case of methyl green-pyronin 

(Scott 1967) competing salt ions prevent any substance but RNA staining 

with pyronin, whereas non-nucleotide polyanions stain as well in 

ordinary circumstances ••• as has been demons~rated in this work. When 

staining acid mucopolysaccharides, the tests available simply indicate 

that such a substance is present, but do not characterise the type of 

group involved. The use of salts and pH extinction curves has, to some 

extent, made stains like Alcian blue more specific, but when using a range 

of tests on a complex substance such as slug slime, conflicting and 

unexpected results may be obtained simply because methods of detection 

are too crude. Many mucous secretions are composed of a combination of 

mucus and protein and the proteinaceous part may go undetected since its 

normal staining properties are masked by the acidic groups. Hence, 

protein was apparently only indicated by deamination in the mantle mucous 

gland cells. Yet it could not be established from histochemical tests 

whether the acidic groups were attached to the amine groups of protein or 

to the same groups in the suspected galactosamine unit of the mucous part 

of the molecule. Similarly, for this same secretion, the histochemical 

tests indicated that both carboxyl and sulphate radicals were present, but 

it could not be ascertained whether they were attached to the mucoid or 

protein moiety. Enzymes may help to characterise the mucous part of the 

secretion, and their action is usually held to be specific, but not all 

substances are susceptible to digestion - for example, some sialic acids 

are not affected by neuraminidase. 

Thu~although histochemical methods can provide evidence for 

some of the types of units present within a secretion, they can give no 

indication of their arrangement. Biochemical and electrophoretic methods 

may be able to establish the nature of a given secretion, or at least 

identify large components within it, but problems of linkages may still 

remain. However, this work is beyond the scope of the present 
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investigation. If a better understanding is to be obtained about the 

nature of the secretions produced by Arion hortensis then it would be 

necessary to subject them to these methods, although the difficulty of 

obtaining adequate, pure samples would be considerable. 

The second major problem to be faced is that of making dynamic 

interpretations from the static evidence provided by the slide or the 

micrograph. This is particularly acute when developmental sequences of 

gland cells are being established, for instance, the Y cells of the 

dorsal surface of Arion. From the histochemical results, and the images 

presented, it is only possible to say that they are probably the precursors 

of the pigment/protein cells. Only if intermediate stages are evident can 

the conclusion be less than speculation, and these are not common. Using 

the electron microscope, the situation is worsened since it is necessary 

to establish the direction of, for example, secretion processes where 

vesicles may be moving to or from an organelle. The interpretation of 

the cycle of events is crucial here since a completely false picture could 

be constructed. Autoradiographic techniques are of considerable 

importance in establishing pathways and developmental cycles, providing 

that suitable substances can be found to be labelled and administered with 

the diet or by injection. It would have been of 80me value to the current 

work if such methods had been used, since it was particularly difficult 

to establish developmental cycles. Labelling teChniques would also have 

established a time sequence for the production of secretion, since such 

information could not be deduced from the present material. 

Thus, the use of a biochemical assay and autoradiographic 

techniques would provide more information about the nature and production 

of the secretions in Arion, and the developmental sequence of the cells 

concerned. 

However, a better way of establishing the origin of the gland 

cells, but even more lengthy, would be an investigation of the embryology 
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of Arion hortensis. Tissue was prepared for this but no time was 

available for its examination. A most valuable contribution might have 

been made if the embryo could have been examined using the electron 

microscope. However, a light survey would have to be undertaken first 

to establish the time of initiation of the gland cells, to conduct the 

whole investigation with an electron microscope would be an enormous task. 

Lastly, although nerves have been implicated in the mechanism 

of discharge, as already mentioned their attachment to either gland cells 

or muscle fibres has not been established. This might be done by a 3D 

reconstruction of an area of tissue, using electron micrographs of serial 

sections. Micrographs would probably be necessary since the nerves are, 

in many instances, very small and would be best detected ultrastructurally. 

Although such a reconstruction may provide results for the mantle tissue, 

it may not be so successful for the pedal gland since nerves were never 

seen in the gland itself. 

Thus, the results of the current investigation have provided 

additional problems, which might be solved by use of the techniques 

outlined above. However, it has been possible to characterise the 

secretions rather more extensively than before, to describe the ultra

structure of the pedal gland and that of regenerating slug tissue, albeit 

over a limited time interval, neither of which has been done before. 
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SUMMARY 

1. Slug tissue was fixed principally in Susa or liquid nitrogen 

and exposed to 25 techniques for polysaccharides and mucopolysaccharides 

(including fluorescent methods); seven for protein; two for nucleic 

acids; two for lipid; two for calcium; one for connective tissue; one 

for elastic tissue and one for melanin. 

20 Six types of mucous gland cells, two mucous glands and pigment/ 

protein cells were described. 

The reticulate M and m cells of the dorsal surface were 

believed to be one and the same type of cell, m being the discharged form. 

They were thought to contain a low sulphate chondroitin, possibly com

bined with protein. 

The pigment/protein cells and what may be their young stages 

(y) were also found in the dorsal surface, the proteinaceous part con

taining tyrosine and the pigment being either a carotenoid or a flavone 

(probably derived from the diet). They were usually severely damaged 

after chemical fixation. Discharge appeared to occur after 'severe 

attack' and the cells might have a repugnatorial effect. 

5. The granular mantle groove mucous cells were found on the 

ventral surface of the mantle, and apparently contained a sulphated and 

carboxylated mucopolysaccharide with protein, possibly together with a 

neutral mucopolysaccharide. 

6. The reticulate A/B cells were present in the sole, B being 

the less mature stage. They were believed to contain a chondroitin-like 

substance combined with protein. 

70 These last cells resembled the mucocytes of the pedal glando 

This gland's structure, with its complex epidermis, was described. 

8. The granular C gland cells were present in the 801e, they were 

less common than the others, and contained a mucoprotein. The mucoid 

part appeared to be sulphated and the protein stained for tyrosine. It 

was unusual in that it stained with Weigert's Elastin stain. 
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The caudal gland was described, but the nature of its mucoid 

secretion was not known. 

10. Melanin was found over the dorsal surface, and a yellow pigment 

in the soleo 

110 Deposits of calcium were present in the mantle, they were 

thought to represent the reduced shell. 

12. Glycogen was detected in the connective tissue, presumably being 

a food reserve. 

13. All gland cells were believed to discharge in a merocrine manner, 

possibly being effected by muscular contraction. Direct innervation of 

the gland cells could not be seen. 

14. The gland cells were thought to have a connective tissue origin, 

although few developmental stages were seen. Because of this, it would 

seem that the slug is born with its full comple.ent of gland cells. 

15. (a) The ultrastructure of the pedal gland was described, with 

details of the gland duct epidermis and cell organelles. Fixation was 

accomplished by glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide, and staining with 

alcian blue and uranyl acetate in the block was attempted. 

150 (b) Of particular note was the extensive tubule-filled endoplasmic 

reticulum. These tubules were thought to be precipitated protein. 

Deamination and pepsin techniques, applied to the blocks fixed for the EM, 

tended to substantiate this. Proposals were forwarded for their 

arrangement. 

The ultrastructure of the normal mantle was examined, and the 

structure of the epidermis, M and pigment/protein cells considered. The 

• cells were not evident •••• and were believed to represent excessively 

and unnaturally discharged M cellso In contrast to the pedal gland, the 

Golgi complexes were the most common organelles, and the endopla .. ic 

reticulum lacked tubules. 

170 Tissue from the same area of mantle was daaaged, using a hot 
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wire, and examined using the light microscope. An epidermis composed of 

flattened cells covered the wound after 2~ hours and mucous gland cells 

were evident between days 19 and 22. After ~6 days the regenerate tissue 

could only be discerned by the abnormal distribution of melanin and a 

more strongly staining connective tissueo 

18. Tissue was fixed for the EM 15 and 19 days after wounding. The 

ultrastructure of the regenerated epidermis was described, together with 

that of the blastema containing possible fibroblasts plus pigment and 

an unknown cell type (X). This last was most common at the Day 19 stage 

and could be a young mucous gland cell; however, this could not be 

established. 

19. From the regeneration work it would appear that at least the 

gland cells of the mantle have a connective tissue origin, since the 

epidermis was formed before the blastema began to differentiate. 
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Al APPENDIX I 

Information Concerning the Eggs of Arion hortensis 

The conditions in which these eggs were laid has already been 

The eggs were found in groups, either partly or completely 

buried in the soil (to a depth of approximately 2.5 cms in the crystall-

ising dishes). They were ellipsoidal, whitish and opaque, and measured 

about 3 mm on their long axis. 

The eggs were transferred to filter paper (dampened by dis-

tilled water) in a petri dish, and placed in a 12°C-16°c (average 14°C> 

incubator with an 18 hour day. 

They were checked for indications of fungus daily and con-

taminated specimens removed. 

The following table gives details of the number of eggs found 

in each clutch and the number of days taken to hatch, where this in for-

mation is available. 

Table (i): Clutch size and Hatching times for A. hortensis 

Clutch size Hatching Time 

11 45 days 

17 44 days 

20 44 days 

6 ) 
) 

12 ) 
) 

14 ) Time not 
) 

16 ) established 
) 

20 ) 
) 

21 ) 
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The average clutch size was 15.2 eggs. They were laid by slugs 

collected in October, just before the normal breeding season. 

The newly hatched slugs were between ~ and 6.5 mm long (when 

fully extended) by about 1 mm in diameter and appeared pale grey on the 

dorsal surface, with a darker mantle. The sole was white. 
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A2 APPENDIX II 

List of Suppliers of Dyes, Solutions and Enzymes, together with Colour 

Index Numbers and Batch Numbers 

Stain 

Methyl Blue 
(for Mallory's Triple Stain) 

Resorcin-~uchsin 

(for Weigert's Elastin 
Stain) 

Toluidine Blue 

Azure A (MacNeal) 

Alcian Blue 

Revector Methyl Green 

Revector Pyronin G 

Solution 

Thionyl chloride 

Enzymes 

,-Glucuronidase: Dry powder 
O.lgm., 0.05 EU/mg. or 
900,000 Fishman Units/gm. 

Hyaluronidase: 25Omgm., 
ex-ovine testes, salt-free, 
lyoph. 
Activity 300 IU/mg. 

Neuraminidase: ex Vibrio 
cholerae. O.Q5M Sodium 
acetate buffer with 1% HaCl 
and 1% CaC12 added. 
Activity 500 units/mI. 

Ribonuclease: ex-bovine 
pancreas. 

Supplier 

G. T. Gurr 

G. T. Gurr 

G. T. Gurr 

G. T. Gurr 

G. T. Gurr 

Hopkin & Williams 

Hopkin & Williams 

Supplier 

Hopkin & Williams 

Supplier 

B.D.Ho 
Biochemical 

Koch Light 
Labs. 

Koch Light 
Labs. 

Koch Light 
Labs. 

Colour Index Number 

42755 

52040 

Batch Number 
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